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New
inston Lights Box.

R.J. FEYNOI.D6 TOBACCO CO.

Kings and 100's.
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Discover smooth, rich flavor in a Lights Box.
Not available in some areas.
SURGEON GEh1EPAL'S WARNING: Cigarette

Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

LIGHTS 100's BOX: o mg.

LIGHTS BOX

11

"tar".

0.7 mg. nicotine,.

mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine, az per cigarette by

Fit method,
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HIGH CURRENT.
GFA-555 TECHNOLOGY.

The new

ADCOM GFA-545.
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This new power amplifier from
Adcom offers the same circuit
topology as our GFA-555. And
that's the amplifier independent
test reports have found clearly
superior to others priced two
to three times higher.
The essential differences:
100 watts per channel for the
GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the
GFA-555. And a correspondingly
lower price.
However, nothing at all is
sacrificed when it comes to
interfacing accurately and
easily with virtually any
speaker system available today.
Which one for you? If your
listening room and other
requirements don't really call
for the amount of power the
GFA-555 delivers, the GFA-545
is probably all the amplifier
your speakers will ever need.
The only way to really
appreciate the superlative
quality o' the new GFA-545 is
to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier,
regardless of power or price.
You'll find there's just no
comparison.
Power ratings are continuous, both
channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz-20 kHz,
with no more than 0.09% THD.

AD
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will now make audio tapes off of
your TV VCR or CD player.

J

[The VCR you bought

I
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last year

now can dub and edit sound
onto your home videos.
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Your TV set

that still looks great
can now be stereo, cable -compatible
and fully remote controlled.
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Your old

stereo
speaker

can now be part
of a Surround Sound
system.
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To get a whole new audio/video system,

just fiflintheb

Any music or TV lover would be
thrilled to own a state-of-the-art audio/
video system.
Less thrilling, however, is the
price tag that goes along with it.
But now you and Sony can create
an affordable alternative: with the
remarkably versatile Sony audio/
video receivers and stereo TV tuner.
Together, they have the power to
integrate all your existing components
and make them perform as they never have before.
For example, our STR-AV880 audio
receiver can drive 110 watts per channel through a pair of your favorite

speakers. Hook up a second pair of ordinary set will be capable of respeakers to the STR-ÁV880 and you'll ceiving stereo broadcasts and up to
experience Surround Sound,
181 TV channels*
giving you the realism of movie
Finally, Sony receivers save
theater sound at home.
you effort as well as money. The
This receiver can even perfull -function audio/video

form as an audio/video "control
UniCommander® remote
center;' allowing you to dub a
control, included with the
stereo sound track from audio Moo
STR-AV880, gives you complete
sources within your system onto ooa cc control of your new AN system
videotape. Or instantly go from
without ever leaving your chair.
one video source to another.
In fact, you only have to do
Sony receivers also allow
one thing. Visit your nearest
you to step up to a full -featured TV- Sony hi -fidelity dealer.
without purchasing a new TV ConIf you want the best in sight and
nected 'to our ST-7TV tuner, your sound, he'll be happy to fill you in.

*Stereo broadcasts where available; includes cable channels that require cable subscription.
01986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony UniCommander and The One and Only are trademarks of Sony.

SONY®

THE ONE AND ONLY.
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Compact disc clarity.
The ultimate expression.

.

The purest, most accurate digital audio possible in a compact
disc player. Excellence that combines the finest features. Performance features like 16 -bit processing with oversampling, separate digital and analog filtering systems, and LonglilèTM 3 -beam
laser tracking. Convenience features like wireless remote control. Just sit back and experience the incredible transparency and
dynamic range only flawless digital design can offer.
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Tam Distributed by CBS Magazine Marketing.
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This fine product is distritut.d exclusively through Shure ULTRA Group dealers.
For the name and °canon of yoar nearest dealer, call (312) 866-2608.
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(Pay just shipping & handling)

Choose One of these Top Compact Discs Free
when you join the Compact Disc Club!
THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND
AND SAVINGS!
Yes, any Compact Disc
here is yours FREE-when
you become a member of
the Compact Disc Club. You
pay only shipping and handling-then need buy just one
more selection at regular
Club prices (usually $15.98)
during the next year.

PRINCE
PARADE

GERSHWIN
Rhapsody In Blue

Vivaldi

Pavarotti

The Four

PASSIONE

Seasons

M

The English Comer,

American In
Pans racerto

Pinnock

PREVIN
I7:11=113

r

115437

140234

nose, Pops

MOZART

I

I

t.miam,
by

AMERICA,
THE DREAM
AGOES OTt

Van Halen
5

GRIEG. -

John William,

Piano Concertos
Nos.
& 20
Rudolf Sorkin

110770

115356

114734

115441

PEER GYNT SUITES
I

ti

SIBELIUS, PELLEAS
et MELISANDE

O
O

nixr>/
HERBERT

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
As a member, you select
from hundreds of exciting
Compact Discs described in
the Club's exclusive bulletin
mailed to you 13 times a
year. Each issue highlights a
Featured Selection in your
preferred musical division
plus an impressive array of
alternate selections. If you'd
like the Featured Selection,
you need not do a thing; it
will be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer a different Compact Disc, or none
at all, just return the Notification Card enclosed with each
issue of CD Discovery by the
date specified on the card.
You will have at least 10 days
to decide, or you may return
your Featured Selection at
our expense. And you may
cancel your membership at
any time, after completing
your membership agreement, simply by writing to us.

HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN!
As a member of the Compact Disc Club, you enjoy big
savings. With every Compact Disc you purchase at
regular Club prices, you
receive a bonus certificate.
Collect two bonus certificates and take a Compact
Disc of your choice for just
half the regular member's
price, plus shipping/handling.
CD24

»PTT,,,

II

164042

Itzhak Perlman

MOZART'

Ms Mister

James Galway

WELCOME to THE
REAL WORLD

Violin Concertos

Hen

git

Nos. 3 & 5

errs

pave

ire

DVORAK
New World

I'I

Whitney

Symphony

nilli

Chkaro
Orthes

HARLBgÜIN

Solti

154203

151758

143765

I

tftlf

sympany

I

115146

in

Grurnteñ

éJ

Prrú
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170220

115169

115134

115062

133507
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VON
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Houston

I

154381

115168

Chick Corea: Elektrlc Band
Rumble, Side Walk, Cool
Weasel Boogie, Got A Match?,
etc. GRP DIGITAL 140093

The Glenn Miller Orchestra:
In The Digital Mood In The
Mood, Chattanooga Choo-Chop,
etc. GRP DIGITAL 143293

Wagner, Orchestral Highlights From The Ring Vienna

Simple Minds: Once Upon A
Time Alive And Kicking, All

Philharmonic Orchestra/Solti.
London DIGITAL 115426

The Things She Said, others.
ABM 142320

Brahms, 21 Hungarian Dances
Claudio Abbado conducts the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40
& 41 (Jupiter)
James Levine
with the Chicago Symphony.

Lionel Richie: Can't Slow
Down All Night Long (All
Night), Running With The

Sunday In The Park With
George Bernadette Peters,
Mandy Patinkin & original cast.

DG DIGITAL 115408

RCA DIGITAL 104810

Night, etc. Motown 110767

RCA DIGITAL 154014

Alabama: Greatest Hits She
And I, Why Lady Why, Feels So
Right, Tennessee River, others.
RCA 120247

John Cougar Mellencamp:
Scarecrow Small Town,

The Cars: Greatest Hits
Tonight She Comes, Drive, You
Might Think, Shake It Jp, others.
Elektra 153702

Bach, Brandenburg Concertos
Nos. 4-6 The English Concert
led by Trevor Pinnock. Archiv

Carmen (Highlights)

Film
soundtrack. Migenes-Johnson,
Domingo; Maazel conducts.
Erato DIGITAL 154105

Bach, Organ Works Daniel
Chorzempa plays the Toccata
& Fugue in D Minor, others.
Philips DIGITAL 115193

The Canadian Brass: High,

Rimsky-Korsakov,Schehera-

Phil Collins: No Jacket Required One More Night, Sussudio, Don't Lose My Number,
etc. Atlantic 120771

Daryl Hall & John Oates: Live
At The Apollo Apollo Medley,
Everytime You Go Away, others.

Mozart, Requiem Schreier
leads the Leipzig Radio Choir
Dresden State Orch. Philips

RCA 140625

DIGITAL 115039

r- wai%

R.O.C.K. In The U.S.A., etc.
Riva 144512

zade André Previn conducts
the Vienna Philharmonic. Philips

ble. RCA DIGITAL 144529

DIGITAL 115415
&

Led Zeppelin IV (Runes) Stairway To Heaven, Black Dog,
Rock And Roll, Four Sticks,
etc. Atlantic 112014

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE

COMAAICT

i=CWB=

Bright, Light & Clear Baroque gems for brass ensem-

DIGITAL 125417

Mail to: Compact Disc Club / P.O. Box 91412 / Indianapolis, IN 46491

YES, please enroll me as a member of the Compact Disc Club and send me the Compact
Disc have indicated below free. need buy just one more CD at regular Club prices in the next
year. .. without obligation to buy anything further! (Shipping/handling added to each shipment.)
I

I

WRITE THE NUMBER OF YOUR
FREE MEMBERSHIP CD HERE:

MR.
MRS.
MISS

Fi-st Name

Initial

Last Name

IPLEASE PRINT)

D
am most interested in the following
type of music-but am always tree
to choose from both categories
(check one only):

Address

Apt.

I

1

2

L

CLASSICAL
POP/SOFT ROCK

Telephone

Zip

State

City
(

Area Code
Limited to new members; continental U.S.A. Only one membership per family.
We reserve the right to request additional information or reject any application
Local taxes. it any. will be added.
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C. G. "MAC" McPROUD

with American Marconi, Westinghouse
and AT&T, was struck by how well
the concept of the translator fit Mac.
am proud to be able to follow the electronic path he blazed.
Mac was among the original group
which founded the Audio Engineering
Society in the early '50s. Indeed, the
Society was founded largely as the result of a series of letters published in
Audio Engineering (as this publication
was known before the Journal was
started by the Society). Mac was President of the AES in 1951-52, as well as
a Fellow of the Society.
Born in Ottawa, Kansas, on October
21, 1904, Mac was awarded a B.S.
I

I

Charles Gilbert McProud, long-

time editor, publisher and owner of Audio magazine, who
more than any other single person
shaped the style and position of the
field's oldest publication, died of heart
failure following surgery on April 17.
Mr. McProud, widely known as "Mac"
by friends, industry acquaintances and
even audio hobbyists who would not
have recognized him, was for over 30
years one of the most widely respected
and influential persons in hi-fi.
In his recent book, The Continuous
Wave: Technology and American Ra-

degree in mechanical engineering
dio, 1900-1932, Hugh Aitken de- from the California Institute of Technolscribes the "translator" who stands at ogy in 1925. After a two-year stint as a
the point of interaction among science, construction superintendent with Union
technology and the economy. In read- Oil Co. of California, Mac joined Paraing over Aitken's account of the estab- mount Pictures during the early days of
lishment of the Radio Corporation of talking movies and spent 13 years
America, almost as a cooperative ven- there. Working with audio and sound
ture between General Electric and the systems all day, he also found the
U.S. Department of the Navy, together technology fascinating as a personal

6

hobby. During the early 1930s, he designed and installed music systems in
the homes of many movie greats.
From 1942 through 1945, Mac
worked for the National Research Defense Commission on the development
of sonar for the Navy, later helping
prepare maintenance manuals for this
equipment. Immediately following the
war he became managing editor of Radio Maintenance, and in 1947 was
named managing editor of Audio Engineering, which was started in May of
that year. In 1949, following the death
of John H. Potts, who founded the
magazine, Mac became editor, publisher, and part owner of Audio Engineering.
A life member of the IEEE, Mac was
well known to both professional and
amateur audiophiles around the world,
having attended shows and visited
factories in virtually every country
where hi-fi equipment is played. During his tenure as editor of Audio, Mac
was often referred to as "Mr. Audio."
For several years he had a set of license plates for his car which read
"Audio 1," underlining his vocation and
hobby. Mac was also instrumental in
establishing the Audio Fair as a vehicle
for popularizing audio systems for
home use.
McProud retired from active day-today work on Audio in 1971, but continued to contribute reviews and articles.
He moved from suburban Philadelphia
to Florida, where he started the Justimeter Corp. to manufacture and market two of his developments, a strip
chart recorder for graphing response
of phono cartridges and a device to
simplify the preparation of justified text
using an IBM Executive typewriter. Remarkably active for a person in his 70s,
Mac revamped the sound system in
the auditorium in Lehigh Acres, Florida, where he lived, and also gave
technical assistance to the local cable
TV system. Ever one to follow new developments, he caught the computer
bug and spent much of his last few
years "in conference" with his Radio
Shack Model I, increasing its memory,
adding peripherals, writing programs
and just playing games.
He is survived by his wife Helen; his
son, C. G. McProud, Jr., of Glendale,
Cal., and his daughter, Joyce Lepore
Eugene Pitts
of Visalia, Cal.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986
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Carefully selected polypropylene
capacitors, metal film resistors,
finely -tuned discrete circuitry
and zero -feedback design...are
some of the design aspects that
take Tandberg's equipment out
of the mainstream and place it
in the world of the audio
connoisseur.

Tandberg now establishes
the reference for sonic clarity,
openness and overall musicality
with the TPA 3016A Power
Amplifier and the TCA 3018A
Preamplifier. Never before
has the selection of quality
components, complete absence
of IC's, high current capability
and elimination of signal
degrading negative feedback
design been executed with
such dramatic results.

The high -current, dual -mono
MOSFET amplifier, rated at
220 watts per channel with no
more than 0.05% total harmonic
or IM distortion, and peak power
capability of 1,500 watts into
0.5 ohms, confirms the TPA 3016A
Power Amplifier's extraordinary
ability to handle a wide range
and variety of low impedance
speakers. An engineer, heating
up load resistors at his test
bench, will be quite satisfied...
as would a professional musician
listening to the reproduction
of music.

..

A newly -developed moving

coil input stage that sets new
standards for musicality, clarity
and low noise, with both the
MC and MM inputs fed into a
passive RIAA network that truly
demonstrates the advantages of
zero feedback design, makes
the TCA 3018A "direct -path"
Preamplifier the perfect
complement to the TPA 3016A
Power Amplifier.

How does Tandberg's advanced
engineering translate into a new
standard of listening pleasure
for the audio connoisseur? Visit
your local Tandberg dealer and
decide for yourself.

TANDBERG
One Labriola Court
Armonk, NY 10504
(914) 273-9150

Audio Components for the Connoisseur

Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card

AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE/VALUE LEADER
IN ADVANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY...

o

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS...
-97dB

Phone S/N, Adjustable Phono Capacitance and Impedance, MovPhono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for
Mono Operation of Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, Push -Button
Patch Bay with Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs,
10 -octave Eel, Precision Passive Coil EO Circuitry and Differential/Comparator®
for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic -Range
Material. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with Eel's... from S299.

Featuring

ing Coil Inputs,
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REAL-TIME SCAN-ALYZERIEQUALIZERS AND
EQUALIZERS, ACCURACY TO
1.$

de.

0.1dB...

REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparatorm circuitry makes possible Accuracy to
0.1dB! Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and
Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion, ScanAlyzer Models. With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone

necessary. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EO's... from $189.

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND
MOSFET AMPLIFIERS, 125 TO 555 WATTS PIC...

ry

._,.........7..

The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifier Models, featuring Class H
Dual Signal -Tracking Power Supply, Auto -Buffer® for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation,
No Current -Limiting, Power MOSFET circuitry for Highest Reliability, Calibrated

,

101111.11MPLINIM 1.00.11.101.1111

LED meters, A, B, and AB Speaker

Switching... from S449.

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer Is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator:'

ALASKA

CONNECTICUT

angel
WRANGEL

Avon
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

DRUG

ARIZONA
Alenda

e

DAG STEREO

Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CALIFORNIA
Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION
Goleta
HOUSE OF AUDIO
Palo Alto
WESTERN AUDIO

Sacramento
LISTEN HERE
San Francisco
LISTENING POST

SO. CALIFORNIA
Le,ritos
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

Costa

Mesa

ATLANTIC MUSIC
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

Bristol
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

Pasadena
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
San Bernardino
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
San Diego
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Torrance
STEREO HI-Fl CENTER
Van Nuys
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

Whither

Sunderland
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

Middletown
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS
Newington
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

MARTROY ELECTRONICS
MUSICRAFT
Dekalb
AUDIO PLUS

Southington
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS
West Hartford
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

Gurnee
OPUS EOUIPMENT
Peoria
ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

FLORIDA

Fat Lauderdale
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
Fort Myers
STEREO GARAGE

Fort Walton Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
Hollywood Hialeah
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE

Lakeland

Melbourne

Naples
STEREO GARAGE

Orlando
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
MARKETPLACE ELECTRONICS
St Augustine
AUDIO DESIGNS
St. Petersburg
THE MUSIC

GEORGIA
lanta
AUDIO UNLIMITED
STEREO CITY
STEREO DESIGNS
AugusSTta

COLORADO

THE

Sp,

s
THE SOUND SHOP

Denver. Arvada, Aurora
STEREO PLUS

Englewood
GOLD SOUND

Gunnison
WILD WOOD MUSIC

SHOP

West Palm Beach
SOUND SHACK

HI FI HAVEN

Colorado

Dartmouth
MIKE ROSE ENT.

AUDIO MART
Merritt Island
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
Miami
AUDIO PLUS
LA MIRAGE
LAS FABRICAS

Montebello
SML, INC.
Ontario
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

ENCORE AUDIO

ILLINOIS

Hollywood

VIDEO LASER

Boston

PHASE 4 STEREO

THE SOUND FACTORY

Mission Viejo

hor

MASSACHUSETTS

Danbury
CARSTON STUDIOS

Goleta
HOUSE OF AUDIO

SPEAKER REPAIR
OF CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
BEL -AIR CAMERA

Wailuku, Maui
ADRIAN'S ELECTRONICS

EREO SHOP

Columbus
WORLD-WIDE ELECTRONICS
Warner Robbins
WORLD HIFI

HAWAII
Hilo
YAFUSO T.V. APPLIANCE
Honolulu
VIDEO LIFE
Lihue. Kauai
JACK WADA ELECTRONICS

Chicago

MICHIGAN
Frurton
STEREO VILLAGE

Detroit
PECAR ELECTRONICS

Marquette
AMERICAN TV

MINNESOTA

New York, NY
LEONARD RADIO
New York, NY
SAS AUDIO
New York. NY
STEREO PLAZA
New York. NY
THE LAST DETAIL

TEAM ELECTRONICS

Glen Cove. NY

ANDERSON ELECTRONICS

Litchfield

ISLAND AUDIO

QUALITY STEREO

MISSISSIPPI

IMAGE

Gulfport
TIPPIT'S MUSIC

Michigan City
AUDIO CONNECTION

MISSOURI

New Haven
HJS SOUND
South Bend
TWILIGHT ZONE
West Lafayette
VON S ELECTRONICS

Warren
ELECTRONICS LTD.

OKLAHOMA

Duluth

STE

Chesterfie3lOt

Louis
INSTANT REPLAY
Kansas City
NAMICS
SOUND

NEBRASKA

Woodside. NY
LEONARD RADIO
Brooklyn, NY
MAGNA ELECTRONICS

NEW YORK
UPSTATE
Buffalo
Plattsburg
GREAT NORTHERN

STEREO

KANSAS
Overland Park
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
Salina

LIGHT A SOUNDS FANTASTIC

Las Venas

DEL'S TV

UNIVERSITY PRO AUDIO

Syracuse
MORRIS ELECTRONICS
SUPERIOR SOUND
Watertown
HAPPY EAR STEREO

Wichita

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NORTH CAROLINA

New London
NORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

Fayetteville
QUALITY SOUND
Greensboro,
High Point,
Winston.Salem.
AUDIO-VIDEO CONCEPTS
Go'dsbord

AUDIO PLUS

KENTUCKY
Lexington

NE

THE STEREOtonSHOPPE

Cherry

JERSEY SO.
Hill

Louisville
HI.FIDELITY, INC

WIDE

WORLD ELECTRONICS

LOUISIANA

SEASHORE STEREO

Wildwood

NEW YORK CITY,
NORTHERN N.J.

Eaton Rouge
NEW GENERATION

Houma

LAS

MUSIC

Lafayette

SYSTEMS

REPRODUCTION
Boundbrook. NJ
PR ANZATELLI'S STEREO
SOUND

New Orleans
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY
TULANE STEREO

MARYLAND
Annapolis
MID SHIPMEN'S STORE
Baltimore
STANSBURY STEREO
Frederick
THE ELECTRONIC SHOP
AUDIO BUYS

NJ

SOUND

Bloomfield, NJ

NEW GENERATION

Gaithersburg

Belmar

Bronx, NY
BRONEN ENTERPRISES
Bronx. NY
VICMARR STEREO
Hawthorne. NJ
THE SPEAKERMAN

Little Falls, NJ
DRUCKERS

Morristown. NJ
DRUCKERS

Newark. NJ
MEG RADIO CORP.

New York. NY
CANAL HI FI

PRO SOUND

Hendersonville
PRO SOUND

&

Oklahoma Citt
JOHNSON TV & SOUND

OREGON
Eugene
BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY
Klamath Falls
HIGH COUNTRY RECORDS

Portland
HAWTHORNE STEREO

ELECTRONICS

Chambersburg
SUNRISE ELECTRONICS

Hermitage

Thomas U S and
British V rgin Islands
At

Arl ngton

LERMA AUDIO
Falls Church
AUDIO BUYS
Richmond
GARY'S

Pdlsbuegh
AUDIO JUNCTION
Reading.
Shillington
PHOENIX HI FI
Sharon
ELECTRONICS LTD.
Willow Grove
SOUNDEX

PUERTO RICO
Santurce
R. F. ELECTRONICS

OUTH CAROLINA
STEREO

NewbEerry
THE
L ECTRONIC SHOP

Spartanburg
DON JONES CUSTOM STEREO

Boardman

TENNESSEE

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Phi adelphia
SOUND OF MARKET
SOUND SERVICE

OHIO SOUND

Canton
OHIO SOUND

INKLEY'S
George
ARROW AUDIO

ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED

Greenville
DON JONES STEREO

HART AUDIO

Salt Lake City
St.

HI FI CENTER

NORTH DAKOTA

Bowling Green

Bountiful
INKLEY'S
Midvale
INKLEY'S

CUSTOM SOUND CO.
McKeesport

CREATIVE ACOUSTICS

ELECTRONICS LTD.

UTAH

VERMONTI

PRO AUDIO

NORTON

Akron

Midland
FOLGER'S ENTERTAINMENT

Brats eban
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

S

Columbia

OHIO

Fort Worth
SOUND IDEA
Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Hurst
SOUND IDEA

Bloomsburg

Hickory
MC LAUGHLIN'S TV
Morehead City
RAINBOW AUDIO
Raleigh

Dickinson
MUSIC HUT

BROCK AUDIO

PENNSYLVANIA
WEBBER

PURCHASE RADIO

Uncoln

NEVADA

Corpus Christi
SOUND VIBRATIONS
El Paso
SOUND ROOM

DESIERO ENT.

Union NJ
DRUCKER
Brooklyn. NY

Anderson
IndiaREnapOolis

Beaumont

Cleveland
BAO APPLIANCE
OHIO SOUND

Lima
HART AUDIO
Middleburg Hts.
BOB APPLIANCE
Parma

New York, NY
VICMARR STEREO
Staten bland. NY
CLONE AUDIO

RADIO FACTORY

INDIANA

Canton
METRODYNE

Nashville
AUDIO SYSTEMS

TEXAS
Arlington

SOUND IDEA

VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON
Olympia
DESCO ELECTRONICS
Yakima
STEREO FIRST

WASHINGTON D.C.
AUDIO KR AFTERS

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
THE SOUND

POST

Princeton
THE SOUND POST

WISCONSIN
Appleton
AMERICAN TV
Glendale
SOUNOSTAGE
Mad on
AMERICAN TV
Oshkosh
AUDIO PLUS
Sheboygan
GENE'S CAMERA
Waukesha
AMERICAN TV
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"EXPLOSIVE" MOSFET POWER
CLEARLY A BEST BUY

IR

THE NEW (S7Wta
Cl. "PRO -POWER FOUR"
MOSFET AMPLIFIER IS OUR
BUY, AND HERE ARE
A FEW REASONS "WHY":
REASON #1: Dynamic Power to spare, up to 550 watts into 2 ohms.
REASON #2: High Current where it's really needed. 50 Amps per
channel available for instantaneous peak output capability of 2500
watts per channel.
REASON #3: Pure tube-like sound... smooth, clean, no "edginess,"
through the superb-and costly-MOSFET fully -complementary
power output stages. You MUST hear this rib -cage-rattling superb
new Audio Amplifier... hear the MOSFET difference, so pure it outperforms even the "esoteric," "price -no -object" amplifiers!
REASON #4: Distortion-free performance, typically 0.02% THD and
IMD, with TIM unmeasurable. Continuous FTC total power of 410
watts at 8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz, 205 watts channel, <0.05% THD.
REASON #5: Precision -Calibrated 40 -LED Power Meters, allowing
continuous and accurate monitoring of each channel's performance
at 2 ohms, 4 ohms, and 8 ohms.
REASON #6: It is guaranteed to improve and enhance your
present receiver or Integrated Amplifier, with our $39.00 Power
Coupler, the PC1. It enables you to plug in any Soundcraftsmen
Amplifier to your existing stereo system, whether Receiver, or Integrated Amplifier.

REASON #7: The Pro -Power Four is an ideal "main component" for
up-grading-or starting-a High Powered stereo system. It is capable of fully reproducing, with distortion -free, spine -chilling sonic
clarity, all of the demandingly high dynamic peaks inherent in the
new Compact Discs and Hi-Fi VCR's.
REASON #8: Full-size 19" Rackmount panel with dark charcoal offblack finish, is a standard feature, as shown, with optional hardwood side panels available.
REASON #9: Speaker System switching, 1, 2, or both... plus the High
Current low impedance power to drive Multiple Speaker Hookups in
addition to Systems 1 and 2.

REASON #10: It shares the outstanding PerformanceNalue rating of
all 16 Soundcraftsmen Professional and Hi -Fi amplifiers, ALL
designed AND manufactured right here in Santa Ana, California. Our
410 -watt total FTC continuous power Basic Amplifiers start as low as
$449.00, and a complete 410-watt system, including our AM-FM
Tuner and Control Center Preamplifier shown above, has a list price
of just over $1,000.00.

For a FREE 16 -page FULL -COLOR, FULL -LINE BROCHURE with the Soundcraftsmen Story, and the Why's and How's of Equalization, plus details on our FREE 12" TEST RECORD offer and name of nearest Dealer, please phone our "Dealer Locator" operator
at
714 556-6191-or write to us at 2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705. In Canada: Tri-Tel, 105 Sparks Ave., Ontario M2H
2S5.
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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on this radio, things were weird. A man
just began to talk, quietly, like one
more person in the room. He was alive,
right there. You didn't even have to
turn him up. You could get everything
he said even at low volume.
Even more peculiar-this is faithful
to my memory of the time-the radio
didn't seem to be turned on. It was

i11,7

.
L

.11.11111

Somehow in my audiobio segments have not yet told several
FM stories, including the first
time I heard hi fi via FM, referred to in
April. write too much, like the rest of
our tribe, so pulled that story out of
the column before the Editor even had
a chance to see it. Now I'll tell it, along
with another one, maybe my favorite.
As I've said, heard FM sound considerably before my stint at an FM station. Time flies-I had to go through a
long calculation by calendar, remembering residences, jobs, world events,
before
could fix a date. came up
with the autumn of 1941. That's a long
way back-could
be wrong? Nothough didn't write down the date at
the time.
It wasn't yet Pearl Harbor by a few
months. Life went on outwardly on a
peacetime basis, but do not think it
was really that way. Since Munich,
1938, the axe had been poised to fall
on us too, one way or another.
moved
So in the autumn of 1941
into a sort of emergency communal
apartment in New York's Greenwich
Village. It was a lovely little 18th -century brick house with four tiny floors, two
rooms on each, the whole of which we
rented for $100 a month. Nothing
I
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wrong with prices in those days.
shared a front room-the front roomon the second floor with my cousin,
also in need of housing. We ate communally in the small basement dining
room and had a Father Divine "angel"
to cook us one glorious meal a day.
She answered our phone with a loud
"Peace!" instead of hello. My friends
were baffled.
On the first floor (a half -flight up, in
the New York manner) was the living
room, a combined front and back parlor with large open doors between.
soon found a big console radio, a floor
model, set up in one corner for our use.
The very first time heard that thing
realized it was quite peculiar. It didn't
seem to make any of the familiar radio
sounds-that muddy hiss of dirty white
noise, the occasional burst of static,
the faint but incessant interference
from other stations in the background.
And when the sound came on, it had
none of the standard muffled texturethick, mushy bass and no highs. The
voices didn't sound like radio voices,
which never had a trace of sibilant
midrange. (Those effects would have
attracted no attention, either mine or
anyone else's. It was just normal radio.) But when the evening news came
I

I

I

I

dead. There was just this voice. When
you turned the machine on during a
moment of broadcast silence (there
was plenty on experimental FM!), nothing happened. No sound. Was the wall
plug loose? Did the on/off switch work?
(I was soon trying the thing out when
nobody was around.) You flipped the
on/off back and forth, doubtfully. There
would be nothing. Dead silence. You
thwacked the cabinet, to see if that
would make it start. No use. But the red
"On" light was lit. How could it be?
Then suddenly this voice would start
talking right beside you. You jumped.
Ever so casually, he read you the news
or announced the next feature in a low
tone, right at your elbow. Out of a dead
radio? It couldn't be. That was the impact of 1941 FM the first time you ever
heard it, as other oldsters will agree.
This was the very earliest FM broadcasting, remember, regularly on the air
though still experimental; it was low band, mono, with a highly potent signal
coming out of that original Armstrong
station a few miles from the city. Everything in this FM was proto-commercial,
and every detail, as I've noted in the
past, was tailored and supervised by
Major Armstrong himself, including the
receiving equipment, which had to
meet his standards whatever the
brand. He was the licenser. The result
was the purest mono signal, by far,
that was available to the public, utterly
unlike the usual reproduced sound.
Though I've said all this before, have
to emphasize that the fi we take for
granted today was already there
99% of it, at least-nearly a half -century ago.
Here was a fine example of how fell
into audio. I had simply stumbled onto
FM, all unknowing. But that wasn't all.
The big FM radio in the living room, it
turned out, belonged to a character
named Waddy, a member of the
household. soon discovered why we
had that radio when so few yet existed.
Waddy worked at the station! That
I
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The first FM broadcast I
ever heard seemed quite
peculiar. There was no
muddy hiss of white noise,
just a live -sounding voice
out of dead silence.
was, again, W2XMN in Alpine, N.J.,
with its high, skeletal transmitting tower
on the top of the cliffs across the Hudson River from upper New York City.
do not know just what Waddy did there
but the station had only a few employees and things were informal.
suppose he was in daily communication
with Major Armstrong in person, the
very seat and source of FM, not to
mention much else in radio history.
Bullseye! Without lifting a finger of intent, I was a step away from the center
of FM development, with a state-of-theart FM receiver at my beck.
already owned a good many 78 rpm records and was reviewing more,
until the war stopped the supply of
Oriental shellac. Waddy, discovering
this, began to borrow them from me for
the station. W2XMN had no record library; it was strictly experimental, just
to keep a powerful FM signal on the air.
But they had to use something in the
way of listenable sound, and records
were fine-as they still are.
So each morning Waddy would set
off for work with an armful of my albums, and in the evening there they
were, played back on FM. A cosy arrangement and surely the very first
classical FM in the New York area!
There was no program guide; we
made up the "program" in the morning
and it was aired the same evening.
Of course,
was not then hearing
any hi-fi FM music. The only full -range
sound we got was from the voices,
speaking "live" from the station. The
musical source, when and if, was the
78 disc in all its lo-fi glory, beautifully
broadcast with excellent equipment
but still no better than it was in itself. So
Armstrong's FM music was not exactly
hi-fi, though mostly it sounded better
than on our home machines.
Not until two years later, when
moved into the FM station where
worked and broadcast throughout the
rest of the war years, did hear wide range hi-fi music. By then, 1943, we
had a real studio, if modest, with a
grand piano in it for live broadcasts.
There were also those remarkable rental ETs (electrical transcriptions) which
I've described before: Big, 16 -inch,
semi -floppy vinyl discs played at 33
rpm, a half -dozen years before the LP
and in many ways its professional prototype. Under the rental plan you could
I
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BASS THATS CLEAN.

POWERFUL.
PHYSICAL.
-

exchange the ETs you had for different
ones. They came from several sources
in both vertical and lateral formats.
(Some 15 years later the two were
combined in one groove for the stereo
LP.) We could play either type, as well
as 78 -rpm records.
They were real, wide -range recordings on quiet surfaces, those discs,
and of course they had me fascinated.
Alas, most of them were the dreariest
sort of nothing -music, what we now call
"beautiful music" but even less worthy.
(Sorry, folks, but them's my feelings.
The continuity from then to now on FM
is all too evident.) Even so,
went
through dozens, just to savor their
splendid, shiny new sound and the unbelievably quiet surfaces. To my joy,
discovered that, as if by accident,
there were a few classical items of excellent musical quality-and lo! My first
real musical high fidelity. ate it up.
In no time had those 16 -inch classical items on the air on my own weekly
program (with the dismal title Mr. Canby Presents ...). These might rate as
the very earliest classical hi-fi broadcasts on FM. But couldn't go far. The
small number of items didn't get me
anywhere, and continued to use the
many 78 records we owned, FM or no.
Later on, London's early 78 ffrr shellacs were a great help.
Indeed, we were briefly involved in
London's beginnings, out of Decca in
England, both in the discs and in the
enormous home ffrr reproducer that
the company was then promoting. We
were desperately trying for commercial
viability and London/Decca was one of
our high hopes (along with the "Dickering pickerup" and the very different
Zenith Cobra, unfortunately not hi-fi).
So our management decided to put on
a massive press party and demo for
London's ffrr machine, right in our upstairs studio, the one with the grand
piano. Our quarters had been converted from a two-story duplex penthouse
apartment, and that studio (the ex -living room) even had a big fireplace.
We had put a small talk -back speaker in the fireplace, handily stowed behind the logs and what -not. Convenient
and out of the way. Through that little
speaker the control -room engineer
could talk to the studio during renearsals or (not on the air) when something
went wrong during a broadcast. If a
I
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Announcing Velodyne" ULD-1 5
and ULD-18 Subwoofer Systems:
technological breakthroughs in
bass reproduction!
To fully experience the extended dynamic range of today's analog and
digital recordings, you need a sub woofer system capable of deep, powerful, and most importantly, accurate
bass. Conventional woofer technology
is simply unable to deliver this kind of
performance.
The solution: Velodyne ULD Series
Subwoofer Systems.
Both the Velodyne ULD-15 and
ULD-18 Subwoofer Systems come
complete with 350 watt mated amplifiers. Their frequency response extends
below 20 Hz. And their patented High
Gain Servo" technology provides for
uncanny speed, as well as distortion
measurements an order of magnitude

lower than conventional technology
allows.
This means that ULD Series Sub woofers will never become boomy or
muddy, and will never color mid -bass
or mid-range frequencies with bassy
overtones. All you hear is pure, powerful, ano perfectly accurate bass. And
both systems include an 85 Hz. electronic crossover to remove the bass
load from your satellite amp and
speakers.

Velodyne ULD Series Subwoofer
Systems merit your attention. Call 1-

800-VELODYNE (408-748-1077 in
California) for the Velodyne dealer
nearest you.

Velodyne
2565 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(800) 835-6396

(408) 748-1077

Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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HOW BOB CARVER CREATED A NEW
MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER WITH THE
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF A $3000
MODEL, SATISFIED SOME OF THE WORLD'S
MOST HIGHLY TRAINED AUDIO EARS...
AND HOW YOU CAN OWN HIS DESIGN
FOR UNDER $500.

Bob Carver's newest Magnetic Field
Amplifier is sending shock waves through
the staid audiophile world. Because it won
a challenge that no other amplifier designer could even consider.
The M -1.0t was judged, in extensive
listening tests by one of America's most
respected audiophile publications, to
be the sonic equivalent of a pair of legendary, esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail for over fives times as much.

0 Has a -110dB signal-to-noise ratio and
no need for noisy external fan, making
it exceptionally quiet.
0 Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short Circuit Power
Interrupt protection.
0 Is capable of handling unintended
1 -ohm speaker loads without shutting
down.

0 Uses a power display capable of 1 millisecond peak response time and instant
warning of clipping.

G1RVIR
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A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGE OF

MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION.

9

Before you learn the fascinating details
of Bob Carver's unprecedented feat, let's
consider the final product of that challenge. An amplifier design which stands
on its own merits in any case, with astonishingly high voltage/high current output and exclusive operation features. An

amplifier for the demands of compact
digital discs, VHS Hi-fi and other wide
dynamic range playback media.

M-1.Ot:
0 Has a continuous FTC sine-wave
output conservatively rated at 200
watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
than 0.15% THD.
o Produces 350-500 watts per channel
of RMS power and 800-1100 watts
peak power for transients. (8 ohms and
4 ohms respectively).
0 Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine
wave output at 8 ohms in bridging
mode without switching or modification.
0 Employs Bass Phase Inversion circuitry
that can essentially double current output at low frequencies.

9

Accurate to as little as 1 dB, the M -1.0í's 2 -color
power meters respond within a millisecond of a
transient impulse, identity momentary clipping
and serve notice of protection circuit activation.

POWER FOR THE CHALLENGES
OF MUSICAL WAVEFORMS.

reproducing those types of power waveforms that are most essential to music's
stunning impact and realism.
First there are the instantaneous peak
transients-the sudden individual attacks
of each musical note which demand a tremendous amount of amplifier power.
While these waveforms last less than
1/100 of a second, they form the keen
edge of musical reality.
Next come combinant musical crests
of demand from multiple instruments
and their harmonics. These longer -term
power demands usually come and go in
less than a second, yet can tax all but the
most powerful amplifier.
Thus, even at 8 ohms and at extremely
high output current levels, the Carver
M -1.0t not only delivers over 8(X) watts
of peak power for momentary musical
transients, but can provide over 350
watts RMS of long-term power for
demands lasting up to 20 seconds. More
power, more current and more voltage
than any other comparably -priced
amplifier.
Fiy.

1

The rating differences between the
M-1.0t's FTC and Carver's continuous
MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT OF THE M-1.01
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The Carver M-1.01 delivers massive power at all
important output levels

RMS power reserves represent Bob's
insistence that electronic designs should
address real world problems. He reasoned that the M -1.0t must excel at

Two distinctively different approaches to sonic

excellence

THE MAGNETIC FIELD
AMPLIFIER VS. CONVENTION.

Audiophiles, critics and ultimately
other manufacturers have accepted

the wisdom of Bob Carver's innovative
So last year, he made a bold offer to
approach to delivering power in musical
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one
terms. Yet only Carver has so elegantly
of America's most respected audiophile
translated theory into practice.
publications. He claimed that he could
Figure 1 shows the new Carver M -1.0t
make special modifications to his new
Magnetic Field amplifier. It weighs 20
amplifier design which would enable it to
pounds and runs cool to the touch.
sound EXACTLY like any high-priced,
Behind it is the outline of the pair of legesoteric, perfectionist amplifier (or
endary mono amplifiers you'll read more
amplifiers) the editors could choose.
about below. Even individually, they can
hardly be lifted and demand stringent
ventilation requirements. And yet, according to some of the most discriminating
audiophiles in the world, Bob's new design
is their sonic equal.
The ultimate secret lies in the patented
Magnetic Field Coil (figure 2) employed in
the Carver M -1.0t. Instead of increasing
Moreover, his design work would not
cost, size and heat output with huge stor- happen in
his Lynnwood, Washington labage circuits, Magnetic Field Amplification
oratory, but in a motel room near Stereodelivers its awesome output from this
phile's offices in New Mexico. And would
small but powerful component The result match the
M-1.Ot's final sound to any contender in 48 hours!
Fig. 2

.
d
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As the magazine put it "If it were possible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just
couldn't pass up unchallenged"

y

-

A single Magnetic Field Coil supplants traditional
heavy power supplies

is a design capable of simultaneous high
current and high voltage. A compact cool -

running design that fills your room with
sound, not bulk.
CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER
CHALLENGE.

On the merits of its enviable specifications and features alone, the M-1.Ot could
easily have become another industry
benchmark of power, accuracy and
economy.
But Bob is never satisfied. He felt that
his fifth Magnetic Field Amplifier design
should be even more remarkable.

,.

Out of respect, ethics (and even a little
bit of awe), neither Stereophile Magazine
nor Carver will divulge the name of the
legendary "world class" mono vacuum
tube amplifiers that were selected as the
M-1.0t's contender.

Suffice to say that what transpired in
the next 48 hours is high fidelity history. It
makes great reading in Stereophile, Vol. 8,
No. 6, or in the reprint we'll send you on
request
MUSIC IS THE FINAL PROOF.

The Stereophile evaluation team was
admittedly skeptical ("We wanted Bob to
fail. We wanted to hear a difference')

They drove both amplifiers with some
of the finest components in the world.
Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome.
But it was their ears and carefully
selected music ranging from chamber to
symphonic to high-impact pop that led
them to write, "... each time we'd put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same
musical passage again, and hear exactly
the same thing. On the second day of listening to his final design, we threw in the
towel and conceded Bob the bout. According to the rules... Bob had won."
The inquiring audiophile can't help but
wonder if M -1.0t production models will
sound as good. Ask the man who designed
it "I promise they will sound exactly the
same. And just as good. In fact, stake my
reputation and that of our company on it"
I

The

SHARE THE CHALLENGE
AND THE VICTORY.
real winner is you. Because you

can own world class, superlative electronics at reasonable prices by visiting your
nearest Carver dealer. Compare the new
M-1.Ot against any and all competition.
Including the very expensive amplifiers
that have been deemed the M-1.Ot's sonic
equivalent. But even if you can't make
that comparison, you won't be surprised
when the M -1.0t lives up to every other
claim made in this ad.
What you will be surprised at is just
how affordable this much power, musicality and accuracy can be.
Power, 200 watts/channel into
8 ohms 20Hz to 20KHz, both channels driven
with no more than 0.15% THD. Long term, sustained
SPECIFICATIONS:

RMS power, 500 watts into 4 ohms, 350 watts into 8 ohms.
Bridged Mono RMS power, 1000 watts into 8 ohms. Noise,
-110dB IHF AWeighted. Frequency Response, +0-3dB 10Hz100KHz Slew Factor, greater than 200. Weight 20 lbs
Finish, light brushed anthracite, anodized.
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Back in 1941 we were not
yet hearing hi-fi music on
FM radio, because the
source was the 78 -rpm disc
in all its lo -fi glory.

broadcast, before my mike was

mike went dead and the announcer
continued talking, all unknowing, out
squawked a raucous voice from the
fireplace-"Use the other mike, for

opened up, and so on.
So-in came that enormous radio phonograph with everything-London
or Decca-on it, up the freight elevator
and then laboriously up the studio
stairs. No elevator there. Then the
question: Where to put it? The piano

cripe's sake!"-and the day was
saved. It was no more than a cheapie,
four -inch radio speaker but it sufficed.
It played music cues to me when
I

Revox Remote,-Remote Control r(i)
Ordinary infrared remote control is okay, as long as
you're not too remote from what you want to control.
Example: You are listening to your downstairs audio system
through extension speakers upstairs, but the music doesn't
fit your mood. You want to change FM stations, lower the
volume, switch to the CD player, select CD tracks, or record
a concert from FM to your cassette
deck. Your remote control probably
can't help up here.
Unless you have a multi -room remote system from Revox of SwitzerEMI
EMI
land. With Revox "remote" remote
control, you can operate your complete system from
rooms throughout
your home. The
palm -sized B205
transmitter
beams your commands -up to 30

-

1

I

in all -through
space to a B206

remote receiver,
which sends
them along to
your living room
system. So you
can match music
to the moment,
whether in bed
r
or bath, by
patio or
pool.
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was very much in the way. Well, of
course, said the Boss, put it in front of
the fireplace. We aren't burning any
wood. And that is where it went. This,
you must understand, was the Biggest
Boss, the owner of the station, whose
baby this London thing was. He
wouldn't know we had a communications speaker in there and nobody was
about to tell him. His word was law. So
the fireplace disappeared behind the
behemoth, which looked just fine taking up around half the wall.
This was our Biggest Boss indeed, a
high-level merchandiser in several department stores of note and a general
doer of Good Works that brought him
plenty of notice. He was no radio man,
just the big -shot owner. We didn't really think he cared a hoot for hi-fi, though
he made much fuss about it in public.
All in all, he was not a popular Boss.
The great day arrived, along with
press and dignitaries. There were
speeches by London people and a
longer speech by Biggest Boss, who
had a way of taking over. Here was the
most revolutionary High-Fidelity Reproducer ever built, and here was FM, the
miracle of radio, et cetera, on and on.
(As a matter of fact it was a good
machine.) At last, with a dynamic wave
of the hand, or similar, he motioned for
the actual demo to begin. And it did.
tell
He beamed. Wonderful! Didn't
you? Following his lead, everyone else
acted mightily impressed. Decca/London looked merely a bit confused but
said nothing. We on the staff looked at
each other-and said not a thing.
knew something was wrong, but pretended not to notice. If the Boss liked
it, so did I.
Do you know where every bit of
sound for that momentous demo was
coming from? Out of that little speaker
in the fireplace, behind the big machine, believe it or not. don't know
how it happened. Somebody was either stupid or devilishly clever, making
one of those mistakes -on -purpose,
and think know who. For 40 years
have chortled at the thought. Some
people just need to have their bubbles
pricked-like, perhaps, the Biggest
Boss? think London knew, but they
were ever so gentlemanly. Not a word.
Poker faces. The Boss never knew the
difference, but we did. A hi-fi milestone, you'll admit.
Gj

vv v
«ft.,*

To

complement our multi -room remote
technology, we've introduced a
new line of compact, full -fidelity
extension speakers, like the
Piccolo/Subwoofer system shown
here. No matter where you listen to

your Revox system, you will experience music reproduction remarkably
faithful to the original performance.
You'd expect nothing less from a world
leader in both professional and home
audio technology.
Revox audio. For European craftsmanship, impeccable performance, and ultimate
remote control convenience.
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Mission 70

2nd, 3rd and all other harmonic distortions remain below 0.5%
approaching amplifier specifications! and some 10 dines better than
most other loudspeakers of the market! The efficiency is 89dB.
The 70s are recommended' or use on bookshelves or stands and wit,
amplifiers ranging from 20W to 75W per channel.

1984's "Loudspeaker of the Year" in Britain; HI Fl CHOICE "Best Buy";
winner of "Decibel d'Honneur" in France; acclaimed "Wunderkind" in
Austria, the Magnificent 70 is an extraordinary state-of-the-art product.

The design objective was to manufacture the most compact loudspeaker system which was nevertheless capable of reproducing the
extremities of the audible frequency range. This resulted in a true
hi -fidelity speaker system capable of handling musical materials with
exceptional dynamic range, including digital master tapes, and remaining linear at all listening levels. Here we should point out that many
loudspeakers can only create the excitement and dynamics of music
when played at loud levels In fact, it is a tragedy for the consumer that
most hi-fi systems sound no better than a transistor radio when played
at low levels. Indeed, this is why cheap amplifiers offer a "loudness"
control to artificially compensate for these inherent weaknesses, and it
requires dedicated manufacturers to avoid such complex pitfalls.
The 70 is manufactured of sandwiched construction to dampen and
distribute enclosure resonances and uses sculptured MDF for the baffle
board. The bass unit is a high quality 7" Mission product with a unique
cone design and a quality 19mm ferrofluid damped dome tweeter. The
filter is a full multi -component design incorporating Mission's own
electrolytic capacitors amd low saturation inductors. The driver
geometry is inverted in the novel Mission style resulting in superb three
dimensional stereo stage. The total design is carefully integrated to
result in a wide bandwidth system free of unwanted resonances, distortions, frequency response anomalies and colorations.
As far as measurements are concerned we would briefly touch on the
objective performance of the 70. Whereas the competition for the 70 has
an irregular frequency response often as poor as ± 5dB, the 70
measures flat to within ± 2dB! When measured off axis it exhibits no
mid band cancellations and at 30° off axis the response is still ruler flat.
The modulus of impedance is very smooth, does not-drop below 6 ohms
and does not suffer difficult phase angles, which in turn makes the
loudspeakers very easy for any amplifier to drive. Measured at 90dB,

Mission 700.2
The 700.2 is an updated version of Mission's famous 700 model acclaimed as the world's finest compact speaker system by the technical press throughout Europe and America.
The unusual drive unit geometry first designed by Henry Azima in the
Mission 700 ensures equal 'path lengths" to the ear when the speakers
are conventionally positicned. This is an ingenious engineering
principle which makes time aligned and phase -arrayed geometries
unnecessary. The effect of such a design is that at the crossover
frequency point the radiatio, lobe is directed towardsthe listener rather
than down to the floor. The proven 700 bass drive unit has been further
refined incorporating a much more powerful motor system to ensure
improved power handling and sensitivity. The frequency response :s
now even more linear at different Dower levels and the highly refined
ferrofluid dome tweeter offers grea:er headroom before saturation than
the old 700. The drivers are carefu ly aligned and mounted in a 32mm
thick front baffle board. The direct and rigid coupling of the drive urit
chassis to such a baffle board design minimises relative accelerations
and displacements between the two structures ensuring exceptional
transient response. The cabinet itself now offers the unique Mission
construction method of multi-fdding, which ensures exceptional
rigidity without increasing fundamental wall stiffness. The objective
here is to lower the resonant frequency of the cabinet so that it is not set
off in the important mid band region.
The 700.2 is a very high performance system offerir.g a rare combination of accuracy, low coloration, extended dynamic range and a high
power handling. It is recommended for use on bookshelf or stands and
with amplifiers ranging from 20W to 100W per channel.

SPECIFICATIONS

MISSION 70

MISSION 700.2

MISSION 71

FREQUENCY RANGE:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
IMPEDANCE NOMINAL:
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS:
SENSITIVITY, SPL at 1M, 1W:
TWEETER:
WOOFER:
CROSSOVER FREQUENCY:
GRILLES
TERMINAL CONNECTIONS:
EFFECTIVE VOLUME:
CABINET DIMENSIONS: (H x W x D)
FINISH:

35Hz-20KHz
60Hz-20KHz ± 3dB

35Hz-20KHz
55Hz-2CKHz ± 3dB

30Hz-20KHz

8 ohms

8

ohms
20W-100 Watts/Channel

8

20W-75Watts/Channel
89dB
19mm Polymer Dome Ferrofluid
175mm Plastiflex Cone
2.2KHz
Fixed
4mm plug or wire

-

12

litres

350 x 210 x 210 mm

Walnut/Black

91 dB

5OHz-20KHz ±

-

19mm Polymer Dome Ferrofluid
200mm Carbon/Paper Cone
2.1KHz
Fixed

4mm plug or wire
24 litres
470 x 250 x 270 mm
Walnut/Black

ohms

20W-1C0 WWI
92dB
19mm Polym
210mm Plasti
2.2KHz

Removable
4mm plug or v{
25 litres
470 x 250 x 27

Walnut/Black
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Mission 737 Renaissance

-

brand new addition to the Mission range. dt offers the
inverted drive unit arrangement first Jsed in the 700 (for reasons see
.700.21. The 707 incorporates Mission's unique multi -folded cabinet
construction and sophisticated injection rroulded baffle hoard manufactured from polypropylene and natural minerals the formula not
being made public by Mission. This configuration offers optimum
rigidity for accurate transient 'bass response with cortrolled and
minimal resonances in the mid band region. The tweeter is our proven
ferrofluid 19mm polymer dome and Me overall results are optimum
integration and excellent off axis performance, resulting in quite
exceptional stereo stage,.
Here we must point out that there is a fundamental design conflict
between the efficiency and Icw frecuency performance of a loudspeaker. In the majority of cases eff-ciency is achieved at the cirect
expense of bass extension, and freqenly high efficiency systems suffer
very high coloration. Not so with tie new generation of Mission
designs. The exceptional motor systems combined with high gLality
cone materials and precision manufactirinp processes have enabled us
to offer extraordinary sensitivity and Lass extension whils- preserving
the mid band magic of classical Mission speakers. Our speakers nave
always been acclaimed for Icw coloration, neutrality and transparency
in the mid band. This is now coupled tobassextension, with contro and
articulation. Careful attention is paid to tie linearity of both frequency
response and distortion at different power levels. Consequently the
dynamic headroom is s3 great that the loudspeaker system will not
suffer "saturation" and "compression' al high listening levels.
The 707 offers 92dB efficiency for 1W imut measured at 1 metre anc can
be uses with amplifiers ranging from 23W 13 100W per channel. R gid,
sand -filled metal Mission stands are asailafile for use with this model,
or under special circumstarces the 707 may be bookshelf mounted
a

-

`

In 1978 when polypropylene as a Done

mater al was in its development
stages at the research laboratories of the Br't sh Broadcasting Corporation, and other manufacturers were carrying on with conventional
materials, Missior were negotiating the oant rights for the_coming
technical revolution. Around the same tine Mission became the first
licencees in the worlc for this Eritish patent. Mission's pioneering
research in this area resulted in one of the Most advanced loudspeakers
-the 770. Since then most other menufactirers have attempted to copy
the Mission design with varying degrees cf success.
At Mission we have continued to nove on. After many years of evolutionary refinement the mast adiatced versón of the 770 drive unit is
now designed into our new model 737 Renaissance. The cone membrane for this mocel offers a unique combination of rigidity, lightness
and acoustic opaqueness. The drive urit s manufactured into an
esoteric die-cast magnesium chassis to 'reprove rigid coupling. The
acoustic properties of the cone a -e such that they do not allow for
internal reflection and standing waves to zone out of the cabinet and
reach the 'listener ou: of phrase. Furthermore a solid block of Mission
acoustic foam is 'milt into the irsde of the cabinet to attenuate such
standing waves. Tie Renaissance cabinet is of precision multi -folded
construction, visco -elastically damped anc 'ncorporates our special
MDF baffle board The total system is -eflexed using the Mission
resistive port and resLlting in ~tended lbw frequency and power
handling performance. The Renaissance no'v possesses many attributes of its predecessor but at substantially lower cost.
For this model, as well as the '77 Freeoorr and the 780 Argonaut,
special Mission stands are availatie whici lock into the loudspeaker
and are offered as an optional extra. The Reraissance is recommended
for use with amplifiers ranging from 30W to 1:0W per channel.

MISSION 737 RENAISSANCE

MISSION 770 FREEDOM

30He-20KHz
401-1-20KHz ± 3dB
8 ohrns

MISSION 780 ARGONAUT

20Hz-25KHz
3EHz-20KHz ±3dB

20Hz-25K.-iz
30Hz-2CK-lz ± 3cB

(Channel

30W-120 Watts/Channel

3CCW-150

Dome-Ferrofluid

90dB
19mm Polymer Dome-Ferrofluid

92dB
2Emm Polymer Dome -Ferroflu d
215mm Homopolymer Cone
2.)KHz

1

Idb

x

Cone

e
nm

215mm Polypropy ene
2.4KHz
Removable
4mm plug or wire
30 litres

540z25Cx270mrrr
Walnut/Black

.

?ohms

:one

ohms
50W-200 Watts/Channel
94d8
25mm R31,rmer Done Ferrofluid
2 x 215nrrn Homcpp ymer Reirforced Cones
4

Watts/Channel

Removable
4nm plug or wire
4C litres
610 x 270 x 300 mm
Walnut/Black

-

1.8<Hz

Removable
4mm plug or wire
50 litres
71Cx2700:300mn
Walnut/Black

,
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Mission 7:0 Freedom

Mission 780 Argonaut

corf cent that the 770 Freedom is a wo-thy successor to our
legendary :7G Our objective in replacing the 770 was to improve on that
model in certain specific areas. Firstly, we wanted to ensure that the
frequency tame was even more extended. Secondly, our design team
felt that the bass response could be tighter and with greater transient
attack. Thirdly, we wanted to increase the available headroom so that at
high powe- levels the system did not go into saturation. Finally, we
wanted to inc ease efficiency for the era of digital master tapes.
For the mic/f ss drive unit a brand new cone was developed -nade of
an advanced homopolymer material impregnated with certain minerals
(the formula rot being made public by Mission) to offer optimum mass,
rigidity, Q enc sonic opaqueness -a further advance on polypropylene.
The voice coil is manufactured using high temperature aluminium
former anal is carefully ventilated to increase power handling. The
motor system is exceptionally powerful for the amount of magnet we
have usedane this has been achieved by careful geometric design of
the pole piece which in turn is brass plated. This arrangement results in
minimal nainetic flux wastages into stray fields. The driver is
assembled in:o a sophisticated rigid magnesium die-cast chassis. The
high frequency unit is carefully designed for extreme power and
exhibits exceptional power/frequency response linearity and no major
saturation .at high levels. It is further oil cooled to avoid temperature
related performance aberrations and for 'increased saturation
thresholds The cabinet construction is based on Mission's unique
multi -folded ;eometry ensuring rigidity for low frequency transient
attack without coloring the very open and transparent mid band. The
cabinet walls are visco elastically damped to :ontrol and attenuate
resonances End minimise stray acoustic outp_it to ensure minimal
acoustic piase distortion. The Freedom's low frequercy behaviour is
totally untsu al for a reflex loudspeaker and this has been achieved by
careful integ-ation of the drive unit Qs in relation to the 37 litres of
internal volume and the use of the Mission resistive reflex port
On meastretnent the Freedoms are capable of exceptionally smooth,
highly integrated off axis frequency response as well as the least
amount for ástortion we have measured in any other Ioucspeaker.
Indeed, drve at 90dB mid band distortion is close to 0.1%!
The Freedbra is a powerful expression of Mission's experience and
technology. Subjectively, and when used in conjunction with good
quality ar'cil ary equipment, the results are exhilarating and most
realistic. The Freedom has optional stands as pictured above and is
recommended for use with amplifiers ranging from 33W to 150W per
channel.

The 780 Argonaut is a brand new Mission product. It is important to
point out at this stage that by the nature of its design the Argoraut
presents amplifiers with both complex and difficult oads That is to say,
the characteristic impedance at certain frequenciescan drop to around
3.5 ohms and even though the phase shift angles are kept to a minimum
and for the most part the impedance is purely resstive, nevertheless
this can present problems for ordinary amplifiers. This means that only
exceptionally well designed amplifiers should be used to drive the
Argonauts otnerwise -he sound quality will be poor and the amplifier
could suffer damage_ Many good British and American amplifiers,
however, are designec to dealwith such loads and all Mission designed
amplifiers, including the little Cyrus I, are perfect' capable of driving
the Argonauts.
The Argonauts are tru y exceptional speakers unmatched by any other
model at any price. Firstly, for2.83V of input a single Argonaut produces
approximately 94dB o` output measured at 1 metre Secondly, whereas
speakers of such sensitivity always lack deep base, the Argonauts are
extremely well extended in low frequencies. Third'., whereas nearly all
ultra higi efficiency speakers Jse light paper for their cone material and
suffer the associated colorations, the Argonaut uses modern polymer
based engineering materia s and has no significant audible or
measured colorations or distortions. The whole speaker is manufactured from MDF rather than conventional chipboarc and the walls
are visco elastically damped.

We are

'

The Argonaut has many common features with -he 770 Freedom. It
parallels Jr) two of its 8" drive units (see 770 Freedom) for mid/bass
frequencies and the tweeter takes over at 1.8 KH: to handle the high
frequencies. Such low crossover frequency combined with excellent
dispersion characteristics of the tweeter result in brea-htaking stereo
stage such that when the speakers are correctly positioned there is no
audible evidence of point scurce left and right channels. Rather, the
system achieves the true definition of stereo -a sól d three dimensional
stage with tremendous front to back imaging (without ary tunnel effect)
and no interrupted 'Eh to' right sound stage. When this happens the
speakers effectively "disappear". Such 3-D musical stage is then
combined with the Argonauts awesome dynam c range to produce
what Mission designers call Magic!
Special optional stands are available from your dealer which fix into the
780 and we would rerammend these speakers for use only with very
high quality British and American amplifiers.

Cyrus Electrón ics
Design Philosophy
The design of a good amplifier remains mo;e obscure and more
Complex than the design of any other component in the high
fidelity chain.. In recent years the requirements forthe operation,
of a good amplifier have been thesubject of extensive research by
academics and manufacturers alike, result ng in a new
understanding of some of the more in- portant parameters. The
problem is somewhat compounded by, the 'substantial
improvements made to front-end inpu-s such as advanced
'turntable -arm -cartridge' combinations, digitally synthesised FM
tuners anc, of course, the acvent of quality compact disc players
such as the Mission 7000. Add tional"y, modérn loudspeakers
have become far more complex in terms of load factor than their
predecessors making the job of the amplifier increasingly more
diffcult. Hardly any amplifierdesigned in the 19705 is capable of
driving such sophisticated loudspeakers as the Mission
Argorauts. Indeed, you w II find that :he small Cyrus One drives
complex speaker loads better than many amplifiers with ten times
the powenoutput and sometimes costing ten times as much!
The secretlies in appreciation Of fundamental design parameters'
as well as 'ntuitive, somewhat inspirationahapplication of 'black

art'.

You see, there are serious cifferences between live music and
hi-fi
At first people thought these could be dealt with by
imprcving 20 or 30 simple specifications, but as these improved
many'isteners became more aware of the shortcomings and less
satisf ed with hi-fi.; Indeed, improvements made to certain
specifications have ironically turned out to be detrimental to the
ability of the amplifier to reproduce music.' 'A prime example of
this is -the power output specif cation. . For the last 20 years
Japanese companies and other commercial designers have been
obsessed with giving you more 'Watts"for less morey - and always at the expense of the current capability of the ampffier!
That is to say, for any given power supply you have a 'see=saw'
relauicnship between power output and current drive. For
example, we could at no extra cost to you or ourselves, have
designed the Cyrus One with power output in excess,of 100 Watts
per channel, and o' course at the expense of the current capability
of the amplifier. In fact, this is exactly how_commercial
manufacturers satisfy the irrelevant and superficial specificaticns
drawn up by their marketing depa /mends who have little or no
interest in the sonic excellence of their products. Amplifiers with
pop: c Jrrent delivery are simply not capable of driving-the modem
loudspeaker, and unfortunately the problem'dpesn't just stop
there.

-

Whereas years ago. using pcor front-end inF,uts and highly
distorted loudspeakers, people could not hear the subtle and, at
the same time. important differences between equipment,
today such differences are being roticed by a great many.
Whereas years ago we were obsessed with such superficial
problems as distort on, -colriuration and power output; today we
have the sophistication to research into musical notes
themselves The coherent reproduction of music is a funct on of
such subtle and ethereal qualities that many listeners find hi-fi
gives a different, somewhat disembodied interpretation of,the
original,live performance.
For example, music may sounc detailed and 'open' but
nevertheless sterile and lacking in feeling. At the first encounter
with such ideas the less knowledgeable reader may find the
phenomena non-scientific anc even absurd. However, through
careful research carried out by the designers of Cyrus Electronics
we can demonstrate both scientifically and musically the validity
of these phenomena. For instance, the above mentioned

problem of amplifier 'sterility' sassociated with, among other
causes, amplifier hysteresis cue to poor circuit design,
incompetent, topology, or the use of low -grace components. Take a musical note with a given decay characteristic, One high
fidelity system would shorten the decay, cutting the continuity cf
the note, whilst another wou o over decay to such a degree that
it would cause transient response delay tc the leading edge o' the

next note. The net effect of either aberration wculd be music
which althc ugh not muddied, co oured and distorted,
nevertheless may sound uncomnun cative, incoherent and
disembodied. YQU see: whereas in the 1970s we placed great
emphasis at detail and information retrieval, today we have
moved on beyond such simplistic concepts and are.investigatíng
-the the art of the reproduction of music.
.

if we'review another area of subjective performance our
explanation will become more lucid. Take two amplifiers, ore
with uncontrolled, overblown, rather boom; bass and the
- second with over-dampeo, rather restricted bass.
The
subjective difference between these two amplifiers is that the first
sounds ra:her slow andsluggish whilst the second initially sounds
fast and impressive. However, moth cf them, in t're long run
-will sound quite boring and non-musical. The subjective reason'
here is simply that neither amplifier is capable o' reproducing the
musical time correctly. The first sloe's down the su ojective beat
and tempo i" the music resulting in a tired and sluggish
performance, whilst the second hastens the subjective musical
time to such a degree that the reproduction loses e egance and
majesty.

The importa -t issue here is that music in itself is abstract.
intangible and immeasurable, anc the high fidelty cnain
extremely complex. The fundamentals of processing music
s goals through such a cumbersome series of ccmconents,
materials, interfaces. conversion of energies etc. are not clearly
understood.
Laboratory designs; mathematical models and
conventiona measurements appear tc be totally inadequate. To
design on subjective grounds alone would also
dangerous. o
'herefore 'Neat is needed is a design that satisfies both criteria,
and more importantly introduces the musical dimension.
-

I

The genius cf Cyrus designs lies in their ability to transcend the
classical pedestrian ideas Of dealing in simplistic specifications,
meet the stringent requirements or the musical community, and
incorporate music's spiritual and emo:ioral dirrersion. In a tree

world dommated by commercialism, consumerism, designed
obsclescence and so muce mediocrity your Cyrus amplifier wit
touch your mind and bring you breathtaking musical experience
lcr many years to come.
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Cyrus

Cyrus -Two

I

"... the stunned look on the face of people
who first heard the Cyrus One amplifier ...
a leading Dutch
reviewer went on to say: Cyrus One is probaoly the best amplirier
at any price; a most respected American reviewer added: the
more subtle qualities of Cyrus One can on y be matched by the
finest of American tube amplifiers; and the French critics simply
awarded Cyrus with 'Decibel D'Honneur'. Since then we have
continued to .feed'extraordinary independent test -reports from
critics all over the world on this genius of a product. We have
learned of as-onished music critics replacing their costly 'superamps' with the little Cyrus One. One car 'therefore only conclJde
that in its shot History, since its introduction; the Cyrus One has become both a Reference and á living lecend.
A Britist critic wrote

.

The Cyrus One is based on a revolutionary c,rcuit design
philosophy, details of which are beyond the scope of this
brochure and in any case well guarded secrets. The design -is
then implemented with careful attention to circuit topology iri
order to minimise the number of con-ponents.in the signal oath and reduce their harmful effects. This 'straight-line' design is,
then manufactured to 'the very highest standards using
components and materials beyond the reach of most
competition,: -The powertransistors, for example, are military
grade, ultra:fast and very linear devices especially manutact..red
for Cyrus Elect'onics. The driver transis:ors are equally products
,of a British military semiconductor manufacturer. World class
German produced passive components have been selected
including extravagant polypropylene capacitors, polystyrene
capacitors, and metal film resistors. ,The casing for the emplFier
is precision injection moulded from a-nor-magnetic', 'nonelectroconductive',metal substitute produced by Space D vis.o
of Amer -leer General Electric.

The Cyrus Two is an even more sophisticated amplifier with a
similar philosephy to that of the Cyrus One. The major
differences between the two amplifiers are in the area of greater
power output and even more importantly, superior current
delivery capabilities. Furthermore, Cyrus Two incorporates one
truly exceptions moving coil stage with emphasis on noise and
hysteresis facto -s. Indeed, the MC stage is designed to work

with esoteric cartridges often costing many times the price of
Cyrus Two. , Another unique feature of Cyrus Two is its ablity to
accept the PSX optional outboard power supply (not available fro:
use with Cyr.js One) and, when configured w :h the PSX, Cyrus
Two is capable of competing directly with the finest and most
esoteric American 'super -amps'. Independent test reports have
frequently suggested that the only problem w th Cyrus Two is its
modest price tag, which may prejudice the most discerring o'
audiophiles who tend to look only at very expensive equipment.
We suggest that you audition the Cyrus Two, possibly combined
with the PSX, against the world's most esoteric equipment
before you make your final decision.

-

All spurious and harmful stages, such as'tone-controls and
filters: headphone and loudspeaker switching, protection
circuit and balance controls have been e.iminated to make the
amplifier a 'straight-line', no compromise, state-of-the-art
design. The quality control standares are amongst the highest in
the industry where every amplifier is tested along nearly 100
parameters on the most sophisticated Hewlett-Packard CAD -

-

CAM -systems available. The result is an extraordinary
achievement called the Cyrus One irtegrated amplifier, elegant
in appearance, without gimmicks, and capable of producing e
breathtaking and spectacular sound stage when used wits quality
ancillary equipment.

Cyrus PSX
Given that the circuit philosophy is capable of reproducing magic
and that really is what music is all about, and g'ven that aswe have
already stated. Cyrus Two uses state -of -the -an components and
manufacturing techniques throughout, there is only one cone area of potential improvement and that is it enhanced power
supply capabilities.

-

Whereas the Cyrus Two has a superb internal power supply of its
own, capable of unbelievable current delivery of 60 amps peak-to peak, nevertheless the addition of the PSX can only improve
things further. The PSX is manufactured in 3 similar case to :he
Cyrus Two, and plugs into the back of the Cyrus Two via an
pmbilical co -d terminated with an XLR connector. The PSX
transformer has been the subject of two yeas research and
development and is the ultimate in toroidal transformer
technology. The power supply reservoir capacitance is
substantial and again the finest available components have been
used. We are confident that the discerning music lover wi not
be able to better the performance of the Cyrus Two, using
optional PSX outboard power supply, at any price.
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Cyrus Tuner
The advent of digital y synthesised n ners -tas substantially improved the recept on quality of FM broadca3ts, A few
problems however continue to,persist in the oesign of most FM
tuners. The most.serious of these problánsv
We consider to to
sibilance in high frequencies and poor low -frequency
performance. It is common knowledge that he low -frequency
performance of tunas lacks authority, contro, definition, and.
articulation especially when compared tc the latest generat on
CD players.

tuning. Automatic FM mute is provided to elirrinate irritating
in:ersta:ion noise. Quartz -locked tuning systen is adopted for
ul: mate Lining accuracy and minimal frequency drift. An
in=orma:ive Fluorescent Tube C splay electronically generates
digital frequency readout,. 'Tuning' indication, 'Stereo' reception
ard, when selected, preset channel number. For finest
reception quality under adverse signal conditions the Cyrus Tuner
hEs FET frnt-ends (dual -gate w :h automatic gain control on FM).
The FM mixer oscillator is buffered to ensure hich immunity to
in:erference, and Ceramic filte s are ncorporated for high
selectiv-ty on both AM and FM -wavebands. The Cyrus Tuner
offers 'Slid ig Stereo' decoderraintaining full channel separation
or strong signals, and changing ªradually to mcno for fullest noise
sLppressi:n on weak signals. 'LL decoder circuitry produces a
stable aucio signal with optimr-r channel separation, arid an'SISC
fiber cuts c Jt interference on stereo bróadcas:s_

-

The objectives of Cy -us Electronics five beer to produce an
outstanding :uner wiere the FM serion d]esnot suffer the
nagging protlem of 'spitting' sibilance,' and tc give bass notes
their rightful and necessary musical weigh:.. tempo, and
authority. The Cyrus Tuner is mancf3ctured it a case of identical
dimensions and appearance to the rest of the Dirus range, and
will suit the requirements of the perfectiorist audiophile who
owns either a Cyrus One or.a Cyris Two.

The design is based on microprocessor coñrdled digital

frequency synthesised tuning', andarovides 19 FM and 9 MW
presets with C-MOS memory back-L.F. The uni: provides variable
speed up/down scanning, automatic search, as well as manual

Note: As -rentioned earlierthe products Of Cyrus Electronics.
exclude harmful protection circLitry to ensure maximum signal
in:egrity. Please be extremely'caref..jl not to short the speaker
outputs on installation.
Note: C3rroinations of any two Cyrus products produce the
standard rick width of 430mm o match your other equipment.
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LECTROflICI
The Mission DAD 7000 is an advanced third generation
compact disc player and the first of its kind from a quality specialist
manufacturer. In the light of great controversy concerning both the
absolute standard of reproduction from CD players as well as
tremendous variations between the machines from different
manufacturers, Mission Electronics hung fire until the fundamentals
of the technology had settled and until their own extensive research
programme had resulted in what promises to be the world's most
advanced CD player.
The Mission DAD 7000 is a 4 times over sampling machine
with 16 bit resolution. The machine offers full facilities including
motorised front loading tray with anti -jamming protection, studio
class access time of average 2.5 seconds, full projrammability of up
to 99 tracks and in any sequence with repeat capability, queuing to
within one second accuracy, automatic disc read after loading the
CD, high speed forward or backward music search plus fine step
adjustments. The Mission DAD 7000 also offers user-friendly
ergonomics and full infra -red remote control.
Other technical features of the Mission DAD 7000 include two
separate digital to analogue converters for true stereo reproduction,
the unique Philips digital transversal pre-DAC filter as well as
Mission's own patented post-DAC filtering. This sophisticated two
stage filtering system combined with high sampling frequency
results in a perfect audio band frequency response without phase
shifts and other aberrations and with mathematically near -perfect
impulse response and the associated transient performance. Here it
must be noted that most machines on the market suffer from severe
inter channel phase shifts or absolute phase shift, and in most cases
both. The laser read system is a single focus design eliminating the
dangers of manufacturing alignments or subsequent field
disturbances. Unlike most inexpensive designs the Mission DAD
7000 is manufactured into a most sophisticated set of pressure diecast chassis and structures to ensure total stability and integrity of
the fragile transport system and a subsequent reduction in
reproduced errors. The machine is precision manufactured to the
highest standards using high grade components to offer the best
sound quality and long term user satisfaction.
Above all, Mission has a worldwide reputation for state-of-theart in high fidelity and our design team are confident that the DAD
7000 meets Mission's stringent requirements for the ultimate in
sonic performance.
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AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Connecting a Power Amp
To a Tape Loop
Q. I own an integrated amplifier that

tables probably came with alignment pops or ticks. It is the nature of such
gauges too, though many such sounds which makes it possible for the
gauges are rudimentary and hard to device to recognize the difference behas two tape monitor loops. I would use. There are also a number of good tween them and the music. Not even
like to add another power amplifier and alignment gauges on the market, such sharp, percussive music has the steep
connect it to the integrated amplifier. as Mobile Fidelity's Geo-Disc, Telarc's attack that a pop has. If, however, your
Can I connect it via the tape moni- Omnidisc, and Dennesen's Sound- problem is steady-state background
tor?-Keith Ling, Dunwoody, Ga.
tracktor. Or perhaps your dealer might sound, the device will be of no use.
A. You should not connect a power check and adjust your turntable's car- Steady-state background noise is usuamplifier to your integrated amplifier tridge alignment for you.
aily removed by introducing a fixed,
via the tape monitor output jacks. The
high -frequency roll -off, or by introducreason is that the integrated amp's vol- Destroying Loudspeakers
ing a variable roll -off which is depenume and tone controls would be inopQ. I keep "knocking out" the diadent on the instantaneous amplitude of
erative as far as the second power phragms in my tweeters and destroy- the program.
have heard of some
amplifier is concerned. Unless there is ing the passive radiators in my woof- esoteric comb filters and computer a set of pre/main connections on your ers. My speakers are highly efficient. aided techniques which have been deintegrated amplifier, cannot think of a Dealers have told me my problem is veloped for dealing with this problem,
convenient way to connect the power that I don't have "clean" power and but, to my knowledge, these schemes
amplifier to it.
that I need a high-powered amplifier. have not found their way into any conWhat are your thoughts?-Fred R. sumer audio equipment.
Inner -Groove Distortion
McCarroll, Harriman, Tenn.
Q. Please shed light on the problem
A. Your problem is that you are lisGroove Hopping
of inner-groove distortion, its causes, tening at such a high level that you are
Q. When using my turntable, I set
and how to get rid of it. I have ob- damaging your speaker systems, ei- the stylus down ever so carefully, using
served this problem with two turntables ther by directly overdriving them or be- the table's damped cueing lever, in the
and three cartridges.-Brent Jarvis, cause your power amplifier is driven to grooved portion of a record. I neverColchester, Vt.
clipping. Clipping will likely damage theless notice that the tonearm jumps
A. Since a record turns at a con- tweeters, but it cannot be suspected in and out of three or four grooves
stant number of rotations per minute, as the "instrument of destruction" of before finally settling down. I hear the
the groove's linear speed (in inches your passive radiators, since these will hops as rapid clicks coming from my
per second) is greater at the outside of be damaged only by severe mechani- speakers. The same thing happens
the disc than at the inside, because cal motion.
when lifting the tonearm, again via the
the groove's circumference is greater
You say your speakers are rated as cueing fever. I am concerned that this
at the outside. This means that the sig- being highly efficient. Thus, you must will damage both my stylus and my
nals at the inner groove are crowded be listening at extremely loud levels records.-Name withheld
more closely together, which makes indeed.
do not think that "cleaner"
A. If the clicks you hear from your
them harder to track. At the same time, amplifier power is the answer; the cure loudspeakers really indicate that your
the inner groove's more sharply curved for your problem is to listen at sound stylus is groove hopping, believe you
radius makes it more critical that the levels which will save both your loud- have a problem with the cueing lever.
stylus be exactly tangent to the groove speaker systems and your ears.
If the cam which lifts and lowers the
than is the case at the outer grooves. If
Of course, am assuming that your tonearm is not parallel to the turntable
you listen to classical music, you'll find system is located in a typical listening or if the anti -skating adjustment is serithat many pieces come to loud, crash- room. If you are operating your equip- ously off the tonearm may drift rather
ing climaxes. This places the most ment in a large theater or hall, that puts than rise and fall straight as it is supheavily cut signals, which are hardest a different light on the matter. Under posed to.
to track, at the inner grooves.
those condit,ons,
think you should
it is also possible that what you hear
Finer edged styli, such as the hyper- use a second power amplifier and ad- from your loudspeakers is the result of
elliptical, MicroRidge, van den Hul or ditional loudspeakers. By so doing, overdriving your system because of
similar types, can track the closely you can reduce power input to each the strong, low -frequency pulse which
packed inner -groove details a bit bet- loudspeaker and distribute the sound can be produced when the cartridge
ter than other types. If your current more evenly throughout the listening touches the surface of the disc. Overcartridge does not have such a stylus, area.
driven components can produce unperhaps you could get one for it.
wanted sound from the system as an
Aligning the cartridge so that the sty- Impulse-Noise Reduction
artifact of the overload.
A
lus is tangent to the groove at or near
O. Please explain how effective imthe inner grooves is crucial, especially pulse -noise limiters are.-Skip Tilling- If you have a problem or question about audio,
with these newer stylus types. Some hast, Fredonia, N.Y.
write to Mr. Joseph Glovanelli at AUDIO MagaA. Impulse-noise reducing devices zine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
cartridge makers, such as Shure and
AKG, supply alignment gauges with are highly effective if you want to re- letters are answered. Please enclose a
their higher priced models. Your turn - move only transient sounds, such as stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Matthew Polk's New Generation of Revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDAs

SDA SRS

S1395.00 ea.

-
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will "seas

SDAtA
$695.00 ea.

=

SDA SRS 2

$995.00 ea.
SDA CRS
f395.00 ea.

SDA 2A

$499.00 ea.
Digital Disc

Ready

Matthew Polk's new generation of revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDA Loudspeakers fully realize the astonishingly
lifelike three-dimensional imaging capabilities of stereophonic reproduction.

"The Genius of Matthew Polk BringsYou
A New Generation of Extraordinary Sounding SDAs"
"Mindboggling...Astounding...Flabbergasting"

C-7

High Fidelity Magazine

-

he result is alway better than would be
achieved by conventional speakers."
Stereo Review Magazine

Polk's critically acclaimed, Audio Video Grand Prix Award

winning

SDA technology is the most

important fundamental

advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself. Listeners are

amazed when they hear the huge, lifelike, three-dimensional sonic

image produced by Polk's SDA speakers. The nation's top audio
experts agree that Polk SDA loudspeakers always sound better than

conventional loudspeakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular ...the
result is always better than would be achieved by conventional

Signature Reference
System (SRS) $1395.00 ea.
SDA

-

AudioVioeo Grand Prix Winner
The finest speaker that Polk manufactures. This limited production
flagship model combines patented
SDA TRUE STEREO technology with
phase -coherent focused line -source
multiple driver topology to achieve
new levels of state-of-the-art imaging, detail, coherence, dynamic
range and bass reproduction.

This new scaled down version of the

any stereo program that doesn't benefit." Now the dramatic

SRS incorporates

are available in 5 uniquely superb loudspeaker systems, the SDA
SRS, SDA SRS 2, SDA-IA, SDA-2A, and the SDA CRS

"They

+

Rolling Stone Magazine
Without exaggeration, the design principals embodied in the
SDAs

make them the world's first true stereo speakers. When the

big switch was made from mono to stereo, the basic concept of
speaker design was never modified to take into account the

fundamental difference between a mono and stereo signal.
'

1iat

is the difference between a

virtually all its
innovations without significantly
compromising its awesome sonic
performance.

mono and stereo speaker? The

-

SDA 1A $695.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
A beautifully styled, full size floor standing system combining Polk's
state-of-the-art components with exclusive TRUE STEREO technology for
extraordinarily lifelike sound. It Is
now available In vinyl at a new lower
price. High Fidelity said "the Polk
SDA 1 Loudspeaker provides startling
evidence of the audio industry's essential creative vitality."

basic concept of mono is that you have one signal (and speaker)

meant to be heard by both ears at once. However, and basic
concept of stereo is that a much more lifelike three-dimensional

sound

is

achieved by having 2 different signals, each played back

through a separate speaker and each meant to be heard by only
one ear apiece (L or R). So quite simply, a mono loudspeaker
is

designed to be heard by two ears at once while true stereo

loudspeakers should each be heard by only one ear apiece (like

headphones). The revolutionary Polk SDAs are the first TRUE
STEREO speakers engineered to accomplish this and fully realize

New SDA 2A

- $499.00 ea.

Audio Video Grand Pdx Winner
The new SDA 2A is a full size floor
standing system which incorporates
many of the latest refinements in SDA
technology developed for the SRS
models. It represents an extraordinary value which combines spectacular SDA performance with a
remarkably affordable price. High
Fidelity said listening to the SDA 2 is
"an amazing experience."

New SDA CRS +

How Polk SDAs Achieve Tlrue Stereo
Polk SDA technology solves one of the greatest problems in
stereo reproduction. When each ear hears both speakers and

signals,

as

occurs when you use conventional (Mono) speakers to

listen in stereo, full stereo separation is lost. The undesirable signal

reaching each ear from the "wrong" speaker

is a

form of acoustic

distortion called interaural crosstalk, which confuses your hearing.
The Polk SDA systems eliminate interaural crosstalk distortion

and maintain full, True Stereo separation, by incorporating two

that acoustically and effectively cancels the interaural crosstalk

distortion and thereby restores the stereo separation and imaging
lost when you listen to normal

"mono"

speakers. The sonic

benefits are remarkable.

"Breathtaking... a new
world of
hifi listening"
Stereo Buyers Guide
"Mindboggling... astounding-flabbergasting"
High Fidelity Magazine
Words alone cannot

fully describe how much more lifelike SDA
is.

Reviewers, critical listeners and

novices alike are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic

improvement achieved by Polk's Stereo/Dimensional technology.
You

will hear

a

huge sound stage which extends beyond the

speakers and beyond the walls of your listening room itself. The

lifelike ambience revraled by the SDAs transports you to the
acoustic environment of the original sonic event. Every instrument,
vocalist and sound becomes tangible, distinct, alive and firmly
placed in its own natural spatial position. You will hear

instruments, ambience and subtle musical nuances (normally

the astonishingly lifelike three-dimensional imaging capabilities

of stereophonic sound.

signal, while the dimensional drivers radiate a difference signal

TRUE STEREO reproduction

.

truly represent a breakthrough"

each speaker cabinet. The stereo drivers radiate the normal stereo

New SDA-SRS 2 -5995.00 ea.

speakers." High Fidelity said, "Astounding...We have yet to hear

audible benefits of Polk's exclusive TRUE STEREO SDA technology

completely separate sets of drivers (stereo and dimensional) into

-5395.00 ea.

Audio Video Grand Prix Winner
The new SDA CRS+ is the world's
best sounding bookshelf loudspeaker
and now incorporates many of the
latest refinements in SDA technology
developed br the SRS models. It
combines the extraordinarily lifelike
three-dimensional sonic performance
of Polk's patented SDA technology
with a handsome enclosure (stand or
shelf mountable) of attractively modest proportions. Stereo Review said
the CRS is "an impressive achievement".

masked by conventional speakers), revealed for your enjoyment by
the SDAs. This benefit is accurately described by Julian Hirsch in
Stereo Review,

"...the

of discovery experienced when playing

dimension in the sound is a most attractive bonus..." Records,
CD's, tapes, video and FM all benefit equally as dramatically.

"You owe it to yourself to audition them"
High Fidelity Magazine
SDAs

allow you to experience the spine tingling excitement,

majesty and pleasure of live music in your own home. You must
hear the remarkable sonic benefits of SDA technology for yourself.

will agree with Stereo Review's dramatic conclusion: "the

You too

result is always better than would be achieved by conventional

speakers... it does indeed add a new dimension to reproduced

sound."

olk1 audio.
The Speaker Specialists
1915

®

Annapolis Road, Baltimore, Maryland 212311

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

sense

an old favorite stereo record and hearing, quite literally, a new

1
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DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

AN INTERIORESTING SUBJECT
less), but the two halves loosely divide
the brain's functions.
Interestingly enough, and also mysteriously enough, the connections from
the ears to the brain halves are
crossed-the right ear is wired to the
left brain half and the left ear to the
right brain half. There is some overlap
in the connections, but the primary
links are crossed. That leads to an interesting question. It has been found
that the left cerebral hemisphere processes most of our speech (verbal)
information. Thus, the right ear is perceptually superior for spoken words.
On the other hand, it is mainly the right
temporal lobe which processes melodic (nonverbal) information. Therefore,
we are better at perceiving melodies
heard by the left ear. Should Congress
pass a law placing music on the left
loudspeaker, and lyrics on the right?
Nobody really knows-aspiring Nobel
Prize recipients, take note.
All of this raises many questions, including one of basic design. Specifically, why do people have two ears?
With one good ear we can fully per-

ties together left and right
hemispheres, pairs of ears,
phantoms, loudspeakers, and
your head's shadow? The answer is
psychoacoustics. What does psycho acoustics have to do with digital audio? Increasingly a lot, as the mysteries of this largely unexplored area are
being revealed and exploited by the
signal -processing clout of digital audio
techniques. Let's define psychoacoustics and consider specific examples of
its principles in action, a side trip in
preparation for understanding digital
signal processing's eminent impact on
psychoacoustics.
Despite all the talk about pressure
functions, velocity of propagation, and
colliding molecules, the real business
of sound takes place inside our heads
at the ear/brain interface. Until they are
perceived, all sounds are merely academic concepts. Acoustical perception explains our subjective response
to anything we hear; it is the ultimate
arbitrator in acoustical matters because it is only our response to audio
which fundamentally matters. Psycho acoustics seeks to reconcile acoustical stimuli-and all the objective scientific and physical properties which surround them-with the psychological
What

28

responses which they evoke in individual listeners.
The ear is a very sensitive organ.
The mental judgments which result
when it is coupled to the interpretive
powers of the brain form the basis for
all the enjoyment we experience from
sound and music. Compared to the
physical properties of sound, psycho acoustics presents formidable opportunity for basic research into such factors as aural associations, the effect of
musical training, attentional ability, and
organization of memory for musical information. In addition, while many responses are common to all listeners,
any single listener's overall response
to what he or she hears is a unique
reflection of individual experience.
The basis of psychoacoustics and
all aural perception is the ear/brain
system, composed of two ears and two
brain hemispheres. It is a wonderfully
complex machine, and while some of
the simple mechanisms are fairly well
understood, the system itself is still
largely a mystery. Normal left and right
ears do not, as far as we know, differ
physiologically in their capacity for detecting sound, but their respective
right and left brain halves certainly do.
Each of us has one brain (more or

ceive amplitude, frequency, loudness,
and timbre. But primeval man needed
two ears for localization-that is, to
know what direction the man-eaters
were coming from. Today, of course,
modern man still desperately needs
two ears-otherwise his headphones
would fall off.
Localization provides a fine subject
for demonstrating psychoacoustics in
action, and for showing both the sophistication and the simple-mindedness of the ear/brain system. The ear/
brain uses four main cues to localize
sound: Relative intensity, time of incidence, phase, and complexity of
waveform. Provided that two ears are
available (and two are needed for localization), relative intensity difference
is perhaps the most important cue. A
sound from one side will have greater
intensity at the near ear because of the
inverse -square law, which dictates that
sound attenuates as it propagates. Intensity is also influenced by the head's
acoustic shadow; high frequencies will
be blocked by the head, and will thus
be further attenuated at the far ear.
This effect is important at frequencies
above kHz but is insignificant at lower frequencies because long wavelengths tend to bend around the head.
1
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ANNOUNCING

THE CBS COMPACT D ISC CLUB

ANY2 COMPACTDISCS FOR 1.00
SADE

DIRE STRAITS

BILLY

JUE7

GREATEST

HITS

1

H

.111..PROMISE v,
340323'

336222

OP GUN=-=

PRINCE AND THE

REVOLUTION
PARADE

Yl

TRUMPET CONCERTOS

-

a,YHw

s

BROTHERS
IN ARMS

wYNTON MARSALIS
TOMASI / JO WET

a,

i

\

.1

--

33639o-396390 12 CDs)
ROLLING STONES

343327

I

PHIUP

SOUNDTRADx

44U,.+

GLASS

CaETNNS

11001";

°LwóñR
IMAM

`

r*c..

CHOOSE STATE-OF-THE-ART SOUND
IN THE LATEST CD RELEASES.

345785

343822
II

-

`

R

DAYS

olnN.

M

D
IfitART

ORIGINAL SOIINDTRAat

JOURNEY

THLESS
PEOPLE

ON RADIO

leatuc

BILLY JOEL
L

BRUCE
SPRINGSTE EN
MICR JAGGER
DAN HARMON

TS -y .

amcs?
337519
A

DIRTY WORK

344242

345892

TONY BENNETT

.

NIGHT AT THE OPERA

GÉRSHWIN

RHAPSODY IMBLUE
ORIGINAL VERSION..

1.21,":41,1
+

I

343095

3.43293

WHAM

SCHUBERT

Barbra Streisand

SYMPHOMES

NO.2

-

ÑDO.B
NNBNISIIEDI
BAºENBOIM
BERUN SAIL

iP

:11112.

LUTHER
VANOROSS

RAMPAL & DOMINGO

a<,

SONGS
FROM
LIQUID

DANGER

1.74

BERSHIP

11íe

MUSIC FROM THE
EDGE OF HEAVEN

346270

341677

GOLD

CLAUDE BOLLING'S
SUITE FOR CELLO
S. JAZZ PIANO TRIO
YO -YO MA, CELLO

Broadway
Album

342b97

& PLATINUM

BOWER SiSTERS

ACL

2

CYNDI LAUPER
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
UONEL RICHIE
TEARS FOR FEARS
BRYAN ADAMS
WHARIN RAUL YOUNG

I

mil.

SAE JOHN WARE
mi. TUESDAY
HALL B OATES
REO SPEEDWAGON

I

THE MAGIC FLUTE I.

344135
From The Television Series.
G. Frey: el You Belong To The
Ctly; many more. (MCA)

339903. The CarsGreatest Hits. Tonight She
Comes; Drive; more. (Elektro)

341263. Enoch Light & The
Light Brigade-Big Bands
The

Beguine; more. (Protect 3)

322008. Linda Ronstodt &
The Nelson Riddle Orch
What's New. (Asylum)

The age

I

343947

338616. Miami Vice-Music

Of The Thirties. Begin

THE AfFT OF EXCELLENCE

339226

323261. Lionel RichieCan't Slow Down.
All Night Long; Stuck On
You; Hello; etc. )Motown)
340182. Philip GlassMistvma. Original music
from the film. ¡Nonesuch)
335547. Berlioz:
Symphonie Fantastique.
Barenboim, Berlin Phil.

343160. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Choral).
Bruno Walter, Columbia
Sym. (CBS Masterworks)
318089. Michael JacksonThriller. Billy Jean; The Girl Is
Mine; etc. (Epic)

of CD sound is here-and

you have o practical new woy to find the
CDs you want. As your introduction to the
CBS Compact Disc Club, you con choose
any 2 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00.
Fill in and mail the application-we'll send
your CDs and bill you for $1. You simply
agree to buy 2 more CDs (at regular
Club prices) in the next year-and you
may then cancel your membership anytime
after doing so.
How the Club works. About every
four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive
the Clubs music magazine, which
describes the Selection of the Month for
your musical interest... plus many exciting
alternates.
If you wish to receive the Selection of
the Month, you need do nothing-it will
be shipped automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none atoll, fill in the
response card always provided and moil
it by the date specified. You will always
Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as

26329
337279. Placido Domingo-

r

have of least 10 days in which to make
your decision. If you ever receive any
Selection without having 10 days to
decide, you may return it at our expense.
The CDs you order during your
membership will be blled at regular Club
prices, which currently are $14.98 to
$15.98-plus shipping and handling.
(Multiple -unit sets may be somewhat
higher.) After completing your enrollment
agreement you may cancel membership
at any time; if you decide to continue as a
member, you'll be eligible for our moneysaving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details
of the Club's operation with your
introductory shipment. If you are not
satisfied for any reason whatsoever, just
return everything within 10 days and you
will have no further obligation. So why
not choose 2 CDs for $1 right now.

2-so write

in

both numbers.

CBS CON¡ PACT DISC CLUB:Terre Haute, IN 47811

(

74440'8

336578-396572. Bach:

Reeling In The Years; Hey
Nineteen; more. (MCA)

Save Your Nights For Me.
love songs. (CBS)

LL

GIANT HITS

3A.2147

341073. Steely DonA Decade of Steely Dan.

273409. Beethoven: Piano 288670-398677 Barry
Sonatas. Vladimir Horowitz Manilow-Greatest Hits.
plays: Appassionata; Moon.
It's A Miracle; Mandy; etc.
óght Pothetique. (Columbia)
(Counts as 2-Avsto)
320499. The Police-Syn- 322024. Huey Lewis & The
chronicity. Winner 01 three
News-Sports. Bad Is Bad;
Grammy Awards! (A&M)
Heart & Soul; etc. (Chrysalis)

(Digital-CBS Masterworks)
331264. Bryan AdornsReckless. el hit: Heaven; Run
To You; etc. (A&M)

14

Flute Sonatas-Rampol,
flute; Pinnock, harpsichord,
etc. (Counts os
CBS Masterworks)Masterworks)

314443. Nell Diamond's 12
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2. You
Dorit Bring Me Flowers (with
Barbra Streisond); etc

328740. Mozart: Piano Concerto No. 26 (Coronation);
Rondos. Murray Perahia and
English Chamber Orchestra.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)
219477 Simon & Garfunkel's
Greatest Hits. El Condor
Pasa, Bridge Over Troubled
Waters; etc. (Columbia)

(Columbia)

COMPACT

340760. Stevie NicksRock A Little. Top 10 Talk
To Me; I Can't Woit
title cut; etc. (Modern)

0
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CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB
PO. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined
in this advertisement. Send me the 2 Compact Discs listed here and
bill me only $1.00 for both. I agree ro buy two more selections at
regular Club prices in the coming year-and may cancel my
membership at any time after doing so.
Send me
these 2

as

My main musical interest

is (check one):

IBI/ I may elwoys choose from either category)

ROCKIPOP

CLASSICAL

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
.9Na^ie

Address

low Na^'e

a

Apt

City
State

Zip
Do you have a VCR? (Check one.)
Yes
No
779/F86
Do you have a credit card? (Check one.)
Yes
O No
Ns otter is not available in APO FPO Alaska, HawOii, Puerto Rico- please write for
details of ollernahve offer
I

L

Note: All applications are subject to review. The CBS Compact
I
Disc Club reserves the right to reed any application.
7RG/NZJ

If you have two ears, you
are a bona fide spatial
localization expert, with
a marvelously complex
decoding machine beneath

that

$8 haircut.

The second cue, time of incidence,
exercises the brain's computational
power; the brain rapidly calculates
time differences of less than a few ten thousandths of a second between one

ear and the other. The ear nearest to
the sound receives the sound first, a
cue to its direction of origin. This cue
would be ineffective for a steady-state
continuous tone, but is highly useful for
any changing waveform.
The other two cues are near relatives
of the first two. With continuous tones,
the brain seems to compare the phase
between the two ears. The greater the
calculated phase difference, the further to one side the sound's origin appears to be. Of course, this cue is
frequency -dependent, occurring only
where the path length between the two
ears is a wavelength or less. In addition, there is some evidence that the
ear is not sensitive to phase information outside the midrange band.
Finally, the complexity of the waveform plays a part. The head attenuates
high -frequency components and not
lower ones, and the brain perceives
the resulting timbre differences between the ears-the more distant ear
hears less high -frequency information.
Thus, lower frequencies are localized primarily by time of incidence or
phase between the two ears, while
high frequencies are localized by amplitude difference. The shape of the
outer ear helps to determine front/back
localization. Slight head movements
which shift the ear/brain's placement in
the sound field also help in deciphering the cues.
A pair of loudspeakers (or headphones) provides a perfect laboratory
to study the psychoacoustics of localization. When sound is produced from
the left speaker, our ear/brain uses the
four cues to determine the left-hand
direction of origin; likewise for the right
speaker. But when equal sound is produced from both speakers, a fairly
amazing phenomenon takes place: Instead of localizing sound at the left and
right speakers, our highly -evolved ear/
brain decides that the sound is coming
from the empty space between the
speakers, even though other sensory
organs such as our eyes clearly show
that nothing is there. (However, localization is sharper in a darkened room.)
Each ear receives the same informa30

tion, and that information is stubbornly
decoded as coming from straight
ahead. Our interpretation of the cues
leaves us no choice. We have created

phantom image.
The ear/brain's gullibility in creating
phantom images is the keystone of stereo reproduction. When the correct
spatial information is recorded along
with the music, the ear/brain decodes
it to recreate the panorama of a sound
stage. As some die-hards enjoy pointing out, stereo is nothing more than
two -channel monaural. The rest is
purely interpretive.
The principal device used to accomplish stereo encoding is a panning potentiometer, or pan pot. By varying the
information of the localization cues,
phantom images may be placed anywhere along the line between two
speakers. A pan pot functions somewhat like the balance control on a
home stereo; when rotated, it varies
the relative amplitude of the signal between two channels. The ear/brain
subsequently uses those amplitude
cues to determine localization, and
presto-the image appears to move.
It's only an illusion, but a pretty good
one. Of course, it works best with
sounds that fit the ear/brain's amplitude -cue criteria. As we've already noted, high frequencies are the best candidates; low frequencies are more difficult to localize. Stability of placement is
also dependent on the timbre of the
waveform, the interaction with other
signals present in the individual loudspeaker, the effects of listening -room
acoustics, and, of course, listener
placement.
But amplitude is only one of the cues
the ear/brain uses to determine localization. What about time of incidence?
Indeed, time cues may also be used to
create phantom images. If equal -amplitude signals are supplied to our
loudspeakers at the same time, the
phantom image appears in the middle.
But if a time delay of up to 2 mS is
introduced to one speaker, the sound
will appear to come from the earlier
speaker and the later speaker perceptually disappears. This nifty bit of psychoacoustics is known as the Haas
Effect; it states that the ear/brain is
drawn to the earlier source, ignoring
the later one. The effect is good for
delays up to about 40 mS. With longer

a

delays, the ear/brain has time to realize
the trick, and perceives the two sounds
as discrete impulses. Delays as short
as 2 mS shift the sound partway between sources. So, by playing with
such short delays, we may move the
phantom image along the line between
our two sound sources, our ear/brain
obediently using time -of -incidence
cues to create the phantoms.
Of course, localization cues can also
be obtained the old-fashioned way.
When a pair of spaced -apart omnidirectional microphones is placed in
front of an orchestra, the orchestra's
spatial information is encoded free of
charge. For example, the sound of the
violins will be picked up by both microphones, but the violins are closer to the
left microphone than to the right, so
their sound output will be louder at the
left microphone and will arrive there
earlier.
When the two channels are reproduced, the amplitude and time -of -incidence information encoded along with
the music will cause our ear/brain to
place the violins on the left. Likewise,
the rest of the orchestra members will
seem to be seated in their respective
chairs between our loudspeakers. In
addition, combinations of cues such as
amplitude, time of incidence, hall reverberation, and high -frequency attenuation create information of depth,
placing the woodwinds behind the cellos and the percussion behind the
woodwinds.
If you've got two ears, you are a
bona fide spatial localization expert.
Specifically, what you have underneath that $8 haircut is a marvelously
complex decoding machine, obedient
to many kinds of aural cues. Of course,
when listening to a recording, you are
largely constrained by the accuracy of
the aural cues that it presents-to the
degree that they are imperfect, they
limit your psychoacoustic enjoyment of
the recording.
Enter DSP-Digital Signal Processing. With high-speed number -crunching techniques performed in the digital
domain, the caliber of those cues can
be greatly improved, as we'll see next
month. Meanwhile, consider this problem: If your stereo system supplies all
the acoustical cues of a concert hall,
are you listening at home or in the
A
concert hall?
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THIPI( OF IT AS THE
WORLD'S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER.
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Now you can take the dynamics of
digital performance anywhere. With
TDK HX-S. It captures the purity and
nuances of digjtal sound like no other
high -bias audio cassette.
Specifically designed to record
digitally -sourced materials, HX-S offers
four times the magnetic storage capability of other high -bias cassettes available today. Plus unmatched high
frequency MOL (Maximum OutpLt
Level) for optimum performance.
- With all this going for it, HX-S does
more than step-up your pocket -sized
player. It also acts like fuel injection for
your car audio system. And it can turn
a bocrnbox into a portable music fall.
TDK HX-S. One small step for cigítal.
One giant leap for music -kind.

ghTDK.

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE.
TDK is the world's leading manufacturer of audio & video cassettes and floppy disk products
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

E) 1986 TOK
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

DELAY DELIGHTS
the idea could be developed into a
saleable product-and guess in retrospect it was something whose time
was yet to come. The concept of concert -hall synthesis would have to wait
until advances in computer technology
made it feasible.
Well, friends, the time is now-it has
arrived! One of the hits of this SCES
was Yamaha's DSP-1 Digital Sound
Field Processor. In some ways, this
fascinating new product was made
possible by CD technology and by the
burgeoning interest in Dolby Surround
Sound processing for encoded videocassettes and videodiscs.
The DSP-1 uses VLSI chips that
were developed by Yamaha, and 2
megabits of ROM memory capability is
built into the unit. High -density memory
is necessary, for in the DSP-1 are
stored the acoustic characteristics of
I
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16 different listening

Yamaha DSP-1 Digital Sound Field Processor
The latest Summer Consumer
Electronics Show in Chicago
marked the 20th anniversary of
the CES. The occasion was noted with
appropriate fanfares and celebrations,
but a concatenation of unfortunate circumstances cast something of a pall
on the festivities.
First, an attendance record would
have been a nice anniversary present,
but this didn't happen. Second, all
through the show there was an undercurrent of unease and apprehension.
Dealers, having endured rather flat
sales during the first part of the year,
were confused and concerned about
the apparently ongoing dollar/yen crisis. With the yen rising better than 30%
against the dollar, the price structure of
Japanese -made equipment has been
chaotic, with virtually no stability. It is
an unsettling situation, to say the least,
that most certainly put a damper on
what should have been a really upbeat
event.
To add to the muddled state of affairs, JVC and Sony traded barbs in
support of their respective VHS -C and

privately preview an R-DAT recorder,
but no concrete plans to market it were
put forth.
However, in spite of the lack of industrywide new technology, the show
did feature significant advances embodied in a number of audio products,
with a polite bow to video technology
as well.

About a dozen years ago, Bob Berkovitz, a very clever fellow who had
been with Dolby Labs, was working for
Acoustic Research in Canton, Mass.
There, he came up with an absolutely
fascinating concept. Bob got some of
the bright young people at nearby MIT
to do an acoustic analysis of Boston's
Symphony Hall, and to store in computer memory the early reflections and
other acoustic parameters characteristic of that famed concert hall. Then, at
an AES convention in Los Angeles,
Bob set up a room with 16 very small
AR speakers placed around its perimeter. Tape recordings of music were
played and processed through the
computer's acoustic "model" of Symphony Hall. The results were sensa8 -mm camcorder formats. Several tional, presenting a degree of realism
product categories in which new tech- and an illusion of true concert -hall
nology might have given a lift to the presence never before achieved in the
market didn't surface, notably R-DAT reproduction of music. Unfortunately,
and CD -I (interactive CD). Sony did the powers that be at AR didn't think

32

environments.

This includes concert halls, churches
with moderate and long reverberation
periods, nightclubs, discos, etc.
Yamaha developed a single -point,
four -microphone analysis technique to
determine the acoustic parameters of
concert halls, most specifically the early reflections between 10 and 100 mS.
Using a starter's pistol to create a
pressure wave in the hall, the special

microphone array and associated
equipment can pick up and record reflected energy out to 22 early reflections. Yamaha analyzed the acoustic
"personalities" of famous concert halls
and other sites throughout the world,
and stored this mass of data in the
DSP-1's ROM chips. Operating at the
same 16 -bit quantization and 44.1 -kHz
sampling rate as the Compact Disc,
the VLSI chips can provide up to 88
early reflections.
With the DSP-1, the optimum playback setup for concert -hall synthesis
requires a six -speaker array: The primary stereo pair in the normal frontal
position, plus another pair of speakers
flanking the primary pair and a third
pair at the rear of the listening room.
(Of course, the two extra pairs of
speakers require amplification, and
Yamaha has a new four -channel amplifier, the M-35, which provides 20 watts
to each of the four outputs.)
In use, the DSP-1's wireless remote
control-but not the front -panel controls-can be used to choose any of
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986
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D -8500's octave -to -octave
fregt.ency balance
one of the
key 'actors affecting a speaker's
sound quality
was exceptionally
uniform and smooth... "

-

-

As reviewed in the June '86

Stereo Review

...

'
In this (American Acoustics)
speaker, the big cone is used the
way it should be, to obtain low
aistor_ion at high levels all the way
down into the deep bass.
"This ties in with the primary
goal American Acoustics has set
for its Digital Series speakers:
accurate reproduction at both very
high and very low levels, to cope

with he extraordinary dynamic
range available on the best
Compact Discs.
in short, this (the
I)-857)0) is especially suitable for
.

.

those Who want to be able to play
their music loud without coloration
or distortion and without having to
buy . iuge amplifier. If you're in
that t.a_egory, you certainly should
g:ve the D-8500 a serious listen."
As reviewed in the June '86
HIGH FIDELITY

Introducing the
American Acoustics
DIGITAL SERIES
a full array of

CHOOSE American Acoustics
TO DELNER THE DYNAMIC
RANGE OF THE BEST STATE-OFTHE-ART COMPACT DISCS.

models to complement
your system
Exclusive 10 year limited
warranty.
Accurate sound reproduction
at ALL listening levels.
American designed, engineered
and manufactured.
High efficiency sound at
affordable prices.

QUIT
DIGITAL AUDIO

Whatever volume you choose
to play your CD's... soft to
LOUD! LOUDER! LOUDEST!
here's the speaker with excellent
clarity, crispness, full tight bass
and overall sonic superiority at
ALL listening levels.

American Acoustics
a MITEK company
ONE MITEK PLAZA

Ente" tlo. 43 on Reader Service Card

WINSLOW, IL 61089 PHONE 815 / 367-3811
To audition American Acoustics speakers contact us for the dealer nearest you.

Though there were no
broad -based leaps in new
technology at the SCES,
individual products did
show significant advances.
)1
the 16 listening environments stored in
memory; the acoustic characteristics
of the original halls will then be synthesized from the stored data and presented through the two extra pairs of
speakers. In addition, each hall's basic
parameters (such as room size) can be
modified with the remote control according to the desires of the listener.
Needless to say, the extra quotient
of realism provided by the DSP-1's
concert -hall synthesis was wowing
everyone at the Yamaha demonstration. Delivery of the DSP-1, which also
is a superior device for Dolby Surround
processing, was slated to get underway at just about the. time this issue
goes to press, at a price of $850.
have always been a staunch supporter of the use of time delay in increasing the spatiality and dimensionhave
ality of music reproduction.
been using the Benchmark system for
years, and in my opinion it certainly
was the best of the so-called "bucket
brigade" or charge -coupled, analog
time -delay devices. Many audiophiles
are on a constant quest for these long
out -of -production Benchmark units.
Well, they can save their energy and
satisfy their desire for a time -delay unit
with Sony's superb new SDP-505ES.
This unit combines time delay with a
I

I

B & W Matrix

1,

Matrix 3, and Matrix 2

loudspeakers
Dolby Surround processor. Both use
PCM digital technology, with the same
16 -bit quantization and 44.1 -kHz sampling rate as that used by Compact
Discs; thus the SDP-505ES is sad to

Sony SDP-505ES Digital Surround Processor

SONY
DIGITAL

s
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Sony PCM-601ESD Digital Audio Processor

odd

achieve the same high quality of sound
in respect to frequency response, distortion, wide dynamic range and signal-to-noise ratio.
With individual controls for left and
right channels, the SDP-505ES provides stereo delay of 0 to 90 mS, adjustable in 0.1-mS increments. There is
also a preset "hall" mode which has a
30-mS delay plus added reverberation. There are three memory positions
which can be programmed with selected delay parameters. The unit's Dolby
Surround processing is wholly digital,
with delay adjustable from 10 to 30
mS, and there is a built-in pink-noise
generator for setting Dolby mode and
the level of front and rear speakers. A
surround -sound level control is provided, as is a master control for all channels. A 15 -watt -per-channel stereo amplifier is built in for powering side- or
rear -channel delay or Dolby Surround
speakers.
have been using a prototype of this
SDP-505ES and can tell you that the
stereo delay line is absolutely top -rate.
It is dead quiet, has extremely low distortion, and is exceptionally smooth.
use it with speakers reflecting off the
walls on each side of my listening position, and the illusion of concert -hall lis I
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PERFORMANCE COUNTS:
THE THRILL OF REAL CIGARETTE TASTE

IN A LOW TÁR.

r
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VANTAGE
9 m3.

"ter", 0.7 mg. nicotine

3V.

per cigarette by FTC method.

-- - SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal

Iijirr,
198, S.

REYNOLDS TOSACCO CO.

Premature Birth, Ard Low Birth Weight.

--I

Sony's SDP-505ES stereo
delay unit is absolutely
top-rate-very quiet and
smooth, with extremely
low distortion.

tening is dramatically increased. The
SDP-505ES will be available by the
time you read this, at $700.
Sony also introduced a significant
new PCM digital processor, the PCM601 ESD. This has all the features of the
F1 portable PCM processor, plus a
digital input/ouput interface which enables the unit to communicate with
Sony 1610 or 1630 PCM recorders
and, with an accessory board, to be
used for digital editing. In other words,
this processor can be used for remote
location recording, and since the optional interface board will permit editing, it can be used for regular commercial recording.
In this respect, another important
feature of the PCM-601ESD is what
Sony calls an OVC (optimum video
condition) control. This system constantly "reads" the output signal of the
companion VCR recorder; if any error
conditions are detected, an adjustment corrects the data flow for maximum performance and stability. The

PCM-601 ESD will be available as you
read this, at a price of $1,400.
B & W celebrated its 20th anniversary with one of the most dramatic and

significant advances in speaker technology in many years. They have introduced three new loudspeakers, each
of which uses what B & W calls a Matrix enclosure. Long-time readers know
that have discussed the deleterious
effects of enclosure resonance numberless times. certainly endorse any
form of anti -resonant cabinet treatment
that will attenuate the coloration which
so degrades music signals. The engineers at B & W have always been
acutely sensitive to this problem of resonant coloration, which has proven so
recalcitrant over the years. About three
years ago, they undertook a research
program to address this problem. With
I

I

the use of laser interferometry, all manner of enclosure materials, from complex laminates to concrete, were investigated and found wanting in various
respects. Like many great inventions,

1

A

cellular insert is used to stiffen

B & W's Matrix cabinets. The cells are

then filled with acoustic foam.

Sony just extended the
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The material that B & W
uses to enclose its new
Matrix speakers is said to
far surpass any other in
terms of rigidity and
freedom from resonance.
B & W's solution to the

l
Inside the Matrix enclosure, the
cellular insert's cross -members are
bonded to grooves in the inner wall.

your
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problem of enclosure resonance turned out to be a
basically simple idea. Simple, but oh
so elegant!
The Matrix enclosure, conceived by
B & W engineer Laurence Dickie, is
made of a rigid material with high
damping qualities. The material is
fashioned into a series of interlocked,
perforated Dieces that form a cellular
honeycomb. The cross -members forming the cells have many vertical and
horizontal planes, and the end sectiors have a high degree of stiffness.
These cell ends or "planes" are fitted
to corresponding grooves on the inner
wal's of the high -density particleboard
enclosure panels, then bonded in
place. The many cells of the honeycomb are filled with acoustic foam. The
result is a remarkable loudspeaker enclosure that, according to laser interferometry and accelerometer measurements, far surpasses any known enclosure material in rigidity and freedom
from resonance.

At the press conference where the
three Matrix speakers were demonstrated
rapped on the enclosures
and they seemed to be as solid, unyielding, and inert as a block of granite. In playing music of the type which
features Fender bass, plucked acoustic bass, or bass synthesizer tone, all
of which tend to excite enclosure panels into boomy reasonances, the absence of such effects in the Matrix
speakers was dramatic, and the sheer
cleanness of the reproduction was a
revelation.
There is much more to the Matrix
story-for instance, they incorporate
new drivers with special cones and
baskets and new crossovers.
will
soon have the Matrix 1 (the smallest)
and Matrix 3 (the largest) speakers,
and will bring you a fully detailed report. The Matrix 1 is $499 each, Matrix
2 is $699, and Matrix 3, $999.
Next month-more significant new
examples of audio technology seen at
the SCES.
á
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Our new UX tapes deliver
higher highs, lower lows and
wider dynamic range.
If you're going to listen to music at all,
you may as well get it all. No matter how
high or low, how loud or soft. Captured so
faithfully that trying one of these new
tapes at least once is something you owe
yourself. And your music.
Each of these four new UX tapes represents the kind of advancement of music
reproduction you've come to expect from
Sony UX-ES, for instance, offers the best
frequency response of any Type II tape
we've ever formulated. Yet UX-PRO actually
goes one better with a ceramic tape guide
that yields the most incredibly quiet tape
housing Sony has ever produced.
Sony UX tapes. Now when a musician
really extends himself, so will your tape.
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Seduction by Speciousness
got a letter recently from a reader
who was using the Hafler/Dynaquad
rear -channel system to increase his
audio setup's ambience, and thought
he'd found a way to use it to reduce
noise as well.
For those of you who don't
remember it, the Hafler/Dynaquad
was the world's simplest, least
expensive surround -sound hookup. It
involved connecting one speaker (or
two speakers in series) between the
positive terminals of a stereo
amplifier's two channels. The added
speaker (or speakers) would
automatically reproduce only the
R) signal. Most or all
difference (L
of that signal would be ambience, but
any singers or instruments that had
been recorded out of phase would
magically appear in the "rear"
channels also. A rheostat or L -pad
wired between the Hafler hookup and
either amp channel could be used to
reduce ambience to realistic levels.
Reader Art Hilgert had noted that,
when playing mono records, the
Hafler channels contained only noise,
with the music cancelled out. Could
one, he wondered, route that noise
back into the front outputs, out of
phase, to cancel out the noise?
My first reaction was that this
wouldn't work because of the difficulty
of cancelling an uncorrelated signal
by phase reversal. My second
reaction was that it might work if one
could pass the L + R signal through
a delay line that precisely matched
the delays that the noise -only signal
would encounter during the L
R
subtraction and the subsequent
phase inversion. then passed the
idea on to Audio contributor Richard
Kaufman to see if it could be turned
into a workable project.
It turns out my first reaction was
closer to the truth; the idea won't
work, though not for the reasons that
had first occurred to me. The problem
R signals
is that the L + R and L
contain different noises. In the case of
a phonograph record, the L + R
includes all noise picked up by the
stylus' horizontal motions, while the
R signal includes all noise
L
picked up by its vertical motions.
Sorry, Mr. Hilgert-all we can
cancel is the idea.
I

most attention to the speakers have a
point. Speakers affect the sound of
every signal source, and it's easier to
hear the difference made by
changing speakers than the
difference made by changing
else.
anything else-unless that something
Our first systems are likely to be of
else was woefully below the system's
even quality, with no component
much better or worse than any other. general quality level to begin with.
The people who advocate paying
Our ultimate systems are likely to be
most attention to the turntable (or
that way too, only at a much higher
whatever your prime signal source
quality level.
In between these stages, it's quality may be) have a point too. Any details
or nuances lost at this stage cannot
leapfrog. If you upgrade your amp
be recaptured by superior equipment
and speakers, the effect is heard on
later in the chain, and noises and
every signal source you play-but
distortion entering the chain at this
any defects in those signal sources
stage usually can't be eliminated
become more audible too. If you
later.
upgrade your turntable well past the
So which part of your system do
quality level of your speakers, the
you upgrade first? Its weakest linkaudible difference may be small, for
whatever that may be at the moment.
now, but massive once those
Once that becomes the strongest link,
speakers are replaced. The next set
you go on to upgrade something else.
of speakers may reveal unsuspected
Some of us are lucky enough to
deficiencies in the tape deck ... and
reach a plateau where everything
so on.
sounds right and we are not yet
In real -life systems, during those
bankrupt. We stay there for a few
long years of transition from
years, then start upgrading again as
beginning to ultimate, there's always
old equipment shows its age or as
a quality imbalance; something's
always out of whack. It doesn't pay to new equipment offers sufficiently
better sound or handier features to be
upgrade any component unless the
worth the money.
upgrade will yield an audible
Others of us are happiest if the
improvement, and upgrading
leapfrog never ends; these are the
everything at once is probably too
expensive, especially as the system's audio hobbyists, for whom the pursuit
of good sound is as much fun as the
general quality level rises.
listening.
The people who advocate paying

Quality Leapfrog

audio system, where do you
spend the bulk of your money? In the
long run, it's probably the speakers.
In the short run, it may be something
In an

Applephile Edition
Wouldn't you know it? John Sunier's
Audiophile Audition radio show (see
December '85 "Spectrum") finally has
gotten an outlet in New York-but
only after my appearance on the
show. Metropolitan -area audiophiles
who don't care what sound like (and
bet there are a lot of them) can
catch the show on WFUV-FM, 90.7,
I

I
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on Tuesday nights at 6:00 p.m.
Audiophile Audition has also picked
up new stations in Seattle, Wash.;

Detroit, Mich.; Elkhart, Ind.; Baltimore,
Md.; Honolulu, Hawaii; San Francisco,
Cal.; Eugene, Ore., and Troy and
Schenectady, N.Y. Consult your local
paper for time and station. With luck,
TV listings won't have. crowded out
the radio schedules entirely.
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Going to extremes
for stereo TV?
Get true MTS stereo on any TV with F.R.E.D.
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Now it's easy to enjoy the hot new
with the F.R.E.D.
family of Friendly Recoton Entertainment Decoders. Simple to install, they
each deliver theatre -like sound
through your home stereo system.
'
And for more video -sonic pleasure,
two F.R.E.D. models also synthesize
dynamic stereo sound on non -stereo
broadcasts.
For added versatility, F.R.E.D. is available in amplified and non -amplified models; with or without SAP
(bilingual audio).
Hear what the experts say about RECOTON'S
MTS Stereo Broadcasts
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F.R.E.D. Family!

RECTN
DEPT. F.R.E.D.,

46-23 CRANE
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"...any television set can be transformed
into an up-to-date stereo unit that brings
the dramatic effect of stereo telecasts into
the living room." -HE NEW YORK TIMES.
"...We liked j..ist about everything about this
decoder, from its ingenious design to the way
it provides such useful features at a reasonable
price." VIDEO REVIEW Magazine. "...what it can
do, it does to near perfection. This is rare and even
more surprising at a modest cost..." VIDEO Magazine.
Do something great for your ears without paying
an arm and a leg. Pick one of the F.R.E.D. family of
stereo TV decoders today and enter a whole new
dimension of home entertainment.
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THE PROVEN PERFORMERS
Audio/Video Accessory Specialists

STREET,

LONG ISLAND

CITY,

NY 11101 1-800-RECOTON

Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card
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What to do with your old
equipment? You can trade
it in for newer gear, sell it,
give it away, or just hold
onto it.

usually a better buy if you're selling a
whole system or expensive
components.
Consider the medium's audience
too. A low-priced phonograph would
probably sell best in your local paper,
with its wide general audience; an
audiophile amp would probably move
faster in the classifieds of such
specialized magazines as this one. If
you do advertise in a national
magazine. though, be prepared to
ship the equipment to its eventual
buyer; suspect few Oregonians
would drop by your house in Atlanta
to pick up a pair of Klipschorns.
Consider the cost of shipping when
you set your selling price.
If you sell through classifieds, you'll
probably sell your equipment quicker
if you include your phone number.
That's especially true if your ad runs
in nation& or regional magazinesout-of-towners can't look you up in
their local phone books. It may speed
things up if you include your work

Selling Used Equipment
If you like to upgrade your system
from time to time (and don't we all?),
then you're often faced with the
problem of what to do with the old
stuff that you've replaced.
Some dealers will accept trade-ins,
which is the quickest, simplest way to
handle things. Unfortunately, dealers
can't pay you top dollar because they
have to resell the equipment at a
profit, and because they face the
expense of checking it over-and
possibly making repairs-before
reselling it.
If your dealer does check, repair
and guarantee the used equipment
he resells, you might consider trading
your old gear in for newer, but still
used, equipment. In that case, the
dealer may make a smaller trade-in
offer, but it should still cost you a lot
less than new components. Some
stores do a lot of business with
impatient audiophiles who seem to
trade in every six months or so-great

hunting grounds, for the more patient
shopper.
If you're going to sell your old
equipment privately, consider free
media, such as neighborhood bulletin
boards (and computerized ones) or
word-of-mouth. If you purchase an
ad, remember that publications which
charge a percentage of the sel ing
price (as many local shopping guides
do) are usually most economical for
low-priced items, while those which
charge fees based on ad lengtn are
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Even when no equalization
is needed, some listeners
like to tweak response in
ways that are pleasant, if
not always realistic.

number, as well (be sure to specify
which number is which), but be sure
that getting a bunch of personal calls
won't cause problems for you at work.
However you're selling your old
equipment, clean it up so it looks
good, and give any noisy controls a
spray of control cleaner. You want the
equipment to look and sound its best,
to command top dollar.
And consider not selling it at all.
You might find alternate uses in your
home or family-moving that old amp
to the video room, using the old
speakers for surround sound or as
extensions in another room, sending
your old cassette deck off with your
kid to college. Or you might find a
charity that can sell it profitably, while
you get a good feeling and a tax
deduction. (In that case, be sure you
can document the value you're
deducting by checking classified ads,
blue books, or other sources.
Charitable organizations will no longer
assign a value for you.)

such curves in the Technics SH-8066
equalizer. The "Vocal" curve has a 4 dB d p at 500 Hz and a 4 -dB peak at
2 kHz; the "Jazz" curve has the same
500 -Hz dip plus a 6 -dB peak from 50
to 100 Hz and another at about 8
kHz; the "Rock" curve has (naturally!)
a 12 -dB boost from 50 to 100 Hz, a
fairly flat midrange (200 Hz to 2 kHz),
and then a gradual rise to an 8 -dB
peak from 8 kHz on up. If you're not a
purist, all three curves make some
sense, the "Vocal" curve causing
Customized Curves
voices to be more prominent and
I've seen a few Japanese
cutting down a bit on tubbiness, the
equalizers recently with built-in curves "Jazz" curve boosting the bass line a
recommended for use with various
bit (though don't see a reason for
kinds of music. always thought the
the midrange dip and treble hump),
object of high fidelity was to record
and the "Rock" curve adding lots of
and reproduce the music so well that thump and moderate screech-the
no equalization was required (you get way a lot of people set their
none at live performances, after a I),
equalizers anyway.
but I've also long known that people
At any rate, you can always shut
liked to tweak response in pleasant, if these EO curves off-or bypass your
not always realistic, ways. So was
equalizer altogether when it isn't really
intrigued to see that there are three
needed.
I
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and we'll give you
a concert!
N've packed more musical perfection into one square

m
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foot than you may believe possible. The three-way
Design \cmtstics PSSa speaker system handles up
to 200 waits of power, yet is sensitive to the most
delicate sounds you can hear.
Part of the secret is our Point Source design, with
the smallest possible baffle to eliminate destructive
sound diffraction by -t0%. Plus a down -firing woofer
that delivers enhanced bass response. And our
Optimized Decade Crossovers'" which insure clean,
clear sound in the critical mid -range while improving
stereo imaging.
lie prepared for a delightful surprise when you
hear the Design Acoustics PSRa for the first titile. And
another strprise when you hear the low cost. Write
today for your nearest Design Acoustics dealer.
Great stereo is just two square feet away.
PS -8a

,

Three-way Point Source Speaker System

DESIGN"'
ACOUSTICS
An Audio -Technics

'

Company
1225 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio --1224
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card
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ZYDECO
MUSIC:

TED FOX

o

ichard's Club, on Route 190 in
Lawtell, Louisiana, is the quintessential Cajun -country dance hall.
In the midst of Cajun Lapland, where Louisiana Cajun country "laps over" in:o Texas, surrounded by cane fields and looking
like a run-down Grange hall, the long,
narrow, low -slung wood structure is faced
with tacky gray fake -brick siding and rests
on cinder blocks. On weekend nights,
Richard's is packed with cane farmers,
housewives, oil -field roustabouts, secretaries, and their offspring, who gather to
hear the zydeco or Cajun music they love.
Cars and pickup trucks jam the dusty
parking lot, where a rickety back -lit sign
announces the band, but not the name of
the club.

7,

John Delafose

Phobs: ®1985, Philip Gould
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Framed in the screened window of
one of the twin front doors, lit from
below by a single small lamp, is the
face of the man checking admissions.
The face breaks into a smile as you
pay your four bucks, get your hand
stamped with invisible fluorescent ink
for readmission, and walk in-right
onto the dance floor. The ceiling is low,
just eight feet high. On the sides, it
slopes down so low that most people
sliding into seats at the tables against
the wall have to duck their heads.
There are more tables in front of the
bandstand at the other end of the
room. Two bare overhead bulbs serve
as stage lights. Next to the bandstand
the back door is propped open, and in
each of the half -dozen windows, fans
whir furiously.
The crowds at zydeco clubs like
Richard's are virtually all -black, and
they are there to dance, like their white
counterparts in the many similar Cajun
clubs. On this Saturday night the
heavily rhythmic band of John Delafose is getting them up on the dance
floor, although some of the patrons
complain that his style is too limited.
Most of the patrons just get right into it,
however.
This night's festivities, a "Western
dance," are sponsored by a horseback -riding club. Most people, includ44

ing the band, are decked out in Western gear. Every time Delafose picks up
his accordion and launches into a
number, dozens of black "cowboys"
and "cowgirls" saunter up to the dance
floor and kick up their heels, two by
two. Most couples dance together, executing fancy spins and dips in a furious two-step, or moving cheek -tocheek on the slow numbers. There is
very little rock -style individual boogieing. After each number the dance floor
clears, as the band takes a short
break. People catch their breath at tables spread with bottles of mixers,
fifths of Crown Royal, and plastic buckets of ice.
Until quite recently the people of Cajun country were unusually isolated.
There wasn't even a bridge across the
Mississippi River into the bayous until
1928. In the 17th century the Cajuns'
French ancestors settled in Nova Scotia, which they called Acadia. Expelled
by the British in 1755, the Cajuns found
their way to the backwaters of Louisiana over the next decade. Their music
drew upon the French music of their
ancestors, as well as elements of the
other cultures present in southern Louisiana-Spanish, American Indian, Caribbean, and German.
The resulting amalgam of music and
culture is sometimes difficult for outsid-

In their music, the
Cajuns have drawn from
their French ancestry as
well as the cultures they
found in Louisiana:
Spanish, Caribbean,
American Indian and
German.
Trüvis Leger

Photo: 0-985, Phlip Gould
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ers to understand. Blacks and whites
work together, often play music together, and are friendly, their musics intimately entwined. Yet each group sees
itself as separate. Whites call themselves Cajuns; blacks usually refer to
themselves as Creoles.
Cajun music is usually played by
whites, although some of the great
practitioners of this music, such as
Canray Fontenot and Alphonse "Bois
Sec" Ardoin, are black. Zydeco is the
music of the Creole blacks, although
many young, white Cajun performers
play it too. (It is generally thought to
take its name from a creolized version
of the French term for snap beans, les
haricots, in the old tune "L'Haricots
Sont Pas Sale"-the snap beans aren't
salted.) Zydeco is a close relative of
traditional Cajun music with a modern
R&B beat and a heavy dose of the
blues. While the accordion is always
the lead instrument in zydeco, the fiddle tends to dominate Cajun music.
In a land blessed with an abundance
of great cooking, it's hard to resist using a food metaphor to describe similarities between Cajun music and zydeco. "It's like a gumbo," says Barry
Ancelet, a folklorist and ethnomusicologist who teaches at the University of
Southern Louisiana. "You can make it

with a roux base-with flour-or you has similar memories. "Our parents
can make it with an okra base. It wouldn't speak French to us," he remakes a similar gumbo, but with a dif- calls. "English, that's it. Let me tell you
ferent bas s."
something, never spoke French in my
Strangely enough, disc'imination life until '79. None of my friends would
bound the two groups together. When talk it. The only time would talk French
the discovery of oil near Jennings, Lou- was when went to the country. Now
isiana, in 1901 finally opened the land some of my generation surprises me
to outsiders, Cajun and Creole French because they talk French. had never
culture was suppressed. French was heard rhem speak French in their lives!
banned and English became compul- It was amazing. said, 'I didn't know
sory in the state's schools in 1916. For you could speak French.' And they
years the language, culture and music said, 'Well, I didn't know you could
of the Cajuns and Creoles were stig- speak =rench!' "
matized in their own communities.
Gradually in the late '60s a Cajun Ancelet recalls, "I remember the pride movement began among the
summer after graduated high school whites of Acadiana. Ancelet and his
in 1969, I got together with some colleagues started presenting Cajun
friends of mine, all French-speaking music 'o the public in 1974 under the
people, for a crawfish boil at my house. auspices of CODOFIL (Council for the
put on an Iry Lejune album and every- Development of French in Louisiana).
body loved it. But it's not something "The Cajun music festival eventually
that we would have ever admitted to played a very important part in encourdoing on the school grounds. In fact, aging young people to come back to
the social climate was such that in the music of their own culture," says
1974, when we started the Tribute to Ancelet. "What happened was it held
Cajun Music Festival (now part of the people like Dewey Balfa, Nathan Ab Festivals Acadiens), we could have shire, and Clifton Chenier up on a four looked all year long for a young Cajun foot -high stage-or pedestal-and
musician and never found one. There made culture heroes of them, and in
were none."
the same motion made them available
Stanley "Buckwheat" Dural, who to the crowd. Lots of young musicians
leads one of the best zydeco bands, saw that these people were wonderful
I

I

I

I

I

I

Clifton Chenier (above) and his brother Cleveland (righ:) during a recent
appearance at New York's Lone Star Cafe.
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Stanley "Buckwheat" Dural (above) and Rockin' Dopsie (right), zydeco's crown
princes, have gained many fans outside Louisiana.

and said, 'Wow, these guys live right
here in Eunice or Basile or Mamou.
want to learn this stuff.' " Now there are
heroes aplenty playing zydeco and
Cajun music.
Zydeco even has a king-Clifton
Chenier. Indeed, for years Chenier
performed with a crown atop his head,
a prop that has been copied by many
other pretenders to his throne. Born in
1925 on a sharecropper's farm near
Opelousas, he worked the fields; then,
in 1947, he headed for Port Arthur,
Texas, with his brother Cleveland, who
still plays the frottoir (rub board) in Clifton's band.
Like many other zydeco and Cajun
musicians to this day, playing music
was a part-time thing for the brothers
Chenier while they made their living
driving oil -refinery trucks. They were
discovered by black talent scout J. R.
Fulbright, who recorded them on his
Elko label in 1954 and later sold the
masters to Imperial. Clifton signed with
Art Rupe's Specialty label in 1955 and
had an immediate hit with the rocking
"Ay -Tete -Fee" ("Eh Tite Fille"). The
record brought Clifton and zydeco national attention. He toured the country
with rhythm-and-blues artists like Lloyd
Price, The Clovers, The Cadillacs, and
The Dells, and also blues stars like Etta
James, Jimmy Reed, and Lowell Fulsom. Combining zydeco with R&B or
blues in concert was natural because
much of Chenier's sound was directly
based on these influences.
Indeed, Chenier will often play in a
straight blues vein, a style he feels his
audiences often prefer to zydeco or
"French music," as he calls it. It's a
I
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puzzling attitude for someone who is
proud of his title of "King of Zydeco,"
but it should be understood in light of
the long stigmatization of French -style
music, and of the strong ties Chenier
has to the blues-his cousin was married to Lightnin' Hopkins. Chenier thus
established the mix for all the other
zydeco performers who have followed
in his path.
By the early '60s Chenier's career
had faltered, and he retreated to the
local scene. In 1964 Arhoolie released
Clifton's first LP, Louisiana Blues and
Zydeco. His appearance at the 1966
Berkeley Festival once again brought
him to national attention as he rode the
crest of the blues resurgence. Assured
of steady work, he released a series of
superb zydeco records on Arhoolie.
Today, Chenier, although seriously ill
with diabetes which requires regular
dialysis, is still performing and still ruling the growing throng of contenders
for the zydeco king's crown.
Rockin' Dopsie, whose real name is
Alton Rubin, is not shy about staking
his claim to be the crown prince of
zydeco. "My buddy Clifton's health is
going," says Dopsie. "Somebody has
got to stand in for him, and I'm the next
man in line."
Although he didn't make his first recording until 1968, Dopsie (pronounced Dupe-see), who was born
near Lafayette in 1932, has been performing as a musician, and otherwise,
for more than 30 years. "When was 13
years old, before started playing music, used to be a great jitterbug dancer," he recalls. "There was another,
older dancer named Dopsie. He must

With an R&B beat and a
dose of the blues, zydeco
is a close relative of
Cajun music. But it's the
accordion, not the fiddle,
that's at the heart of
zydeco.

Wayne '_oups
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Li)
have been in his 20s. started dancing
like him and people said, 'Boy, you're
better than Dopsie!' So they used to
call me Little Dopsie. Then a couple of
years later decided
was going to
start in music because my daddy was
I

I

I

musician."
Dopsie's great band, The Twisters,
is a dynamo literally and figuratively,
towered over by John Hart, who used
to be Clifton Chenier's tenor sax player. At a recent gig at New York's Lone
Star Cafe, The Twisters had everyone
dancing wildly-something not often
seen in this cramped club. Getting
people moving seems to be a specialty
of Dopsie's. "I was doing a concert in
New Iberia," he recalls. "A young lady
in a wheelchair was in front of the
bandstand.
started doing a little
zydeco and she just stood up from her
wheelchair and grabbed her friend
and rocked the whole song."
Stanley "Buckwheat" Dural, 37, the
other man who would be king, is an
accomplished musician who has
played piano and organ behind Little
Richard and Barbara Lynn. He developed his zydeco chops playing in
Chenier's band for two years. In the
early '70s he formed Buckwheat and
The Hitchhikers, a rock -oriented band
a

I

that was locally popular in Lapland, but
in the late '70s rediscovered his
zydeco roots. "I guess we didn't realize what we had that was ours," he
says. "As a matter of fact, when started playing zydeco they thought was
crazy-jumping from rock music, hard
stuff, up -tempo funk music. They
couldn't understand what was doing."
Buckwheat and his Its Sont Partis
band (which takes its name from the
call that starts each race at Evangeline
Downs-it means "they're off") should
probably get the lion's share of credit
for the resurgence of zydeco among
young people in Louisiana. He is
young enough to know their tastes and
musical prejudices, and he is hip
enough to have made his band not
simply a superb zydeco unit, but also
one of the best soul groups today.
"To get the younger generation you
have to give them something of what's
happening today," he says. "That's
what made me mix the traditional and
the more modern beat. That's one reason why the younger generation is still
coming out for this. You give them 50%
and they give you 50% and you can't
go wrong."
Fernest Arceneaux, born in 1940, remembers when Buckwheat, too, was
I

I

I

skeptical of the zydeco sound. "Buckwheat thought it was old-fashioned
music," he says. "When he had The
Hitchhikers. a rock 'n' roll band, my pal
Buckwheat came around and listened,
and laughed. He found it funny that
was playing accordion."
Arceneaux and his group, The Thunders, played zydeco part-time for
years, while Arceneaux worked as an
auto mechanic. He put out a few locally successful singles, playing dances
on the weekends. His 1979 Blues Unlimited album, Fernest and The Thunders, was well received, and since
then he has played all over the world.
Lawrence "Black" Ardoin and His
French Zydeco Band, in many ways,
bridges the gap between zydeco and
Cajun music. His musical lineage is
impeccable. Amadie (Amédé) Ardoin,
a cousin of Lawrence's father, was the
first black French accordionist to record. _awrence's father, Alphonse
"Bois Sec" Ardoin. is another important
French accordionist and Canray
Fontenot, related by marriage, is considered the master of French -style fiddle. Born in 1946, Lawrence still plays
with his father and Fontenot on their
occasional gigs, and is obviously
drawn to their old-time sound.
I
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Dancing at the Bon Ton Roulet Club (above); Fernest Arceneaux (right).
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Bebe Carrier (above) and Marc Savoy (right) during an appearance at
Slim's Y-Ki-Ki, a typical roadhouse outside New Iberia.

With his own band he has managed
to keep one foot in both worlds. "I
wanted to be traditional, but if you stay
traditional these days, you don't stay in
business," says Ardoin. "You have to
do what the people want. We do Cajun
and zydeco, also country and western,
disco, and blues, depending on what's

called upon."
As Clifton Chenier is the hero of all
younger zydeco musicians, fiddler
Dewey Balfa is the hero of the new
generation of Cajun musicians. Born
near Mamou to sharecroppers, he and
his brothers Will, Harry, and Rodney
started playing together as The Balfa
Brotherhood in the '40s. On their own
recordings and on records led by Nathan Abshire, which they made for
Floyd Soileau's Swallow label, The
Balfa Brotherhood produced some of
the most important traditional Cajun
records. Like Abshire, who worked in
the Basile town dump, Balfa never anticipated making a living from his music, and he still runs Balfa's Discount
Furniture Store in Basile.
In 1964 the musicologist Ralph
Rinzler "discovered" Balfa and
brought him to play the 1964 Newport
Folk Festival, where he and the other
Cajun musicians he performed with
were a surprise hit. Three years later
Dewey returned to Newport with The
Balfa Brotherhood, meeting with even
greater success. This led to a string of
college and festival dates to play traditional Cajun music, and increasing demand for his more modern Cajun music on the local nightclub circuit.
Marc Savoy and Michael Doucet are
the two primary keepers of the flame
48

on the Cajun music scene today. They
have played with older traditionalists

like Balfa, together in their SavoyDoucet Cajun Band along with Savoy's
wife Ann, on their own, and, in Doucet's case, with his band Beausoleil.
Savoy, born in 1941, is a traditionalist. He rarely plays with other musicians in public, preferring to think of
his music in the time-honored Cajun
sense, as an enjoyable communal diversion and a tradition worth preserving, not as a commercial thing. Asked
why he was not playing at the Festivals
Acadiens, he replied: "I just took my
kids to the zoo last week. Why would
want to go again?"
Still, if anyone can be said to have
made Cajun music his life, it is Marc
Savoy. In addition to being an excellent musician, preservationist, and
forthright critic, he created his "Acadian" accordion based on the old German diatonic accordions which were
the instruments originally introduced
into Cajun culture. It may be hard to
find him performing in public, but he is
often seen jamming with other Cajun
musicians at his Savoy Music Center
and Accordion Factory east of Eunice.
Savoy explains the difference between his smaller button accordion
and the more familiar piano accordion:
handle this beer
"See how easily
can? It weighs maybe two ounces.
can do all kinds of tricks with this little
beer can. can waltz along with it on
my head; can flip it from one hand to
the other. But now suppose you had a
five -gallon can in your hand instead,
and you tried to do the same things
with it. It would be pretty cumbersome.

919/ Q1 11 IC 1;11

A dichotomy exists in
Cajun music today,

between traditionalists
who want to preserve
the old sound and
progressives who are
aiming for a wider,
younger audience.
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Michael Doucet
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cannot get the shuffle, the triplets,
choppy back -and -forth action out
35 -pound keyboard accordion that
can out of a five -pound button accordion."
Michael Doucet, a fiddle player 10
years younger than Savoy, loves the
traditional Cajun music of heroes like
You
the
of a
you

Dennis McGee, Balfa, and Fontenot,
but he feels the music must also move
in a more progressive direction. "I recorded three albums with Marc," he
says. "I feel the way Marc feels very
strongly. We're both sticklers for playing traditional things. We'll play 10 or
12 bars just like somebody used to,
but after that it's up to us. You put your
own feelings into it. If you play exactly
like somebody did years ago, you're
not playing yourself. That's not an evolution of the music, that's a decadence
of the music, and think Marc agrees
with me."
Doucet's band Beausoleil plays a
unique selection of sounds from their
culture. "We've found old songs that
date back to the 12th century that Acadians sang in France," says Doucet.
"We also play all the influences of Louisiana-Spanish, Indian, Creole, African. We play the accordion music of
the '20s, and some string -band sounds
I

of the '30s and '40s. Then we go into a

more progressive sound because
we're products of the '60s."
Zachary Richard is the man arousing
the most controversy among Cajun
music enthusiasts. The controversy
centers on whether or not he plays
Cajun music. Born in Lafayette in 1950,
Richard learned to play accordion by
listening to Aldus Roger and The Lafayette Playboys on records. From the
beginning, his path was different
though. "Marc Savoy and have always been at two different ends of the
spectrum," he says. "Marc is very traditional and I'm anything but. played
rock 'n' roll 10 years before started to
I

I

I

young man, he recently released his
first album in English in 10 years.
According to Richard, all music must
move forward. "If people cannot accept the growth that an artist is obliged
to put upon himself, then as far as I'm
concerned they can forget about me,"
he remarked backstage at last year's
Festivals Acadiens. "If it wasn't so
dusty, and they didn't take an hour to
set up, I'd have my synthesizers here.
If you're going to be on the edge of the
wave, I think you have to try to exploit
all the possibilities."
Perhaps the two newcomers to
watch most closely are Terrance Si mien and Wayne Toups. Simien, 20,
has already broken out of the Louisiana scene to play New York and record with Paul Simon. "Young teens
are really getting off on our music," he
says. "They see a young band like us,
and it shows them that it's cool."
Wayne Toups, 26, cites as influences such emotional performers as
Iry Lejune and Otis Redding, and he
plays his "zydecajun" music with a fervor that sometimes brings him to tears.
As he says, "I'm trying to show young
people and old that the music can be
put together and enjoyed by both

was in New
get into Cajun music.
York under contract to Elektra records.
With the advance from my first album,
bought my first accordion.
sort of
sneaked in through the back door."
Richard returned to Louisiana and in
1975 became a militant leader of the
nascent Cajun pride movement, going
so far as to refuse to speak English.
This helpec make him a star in Quebec
during the heyday of that province's
separatist movement. He earned a Canadian gold record for an album he
describes as rock, Migration, then
moved to Paris. No longer an angry sides."
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Terrance Simien, playing at Tramps, a New York nightc:ub (above); part of the
audience at the Festivals Acadiens (right).
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Could the noise of

shrimp affect the
course of a war?
The Navy thought
so, which led to interesting data about
human hearing and
the filters in
heads.
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The crowd noise was deafening.
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1927. New York City was in the process of giving this hero a ticker -tape
welcome of a magnitude only New
York could offer. As the aviator arrived
at the southern tip óf Manhattan, boat
horns added to the din of the crowd.
Three-quarters of a mile up Broadway, at an open fifth-floor window, a
very busy man seemed to be paying
little attention to the excitement in the
street below as he puttered with various pieces of equipment. Occasionally
he leaned out the window to check the
progress of the parade, only to lose
himself once more in deep concentration over the equipment.
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Fig. 1-Masking of pure tones by shrimp noise. The
solid curve represents the critical-band spectrum of
shrimp noise recorded off Point Loma. The circle and
triangle points represent 50% recognition, by two
observers, of pure tones in the presence of shrimp
noise. Note how closely the noise spectrum can be
approximated using only the auditory filters of the
observers. An arbitrary 0 -dB reference point has been
selected for convenience. (2)
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Fig. 2-A comparison of the shapes of "tuning
curves" of the basilar membrane obtained by three
different sets of researchers. Each curve was obtained
by measuring the amplitude of vibration at a
particular point on the basilar membrane for a given
frequency of stimulation. Békésy's early
measurements were made on dead animals at
excessively high sound levels. The sharper and more
reliable curves of later investigators were taken on
live animals at modest sound levels. (10)
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fact, how deafening was the
subject being investigated. The
occasion was the return of Col. Charles
Lindbergh to New York after his historic solo flight across the Atlantic in
In

41»

He was measuring the noise of the
parade, using the filters in his head.
The telephone receiver he pressed to
his ear carried a warble tone. An offset
cap on the receiver let the crowd noise
flow unimpeded into his ear, mixing
acoustically with the warble tone from
the diaphragm. A calibrated attenuator
in the warble -tone circuit was adjusted
until the tone was just masked by the
noise. Comparison of this attenuator
setting to a setting obtained previously
under very quiet conditions gave a
measure of what this investigator
called the "deafening effect" of the
noise. Today we would call this a
"masking effect." Only those components of noise near a tone are effective
in masking that tone, as will be more
fully described later.
Lindbergh's triumphant procession
along Broadway was certainly an historic event, but so was what was happening at that open fifth -floor window
that day. The Bell Laboratory scientist,
Rogers H. Galt, described his novel
acoustical experiment in the first volume of the journal of the newly organized Acoustical Society of America
[1]. Galt was measuring noise and recording noise audiograms of various
stages of the parade. He found the
"deafening effect" of the noise during
a lull in the parade to be 40 dB in the
region of 750 Hz to 1.5 kHz; this increased to 70 dB as Lindbergh passed
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close by. The sound of the boat horns
almost a mile away was very intense at
low frequencies, yielding a 55 -dB
"deafening effect" in the region of 250
to 750 Hz. As Galt adjusted the warble
tone until it was just audible in the
crowd noise, he was actually using his
own aural critical band centered on the
tone to measure the masking effect of
the noise at the tone's frequency.
For me, this idea of auditory filters
stirred up hazy memories of World War
II, when
was engaged in undersea
acoustical research under a University
of California contract with the National
Defense Research Committee at what
is known today as the Naval Ocean
Systems Center in San Diego. For assistance in recalling those evanescent
memories,
sought out Robert S.
Gales, an associate in my wartime
work, past president of the Acoustical
Society of America and now a consultant in acoustics in San Diego. He replied by sending a copy of a report,
"The Effect of Shrimp Noise on Audibility of Underwater Sounds" [2], a product of his psychoacoustical laboratory
efforts during the war. The "Confidential" stamps on the report had "Void"
stamped over them as evidence of declassification. The reason for my hazy
memories was then disclosed, as saw
my own name on the distribution list!
What could a tiny shrimp do that
might affect the course of a world war?
Studies of underwater sounds in the
sea off Point Loma had disclosed areas dominated by intense crackling
and sizzling sounds associated with
rocky sea bottoms. Scientists at the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
found that populations of millions of
inch -long shrimp make this noise by
repeatedly snapping their tiny claws
together [3, 4].
The U.S. Navy became very interested in the effects of such noise on detectability of ship and submarine
sounds and echo -ranging systems.
This is where Bob Gales' listening experiments came in. In a typical test, he
presented to the listener, through
headphones, typical shrimp noise at a
constant, comfortable level of 60
phons. The level of a tone of a given
frequency was then adjusted by a calibrated attenuator until it was just
masked by the shrimp noise. This was
repeated at different frequencies and
with different listeners. The circles and
triangles of Fig.
show the results of
one such test. The solid line of Fig. is
an analysis of the shrimp noise used in
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3-A sample of threshold tuning curves of single
nerve fibers in the auditory nerves of an anesthetized
cat. For each fiber, the threshold is plotted as a
function of the stimulating frequency. The dotted and
dashed curves at the bottom show corresponding
measurements from the basilcr membrane. The sound
level required to produce a constant amplitude of
vibration at a particular point on the basilar membrane
is plotted os a function of frequency. The position of
these curves on the ordinate is arbitrary; they hove
been shifted downward for clarity. (9; reprinted by
permission of Grune & Stratton, Inc. and the author.)
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Fig. 4-Masked audiograms for a 90 -Hz band of

noise centered on 410 Hz. Each curve shows the
elevation of pure -tone threshold os a function of
frequency for a particular level of the masking noise.
(18; reprinted by permission of the authors and JASA.)
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the test, made with an analyzer having
a 50 -Hz bandwidth. The 50-Hz values
were then corrected to commonly accepted critical -bandwidth values to
make them comparable to the psycho acoustical results of the experiment. It
is seen that there is quite close agreement between the analysis made by
the auditory filters of the two observers
(circles and triangles) and the spectral
analysis made by the 50 -Hz filter adjusted for critical bandwidths. Taking
into account the inevitable variation in
critical bandwidths from one observer
to another, as well as the usual variables of subjective measurements, the
agreement between the two systems of
spectral analysis is surprisingly
good-except at 125 Hz, where poor
ear sensitivity was the limiting factor.
This demonstrates that the spectral
shape of a noise may be at least
roughly estimated with no other filters
than those in the observers' heads.
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Fig. 5-The "notched -noise" method of determining
the bandwidth of auditory filters. The tone, which is
represented by the line of 500 Hz, is taken to be just
audible at the levels shown. These values ore plotted
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6-Auditory filter shape derived from
the notched -noise method illustrated in
Fig. 5. This method minimizes the effect

adjacent critical bands and assumes a
symmetrical shape.
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The Concept of Critical Bands
Anatomical and physiological methods dominated the search for the secret of the ear's analyzing ability for
almost a century before the introduction of psychoacoustical methods. In
1924, Wegel and Lane [5] reported on
the masking of a tone fixed in frequency and amplitude by a second tone of
adjustable frequency. When the two
tones were close together, "beats" occurred which distorted the results.
To avoid such beats, Fletcher in
1940 [6] used white noise, which has
energy uniformly distributed throughout the audible spectrum. He measured the ratio between the level of the
white noise and the level of a tone just
audible in that noise, and he found this
ratio to vary with tones of different frequencies. Fletcher made two assumptions which had far-reaching consequences: First, that only a narrow band
of noise surrounding the tone contributes to the masking of the tone, and
second, that when the noise just masks
the tone, the power of the noise in this
band (the critical band) is equal to the
power in the tone.
The first assumption proposes the
critical band concept, and the second
opens up the possibility of estimating
the width of the critical bands. Noise
power is expressed in terms of the
Hz wide; this is
power in a band
called the spectrum level. If a distributed noise measured with an analyzer
having a 50-Hz bandwidth gives a
sound pressure level of 60 dB, the
1
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spectrum level of the noise at that frequency is:
60
10 log 50 = 43 dB.
The overall level of a pure tone is
identical to that in a -Hz band, as the

-

1

width of the tone is very narrow compared to Hz. Fletcher easily obtained
the spectrum level of the white noise
by simple measurement. The ratio of
the spectrum levels of the tone and the
white noise then yielded a bandwidth,
which Fletcher called the critical band,
that was effective in masking the tone.
The bandwidths so determined, as
time went on, were found to be about
2.5 times narrower than those determined by more direct methods. Researchers labelled Fletcher's bands
"critical ratios" to preserve the integrity
of the more basic term "critical band."
1

In Fletcher's second assumption, the
signal-to-noise ratio in the critical band
of a tone at threshold in white noise is 0
dB. If this is changed to -4 dB (10 log
2.5), critical ratios become equal to
critical bands. The genius of Fletcher's
work is that it gave new understanding
of, and appreciation for, the "filters" of
the auditory system.
An avalanche of psychoacoustical

studies of critical bands followed
Fletcher's 1940 report. There was a
continuation of work on the masking of
one tone by another tone, but this approach was plagued by the distortion
of results by beats created when the
frequency of the masking tone approached that of the masked tone. This
problem was eliminated by employing
a narrow band of noise with an exploratory tone. Various combinations of
paired tones were also used by some

experimenters, while others used
"notched noise," which will be considered later.
At this stage, one might be tempted
to jump to the conclusion that the critical bands of the human auditory system are similar to the set of filters in a

real-time analyzer. Although critical
bands are somewhat comparable in
width to V3 -octave filters, the similarity
ends there. The ear's critical bands are
continuous, in that a tone of any audible frequency presented will find a critical band centered on it. It is not a
matter of adjacent bands overlapping
at the -3 dB points, as is common in
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986

filter sets, requiring about 30 filters to ploying the Móssbauer effect, in which
cover the audible range. Our ears have a tiny speck of material emitting gamliterally thousands of critical -band fil- ma rays was fixed to the basilar memters standing ready to respond to test brane. Changes in the velocity of the
tones or to fundamentals, harmonics, gamma rays, produced by motion of
and partials of complex signals.
the membrane, could be detected by a
Doppler shift method. This yielded a
Frequency Selectivity
tremendous increase in test sensitivity.
Nobel prizes are given only to those Békésy was forced to use sound levels
who have made outstanding contribu- of 140 dB to get measurable basilar
tions in their fields. One such prize was membrane amplitudes, but with the
given to Georg von Békésy, a Hungar- Móssbauer principle, sound levels of
ian scientist, for his work on the hear- 70 to 80 dB could be used. As shown
ing mechanism. One of his numerous in Fig. 2, such experimenters as Johnexperimerts involved standing waves stone and Boyle [7] and Rhode [8],
in the ears of animals. Using a micro- using the new method on live animals,
scope and stroboscopic illumination, found much sharper tuning curves
he measured the amplitude of these than Eékésy found with dead animals.
waves on the basilar membrane of This sharpening of the tuning curves is
each animal's cochlea as its ear was attributed to the use of normal sound
stimulated by tones of various frequen- levels and the presence of metabolic
cies. He measured the envelopes of processes [ 10]. The slopes of Bévibration patterns, which showed késy's tuning curves range from about
peaks distributed along the basilar 6 dB/octave on the low -frequency side
membrane according to the frequency to 20 aB/octave on the high -frequency
of the tone falling on the ear. High side. The corresponding slopes reportfrequencies created peaks toward the ed by Johnstone and Boyle for live
oval window (to which the stapes is animals [7] are 13 and 105 dB/octave.
attached), and low frequencies creat- Such measurements made on the
ed peaks toward the opposite end, the cochlea of small animals cannot be
apex of the cochlea. Békésy demon- equated to those made on humans,
strated that the cochlea was a sort of but in general the auditory systems of
Fourier analyzer.
all mammals are strikingly similar.
Tuning curves derived in tnis manner gave rise to the so-called "place A Second Filter
theory," which states that the frequenThe improvement in observed frecy selectivity of the ear results from the quency selectivity, while interesting,
mechanical vibrating system associat- was stil, not enough to soften the cry
ed with the basilar membrane. Differ- for the existence of a "second" filter;
ent frequency components of an im- the far greater selectivity revealed by
pinging sound, thus sorted out, were other types of experiments required
thought by some to be the final answer more than basilar-membrane activity.
to the analyzing ability of the ear. The For example, humans are able to distuning curves obtained by Békésy are tirguish between tones of 1,000 and
illustrated at the left in Fig. 2.
1,004 Hz, a difference of only 0.4%. It
was recognized that basilar-membrane action excites the hair cells
which are connected to the auditory
nerve bundle. It was reasoned that any
further filtering action following the mechanicar filtering of the basilar memIn science, wrong answers are brane would have to be found in the
sometimes as valuable as right an- hair cells associated with the memswers, as they raise new questions and brane, in the nerve fibers making up
stimulate the formation of new models. the auditory nerve bundle, or in the
Békésy's experiments served to focus auditory cortex of the brain.
the attention of many researchers on
By inserting a microelectrode in an
the problem. However, the tuning individual fiber of the auditory nerve
curves he obtained were too broad to and noting the pattern of neuron firings
explain ear selectivity as revealed by as the ear is stimulated by tones of
other experiments.
varying frequency, beautiful tuning
The techniques of Békésy were re- curves were obtained. Figure 3 shows
fined by others. Stroboscopic illumina- such tuning curves of single nerve fition was replaced by an approach em- bers in the auditory nerves of an anes55

thetized cat [9]. The sharpness of
nerve -fiber response is in stark contrast to the basilar-membrane re-
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equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of the
auditory filter at various center frequencies, token
from the results of the researchers indicated. The
curve fitted to the data is specified by the equation in
the figure. The dashed curve is the classical critical band function. (14)
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when it is excited by sound of different
fixed frequencies. Those in the lower
part of Fig. 3 show the sound level
required to produce constant amplitude of vibration at a particular point on
the membrane, as a function of frequency.)
The tuning curves of individual auditory nerve fibers are obtained by
counting nerve impulses. The fibers
show a certain spontaneous firing rate
with no sound stimulation; each fiber
shows frequency selectivity of the type
shown in Fig. 3 by an increase in firings above the spontaneous firing rate.
Fibers also show phase -locking to a
tonal stimulation: A given neuron does
not always fire on every cycle of the
stimulating tone, but when it does, it
fires at the same phase of the stimulating waveform. Above about 5 kHz,
such phase -locking is replaced by a
"jitter" which smears the firings over
each cycle. An interesting observation
is that the nerve fibers' characteristic
frequencies (frequencies of peak response, as in Fig. 3) are distributed
throughout the auditory nerve bundle
in an orderly manner. Fibers responding to higher frequencies are found
nearer the surface, and lower frequency fibers nearer the center of the nerve
bundle.
Each nerve fiber has a certain "dynamic range," limited by a "noise level" (spontaneous firings without excitation) at lower levels and by a saturated
region at higher levels. As this range is
only about 20 to 50 dB, we must look
elsewhere to explain the much greater
overall dynamic range our ears exhibit.
Measuring neuron firings has been a
most productive approach, but it tells
us nothing about the pattern of distribution of firings over different neurons,
an important Pandora's box yet to be
opened.

28

The Shape of Critical Bands
For measuring convenience, Fletcher assumed that critical bands were
rectangular in shape, but he did not
really think they were. Schafer and
Gales, in their masking experiments reported in 1950, had reasonable success in fitting simple resonance curves
to their critical -band data. It is very
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986

1

interesting that they used the universal
resonance curves straight out of Ter man's book Radio Engineering [11].
Convinced that some sort of rounded
top to the tuning curve would be eventually vindicated, other experimenters
tried fitting the Gaussian bell -shaped
curve to their data. The masked audio grams of Fig. 4, also reported in 1950,
show rounded tops, although allowance must be made for the 90 -Hz
band of noise involved in their determination.

VzIt;VI

A distinctive feature of the masked
audiograms of Fig. 4 is that the slopes
are steeper on the low -frequency side
of the peak than on the high -frequency
side. This is especially pronounced at
the higher sound levels, which suggests that at higher levels, responses
of adjacent critical bands come into
play. How can the shape of an individual critical band be examined without
adjacent, overlapping critical bands
affecting the result? One way is to
make observations at low levels, closer
to threshold. Those audiograms of Fig.

taken at low levels are more symmetrical than those at higher levels, but
detail is limited.
Patterson, in 1976, used a "notched noise" method of obtaining masked
audiograms [12]. Figure 5 illustrates
the general principle involved, although not necessarily the mechanics.
First, the threshold of audibility of a
500 -Hz tone in wide -band noise is determined. Let us say that this tone level
is 0 dB. A notch is then cut into the
white noise with filters having very
sharp boundaries at 450 and 550 Hz.
The tone level is again adjusted until it
is just extinguished and is found to be
at a level of -10 dB. The notch is
widened to 400 and 600 Hz, and the
tonal threshold is found to be -25 dB.
Widening the notch in the white noise
to a total width of 400 Hz further reduces the masking effect, to -38 dB.
These masking values are plotted in
Fig. 6; of necessity, a perfectly symmetrical critical -band shape emerges.
What has been accomplished is that
the subject being tested is forced to
attend to a single critical band rather
than listen for the best S/N ratio.
Using the notched -noise or other
similar method, remarkably consistent
4
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results have been obtained by numerous researchers, as shown in Fig. 7. In
this figure, the "equivalent rectangular
bandwidth" of the human auditory filter
is plotted against frequency. The solid
curve, computed from the equation indicated, fits the experimental points
closely. The dashed -line curve is the
classical critical -band function. The
most striking revelation is that critical
bandwidth derived this new way continues to decrease below 500 Hz.
Once symmetry is attributed to individual auditory filters, the next logical
step is to calculate their shapes. Moore
and Glasberg [14] have derived such
an equation which fits experimental
data well within 25 to 30 dB cf the peak
(which, after all, is the most important
part). A series of such auditory filter
shapes is shown in Fig. 8. It is now
possible to explore the effect of adjacent filters. In Fig. 9, an "excitation
pattern" (as contrasted to a filter
shape) at kHz is built up by including
the contributions of adjacent filters.
The filter centered on
kHz contributes the response indicated by point 1,
but the other filters shown in Fig. 8
contribute, too: The filter centered on
1.15 kHz contributes response point 2,
the one centered on 850 Hz contributes point 3, and so on. By plotting
each response contribution at the peak
frequency of the filter giving rise to the
response, as is done in Fig. 9, the
shape of the excitation pattern is revealed. This shows how continuous
symmetrical auditory filters can yield a
masked audiogram that is asymmetrical, even on a linear frequency scale.
There is some slight feeling that critical -band auditory filters might not actually exist. Some researchers believe
that when more is known of neural activity in the inner ear, the auditory
nerve, and the auditory cortex, the filtering effect may possibly be explained in another way. However, there
is no uncertainty that some sort of filtering agent is very active in most of our
hearing functions. This being the case,
one might wonder what sort of practical effect such auditory filters exert.
1

1

Ear Damage
Much has been written about nerve
damage to the inner ear resulting from
mixing sound at excessively high levels, listening to reproduced music at
high levels with headphones or loudspeakers, or even working around
noisy machinery. Loss of high -frequency sensitivity due to such exposure has

been well documented. Another consequence of nerve damage to the inner ear is that the auditory filters become broader and less selective [13].
Such broadened filters result in deterioration of every type of listening activity in which critical bands play a part.
For example, when we try to detect a
desired sound in the presence of
noise, we unconsciously attend to the
auditory filter which gives the best signal-to-noise ratio. The increased width
of that particular filter in the impaired
ear would pass more noise and yield a
poorer signal-to-noise ratio. The
broader critical bands of the impaired
ear result in difficulty of hearing in
noisy environments, picking out one
voice in the presence of other voices,
and evaluating differences in the timbre of music and the spectral composition of sounds.

Timbre, Consonance, and
Dissonance
Timbre involves the perception of
the quality of a complex sound. This, of
course, is related to its spectrum, including its fundamentals, harmonics,
and partials. The spectrum is measurable with sound analyzers, but timbre
is strictly a subjective phenomenon, requiring psychoacoustical measuring
procedures.

VliV1

Tones that are separated by an octave (a 2:1 frequency ratio) have a certain essential similarity which sounds
pleasant to our ears. The musical fifth
has a 3:2 ratio, the major third a 5:4
ratio, and the minor third a 6:5 ratio.
Musical notes played in these ratios
are also pleasant to our ears; we call
them consonant (although trained musicians are inclined to distinguish between the terms pleasant and consonant). Certain modern composers
have ceviated slightly from these ratios, resulting in music that is dissonant, b.Jt enjoyed by many.
Critical bands play an important role
in determining whether certain combinations are consonant or dissonant.
Simple tonal intervals are evaluated as
consonant if their frequency difference
is greater than a critical band. If two
tones fall within a critical band, beats
occur; if the beat frequency exceeds
about 20 Hz, a sensation of roughness
57
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sets in which persists up to a beat
frequency of 150 to 200 Hz. This
roughness is sensed as dissonance.
Figure 10 summarizes the results of
many listening tests [15]. The most dissonant intervals are those associated
with frequency differences of about
one-fourth of a critical band.
The degree of consonance or dissonance is nearly uniform over a wide
frequency range, as shown in Fig. 11.
The curves for the different ratios each
tend to fall below some critical frequency, where they tend to become
more and more dissonant. This is due
to the bend in the critical -band curve
below 500 Hz (see Fig. 7). The increase in dissonance at lower frequencies explains the musical practice of
avoiding thirds at low frequencies and
using octaves or greater intervals.
The curve for the octave relationship
(1:2 ratio) of Fig. 11 shows a dissonance of zero up to the sixth harmonic,
and all spacings between these harmonics are greater than the applicable
critical band. This explains why complex tones with strong higher harmonics sound sharper than tones having
only six harmonics. Curiously, we are
catching up with von Helmholtz, who
pointed out this fact 100 years ago!
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Fig. 10-The pleasantness (consonance)
of two simple tones with varying frequency
difference, expressed in terms of fraction of
a critical band. The curve is obtained from
many specific experimental studies. The
consonance and dissonance scales are
arbitrary. (15)
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There is a great debate among experimental psychologists as to whether
masking results from a "swamping" of
the neural activity of the signal, the
suppression of neural activity by the
masker, or a combination of the two. In
fact, not too much is known about the
coding of nerve impulses which describes the signal. It seems to be more
than just a matter of how many neural
discharges take place; it is strongly
suspected that there exists some time
pattern of discharges.

Fig. 11-Illustration of the way in which consonance
of some intervals with simple frequency ratios
depends on the frequency of the lower tone. Both
complex tones used have six harmonics. (15)
First off, masking is more a critical band channel effect than a simple level
effect. Only the noise energy in the
critical band surrounding a tone contributes to the masking of that tone. As
we've seen, the shapes of the masked
audiograms of Fig. 4 reveal that the
slopes on the low -frequency side,
ranging from 80 to 240 dB/octave, are
much steeper than those on the high frequency side. If the level of a low -
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frequency masker is increased by a
given amount, say 10 dB, the masking
threshold of a high -frequency signal
would be raised considerably more
than 10 dB. One can, therefore, generalize that in any speech or music signal, low frequencies mask high frequencies, but not the reverse. This
"upward spread" of masking tends to
reduce the perception of higher frequency signals that are so important in
the intelligibility of speech and the
brightness of music. Also, the masking
effect is greater at higher signal levels,
which explains why, in sound -reinforcement systems, very high levels of
reproduction tend to reduce the intelligibility of speech.

Loudness

Sometimes it is necessary to derive
loudness from a series of sound -level
meter readings in industrial situations.
Several tedious programs have been
devised to do this, and they are all
based on the critical band. Sound -level meter readings alone are not of
much help because they yield physical, not psychophysical, data. However, wice-band, A -weighted sound level meter readings of two noises can
give a rough approximation of relative
loudness. For a rough-and-ready evaluation of the relative loudness of two
sounds, comparing dBA readings is
the way to go.
Have you ever wondered why a seriously distorted signal sounds louder
than the same signal in undistorted
form? This phenomenon is rather simple to understand when auditory filters
are taken into consideration. The distortion products (harmonics) fall in other critical bands than that of the funda -

The loudness of a sound is determined by the summation of the sound
energy over the critical bands involved. This may be illustrated by the
age-old observation that commercials
on radio and television often seem
much louder than the program material. Presumably, someone (or some
automatic equipment) up the chain is
riding gain and holding it in line with a
1. Galt, Rogers H., "Methods and ApparaVU meter as reference. In spite of this, tus for Measuring the Noise AJdiogram,"
complaints pour in that the commer- Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
(October 1929), pgs. 147cials are the loudest thing on the air. (JASA), Vol.
There is a great chasm that exists be- 157.
2. Gales, R. S., "The Effect of Shrimp
tween VU meter readings and loudness summation of the human hearing Noise on Audibility of Underwater Sounds,"
University of California Division of War Remechanism.
search, Internal Report No. A46, November
To bridge this chasm, loudness -level 9, 1944.
meters have been developed. Early
3. Everest, F. Alton, Robert W. Young, and
work in this field was done by the late Martin W. Johnson, "Acoustical CharacterBen Bauer and his colleagues at the istics of Noise Produced by Snapping
CBS Technology Center [16, 17]. The Shrimp," JASA, Vol. 20 (March 1948), pgs.
ideal loudness meter might use 30 ad- 137-142.
4. Johnsor, Martin W., F. Alton Everest,
jacent critical -band filters, but practical
loudness meters utilize only eight. The and Robert W. Young, "The Role of Snapping Shrimp (Crangon and Synalpheus) in
outputs of the eight filters are linearly
the Production of Underwater Noise in the
rectified and given a 10-mS attack and Sea," Biological Bulletin, Vol. 93, No. 2 (Oc200-mS decay characteristic to follow tober 1947), pgs. 122-138.
the time constants of the ear. These
5. Wegel, F. L. and C. E. Lane, "The Audiare then integrated and fed to an LED tory Masking of One Sound by Arother and
indicator. Basically, the signals in indi- Its Probable Relation to the Dynamics of the
vidual channels have been changed to Inner Ear," Physical Review, Vol. 23 (1924),
loudness level (in phons) and then to pgs. 266-285.
6. Fletcher, H., "Auditory Patterns," Rechannel loudness (in sones). The
view of Modern Physics, Vol. 12 (1940),
sones of each channel are then added
pgs. 47-65.
to give an indication of overall loud7. Johnstone, B. M. and A. J. F. Boyle,
ness. Verification tests have indicated "Basilar Membrane Vibration Examined with
that loudness readings by this meter the Móssbauer Technique," Science, Vol.
fall within 1 or 2 dB when commercials, 158 (1967), pgs. 389-390.
8. Rhode, W. S., "Observations on the Vimusic and songs, and male and female speech are compared to a stan- bration of the Basilar Membrane in Squirrel
dard noise. Note that the design of this Monkeys Using the Móssbauer Technique,"
loudness meter starts with critical JASA, Vol. 49 (1971), pgs. 1218-1231.
9. Evans, E. F., "The Sharpening of Cochbands.

mental, hence their power adds to that
of the fundamental.

Phase
The famous AM/FM experiment is often cited as evidence that the human
hearing system is somewhat sensitive
to phase. If an audible carrier tone is
amplitude -modulated by another tone,
three frequencies result-the carrier,
and upper and lower sidebands. The
same is true in frequency modulation,
except that there is a difference in the
relative phase of the components. If
identical frequencies are used, the two
types of modulated waves should
sounc the same if the ear takes no note
of the phase difference. If all three
components fall within a single critical
band, AM is more easily detected than
FM; if they don't, FM and AM sound the
same. Other experiments throw some
questions on this conclusion, and further work is needed.
A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Preamplifier
Frequency Response: High level,
20 Hz to 20 kHz, within 0.1 dB; phono, RIAA 20 Hz to 20 kHz, within 0.1
dB.
S/N Ratio: High level, 95 dB, A weighted, re: 500 mV input at 1 kHz;
phono, 80 dB, A -weighted, re: 5 mV
at 1 kHz.

Maximum Rated Output:

10

V

rms.

Distortion (IM or THD):

BRYSTON .5B
PREAMPLIFIER
AND TF-1
TRANSFORMER

Less than
0.005%, any frequency or combination of frequencies from 20 Hz to 20
kHz, at or below maximum rated output.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 71/4 in. D x
13/4 in. H (48.3 cm x 18.4 cm x 4.5
cm).
Weight: 8 lbs. (3.6 kg).
Price: $600 in U.S., $795 in Canada.

Transformer
Gain: 22.5 dB;

16.5 dB optional.

Cartridge Impedance Range: 5 to
35 ohms or 40 to 250 ohms, set by

dealer.

Frequency Response:
kHz, ±0.5 dB;
dB.

Dimensions:
13/4

in.

1

5 Hz to 30
Hz to 50 kHz, ±3.0

41/4 in. W

H(10.8cm x

x

41/4

in. D x

10.8 cm x 4.5

cm).

Weight: 3 lbs. (1.4 kg).
Price: $450 in U.S., $465

in

Canada.

Company Address:

57 Westmore
Dr., Rexdale, Ont., Canada M9V
3Y6. (U.S. office: R.F.D. #4, Box
2255, Montpelier, Vt. 05602.)
For literature, circle No. 90
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The Bryston Model .5B is a very basic preamplifier with
switching and facilities for a simple but high -quality sound
system including phono, tuner, tape deck and CDiauxiliary
inputs. The rather unusual model designation stems, no
doubt, from the well -developed sense of humor possessed
by the principals of this respected Canadian manufacturer.
Until recently, they made a larger, more elaborate preamplifier known as the Model 1B (since replaced by the 11B and
12B). Since the preamp tested is smaller and less expensive than the 1 B-though perhaps not exactly half as small
nor half as expensive-it was assigned a model number just
half as large as its larger cousin's. According to the folks at
Bryston, the .5B has the same low noise, low distortion, and
exceedingly accurate frequency response as the 1B. The
savings, they say, has been derived by reducing the number of inputs and by using simpler switching arrangements
and connector layout.
The .5B uses such precision components as a laser trimmed volume control, hand -tested and -selectea transistors in all amplification stages, and metal -film resistors and
polystyrene capacitors matched to within 1% tolerances.
This preamplifier is guaranteed for five years, including
parts, labor, and one-way transportation.
Audiophile preamplifiers such as the .5B are often used
with moving -coil phono cartridges, but the .5B doesn't have
an MC input stage. Because Bryston feels that transformers
have less noise and distortion than active MC input stages,
they therefore offer an MC transformer, the TF-1, which
I

I

also tested for this report.

Circuit Highlights
Figure is a complete signal -flow and switching diagram
for one channel of the .5B preamplifier. The phono equalizer
section, at the diagram's lower left, is of particular interest.
The basic problem with most RIAA phono equalization circuits arises from the great difference in gain required between the lowest audio frequencies (from around 20 to 50
Hz) and the highest frequencies (in the area of 15 to 20
kHz). The ratio of gain requirements from one frequency
extreme to the other is around 40 dB, or 100:1. The reactive
components used in phono equalization circuits-whether
in feedback loops or as direct loads in passive or "tosser"
circuits exhibit impedance curves that match this 100:1
ratio from one end of the audio spectrum to the other.
Amplifier circuits cannot be optimized to drive such a wide
range of impedances. As a result, many conventional phono
equalization circuits, while working fine at mid -frequencies,
run into problems at either end of the spectrum. These
problems may stem from excessive gain at low frequencies
or from excessive, improper loading at high frequencies.
To counter these problems, the Bryston .5B divides the
phono equalization circuit into two parts. The first Part accomplishes the low-frequency modification, while the other
adjusts high -frequency gain characteristics. Each amplifier
has a mid -band gain of only about 20 dB rather than the 40
dB required for the single gain stage of conventional phono
equalization circuits; this is said to yield lower distortion.
Between the stage labelled "50 Hz & 500 Hz" in Fig.
and the stage labelled "2120 Hz" is a low-cut filter that can
be switched in and out. Its cutoff frequency is 31.7 Hz; this
1

1
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rather odd frequency was chosen because it corresponds
to the lowest signal frequencies likely to be found in conventional LP records, and also because it corresponds to a
suggested revision to the RIAA recording curve. This revision came from, and has been adopted by, the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) but has never been
formally accepted by the RIAA itself. The low -filter circuit
has a 6-dB/octave slope, and affects only signals connected to the phono inputs. Despite its gentle slope, it attenuates rumble frequencies in the main troublesome region of 2
to 5 Hz by about 20 dB.
The .5B's single tape -monitor loop can be used for connecting either a tape deck or any signal -processing device
such as a noise -reduction unit or an equalizer.
The Model .5B contains an output -shunting relay with a
3-S delay at turn -on. This delay permits any transient
"thumps" to decay. The relay also opens instantly when the
preamp is switched off, to prevent power -supply decay
thumps and other noises from appearing at the output. The
relay contacts are not in the signal path when the preamplifier is actually operating.

Control Layout
The control panel of the Bryston .5B couldn't be simpler.
There are only three rotary controls, positioned near the
center of the standard 19 -inch rack -mountable panel, and
four pushbuttons. The rotary controls include an input -selector switch, a "Ba ance' control, and a "Volume" control.
The four pushbuttons are used to activate the low-cut filter,
switch in the tape loop, turn power on and off, and mute
audio levels by 20 dB. The "Mute" switch performs the
additional function of connecting the two stereo channels
together for mono operation; this is a useful feature when
you are adjusting the balance control for proper imaging or
determining whether speakers are in phase. The rear panel
is equipped with pairs of inputs corresponding to the selector switch settings ("Ptono," "Tuner," "CD/AUX," and
"Tape"), a pair of tape -out jacks, the main output jacks, and
both switched and unswitched a.c. receptacles.
As for the TF-1, its external design is simple, with only the
Bryston logo on its front panel (there are no controls) and
input and output jacks on the rear.

Preamplifier Measureme its
Frequency response for the high-level inputs was absolutely flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
could not detect a
deviation of as little as 0.1 dB throughout that frequency
range. The -dB roll -off frequencies were 7 Hz and 185 kHz,
and the -3 dB cutoff points occurred at 3 Hz and 250 kHz.
Input sensitivity for the high-level inputs measured 65 mV for
0.5 V output. Signal-to-noise ratio, referred to 0.5 V input
and 0.5 V output, was 89 dB, A -weighted. Though this falls
short of Bryston's claim of 95 dB, suspect the manufacturer
may have measured S/N with respect to 0.5 V input but with
the volume control set to its maximum point. Under those
conditions, read an S/N ratio of 104 dB, A -weighted. At
minimum volume -control settings, S/N measured 93 dB,
again referred to 0.5 V output.
Total harmonic distortior was measured for several output
levels. At 3 V output, THD at mid -frequencies was an almost
I

1

I

I
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The preamp's high-level
frequency response was
absolutely flat, and its
phono equalization was one
of the most accurate I've
ever measured.
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Fig. 1-Signal-flow and
switching diagram for one
channel of the .5B
preamplifier (see text).

CHANNEL

unmeasurable 0.003%, rising to a still minuscule 0.0045% at
the low and high frequency extremes. At 10 V output-more
than you are ever likely to need to drive any power amplifier
know of-THD remained a low 0.003% at mid -frequencies.
SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.004% for 3 V output and
0.005% at 10 V out. The preamplifier began to clip when
input levels were increased so as to produce an output of
14 V rms. The CCIF (twin -tone) IM measured 0.0065%. My
instrumentation was not sensitive enough to detect any
measurable IHF IM.
The .5B's volume control is calibrated by six equally
spaced marks around its perimeter. checked the tracking
accuracy of the two sections and found that even at the
next -to -last counterclockwise mark, the output levels were
within 0.2 dB of each other. That control setting was more
than 60 dB down with respect to maximum.
Phono equalization was one of the most accurate have
ever measured. Deviation from the standard RIAA curve
was never more than 0.2 dB at any frequency from 30 Hz to
20 kHz. The low-cut filter, effective only in the phono circuit,
I

I
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exhibited its -3 dB roll -off point at 26 Hz. At 10 Hz, the
filter's attenuation amounted to 9 dB. Phono input sensitivity
measured 1 mV for 0.5 V output. Phono signal-to-noise ratio,
referred to 5 mV input and with the volume control adjusted
for 0.5 V output, measured 80 dB, A -weighted. Maximum
input to the phono terminals before noticeable overload
measured 200 mV for a -kHz input signal.
1

Transformer Measurements

The separately supplied TF-1 step-up transformer for
moving -coil cartridges came configured for a nominal gain
of 22.5 dB and an impedance range of 5 to 35 ohms. For
higher impedance moving -coil cartridges, it can be rewired
for 16.5 dB of nominal gain and for an impedance range of
40 to 250 ohms. (Bryston does not recommend that the user
attempt to rewire the TF-1 for the alternate gain/impedance
option. It should be modified either by the dealer or by the
factory.) Measured separately, frequency response of the
transformer itself was flat to within 1.0 dB from 6 Hz to 28
kHz. connected the transformer to the .5B and measured a
I
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The Control Central Remote.
Things are getting out of control. Separate remotes existing remote and press matching buttons on each.
for your TV, VCR, stereo, CD or cable converter
In minutes, Control Central can memorize the
can be more control than you can handle.
operating codes of up to four separate infrared
But now you can replace up to four remotes
with one. An infrared remote that works with most
video equipment made today.
The Control Central"' infrared remote from
General Electric.
To program Control Central, just flick the
switch to "learn; place it head -to -head with the
We

remotes. It's that simple.
And it reprograms just as easily for new or
added equipment.
You can get the convenience of this one remote
for yourself, or give one as a gift.
Control Central. The one remote that keeps
everything under control.

Bring Good Things To Life.
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"GE"
Enter No. 44 on Reader Service Card

is a registered trademark of General

Electric Company.

With the .5B, Bryston
continues to make honest,
well -designed products for
discriminating audio fans
who want superior yet
affordable sound.
combined signal-to-noise ratio of 75 dB referred to a 500-11V
(0.5 -mV) input signal and with the preamp's volume control
adjusted to produce 0.5 V of output. Transformer gain meashould point out that the source
sured 20.75 dB, but
impedance of my signal generator is 50 ohms, which probably accounts for a measured gain slightly lower than that
specified. could not measure any increase in the overall
system's distortion when the preamplifier was used with the
TF-1 transformer.
I

I

Use and Listening Tests
For some years, now, my preferred method of evaluating
a high -quality preamplifier's high-level stages has been to
conduct a series of A/B comparisons between that preamp
and nothing at all. To do this, connect high-level program
sources to the inputs of my reference preamplifier and
connect the preamp under test, with its volume control set
for unity gain, to the reference preamplifier's tape in/out
alternately listen to the program source
jacks. Then
through my reference preamplifier alone and with the test
preamplifier switched in. Ideally, if the preamplifier under
test is close to the ideal "straight wire with gain" in its signal should hear no difference when
handling capabilities,
switching back and forth between these two listening
modes. That's exactly what happened when I conducted
these tests using the Bryston .5B.
I

I

I

Of course, this sort of NB test does not check out the
unit's most important function-its effectiveness as a preamplifier. For those tests used my reference phono cartridge, a Shure V15 Type V -MR, mounted in the tonearm of
my old reliable Thorens TD126 MKII turntable. Although this
did
turntable has never suffered from severe rumble,
notice that there was a definite tightening of reproduction in
the deep bass when introduced the preamp's low-cut filter
into the signal path. Overall tonal balance of the system was
beyond reproach, and I was particularly pleased with the
clean, smooth reproduction of high frequencies. Bryston's
two-stage equalization system does provide a noticeable
improvement in this region of the audio spectrum compared
to conventional preamp/equalizer stages that resort entirely
to negative feedback to create the required RIAA playback
response curve.
have long been a fan of Bryston products-ever since
tested their Model 4B power amplifier some years ago.
Having now tested these two more recent additions to their
line of audio components, my impression of this relatively
small Canadian design and engineering firm remains unchanged. They have maintained their tradition of offering
completely honest and well-designed products for the more
discriminating audio enthusiast who wants superior sound
but doesn't want to take a second mortgage to achieve it.
Leonard Feldman
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Our lightest audio component
Until you plug it in.
At less than 6 ounces, our new YHD-1
stereo headphones won't weigh you down. Plug them
in, though, and the sound is anything but lightweight.
Their exclusive Orthodynamic design
allows full -surface linear motion of the lightweight
diaphragm drivers. So the music sounds more open
and spacious with improved high -frequency response. And exceptionally low distortion
Even at high sound pressure levels.
The ergonomic design of the
YHD-1 headphones allows
them to be worn for hours
without listener fatigue.The
fact that they look so good doesn't hurt either.
And the included mini -plug adaptor lets you
use the YHD-1 headphones with your portable stereo
, components. So no matter what you plug them
into, you'll always get heavyweight sound.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622
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... the MtIntosh° has the best sound yet of any
COMPACT DISC PLAYER ...a"
McIntosh has earned world renown for its
technological contributions for improved
sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not
only HIGr TECHNOLOGY that leads to
superior sound reproduction, you buy
technological integrity proven by time. The
Mclntosi Compact Disc Player is the newest
evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.
'

For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7000
Compact Disc Player and other industry leading
McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A O5
BINGHAI TON, NY 13904.0096
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
.

Frequency Response:

30 Hz to 15
kHz, ±3 dB.
S/N: Mono, 67 dB.
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 78 dB.
Stereo Separation: 35 dB.
AM Sensitivity: 45 V.

SOUNDSTREAM
TC 308
CAR STEREO

Frequency Response: 20
kHz, ±

1

Hz to 50

dB.

CD/AUX Input Sensitivity: Adjustable, 60 mV to 300 mV.
800 mV.

Output Level:

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 11.0

to 16.0

V d.c.
Cassette Section
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 18 Dimensions: 7'/e in. W x 21/4 in. H x
67/B in. D(18.1 cm x 5.8 cm x 17.5
kHz, ±3 dB.
Wow and Flutter: 0.1% wtd. rms.
cm).
S/N: 53 dB; 62 dB with Dolby B NR; 68 Weight: 4 lbs., 9 oz. (2.1 kg).
Price: $599.
dB with Dolby C NR.
"Playtrim" Control Range: ±5.0 Company Address: 2907 West

182nd St., Redondo Beach, Cal.
90278.
For literature, circle No. 91

dB at 15 kHz (see text).
37 dB.

Stereo Separation:

Preamplifier Section
Tone -Control Range:

Manufacturer's Specifications
Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 17 dBf.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
20 dBf.

tÑ

Bass, ± 10
dB at 50 Hz; treble, ± 10 dB at 18
kHz.
Loudness Compensation: + 10
dB at 50 Hz, +5 dB at 15 kHz, for
-30 dB volume setting.
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If the name Soundstream strikes a familiar chord, it's
because it once belonged to Dr. Tom Stockham, one of the
true pioneers in digital audio research. Soundstream Technologies, the company whose excellent car -stereo head unit
have just finished testing and evaluating, comes by the
name "Soundstream" through a series of transactions and
transfers that won't get into here, except to say that there is
a sort of "distant cousin" relationship between the old and
the new Soundstreams. One thing the two companies do
have in common is innovative design and high -quality engiI

I

66

DOLBY

neering. Once again, the name of my esteemed friend Larry
Scholz pops up. It was he who collaborated in the design of
this car stereo's FM tuner section. The TC 308 employs a
quartz phase -locked loop synthesizer circuit for accurate
and stable tuning. Six FM and six AM stations can be preset
for pushbutton recall. Auto -scan tuning samples each receivable station for 5 S; of course, manual tuning is also
possible. Depending upon the condition of the incoming FM
signal, left/right channel blend and a high -cut fBter are
activated as required. If signal conditions become really
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986
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If yol. o.vn a deck like one of these, you were obviously
concerned Nith low wow and flutter, extended frequency
response, smooth tape transport and wide dynamic range.
When it comes to choosing cassette tape, why behave any
differently?
Denon's new High Density HD8 formulation is
the finest high -bias tape you can buy. Its "High
Technoroum" dispersion and binding plus its
metal hybrid formulation guarantee digital level
performance on the widest range of cassette
decks (including yours). You can keep an eye
on things through Denon's new giant window.
And enjoy your music knowing HD8 is guaranteed
for ¿ lifetime.
So how good is your cassette deck? With Denon HD8
it's be-ter then
an you think.

.

DENON

D, gital-ready

rape from the first name in digital recording.
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

Nippon Columbia Co., Ltd

,

14-14, 4-Chome, Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 107 Japan

The front panel of this unit
is good-looking and
uncrowded, but it still
manages to have just about
all the necessary features.
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bad, a soft -muting circuit gradually reduces volume while
maintaining a natural aural impression.
The FM tuner employs two AGC stages which operate
together to maintain optimum front-end gain. Interference
and intermodulation in areas of high field strength, as well
as the familiar "picket -fence" effect, are significantly reduced in this way, according to the designers of the set. I'm
sure that Technical Editor Ivan Berger will be able to comment on that last point when he puts the unit through its
paces on the highway and in the difficult car -stereo environment of mid -Manhattan. The FM section also employs a
three -stage ceramic filter, a low -distortion demodulator circuit in the FM detector stage, a pilot -cancelling circuit in the
FM stereo decoder, and a noise -reduction circuit to block
ignition noise.
In the tape -playback section something new has been
provided called "Playtrim." In effect, this circuit is an extra
treble control that operates independently of the preamp
section's treble control and functions only during cassette
playback. Playtrim allows the user to restore proper treble
response to tapes that may have been recorded with relative azimuth errors, or errors in record equalization or high frequency response. Most important, the Playtrim circuit is
positioned ahead of the Dolby NR decoding circuitry, preventing Dolby mist racking. As was soon to discover, this
feature, together with a superbly constructed tape transport,
makes for an auto -reverse deck with excellent playback
frequency response in both directions of play, a characteristic I've encountered before only in much more expensive
car -stereo systems.
The preamplifier section incorporates a separate auxiliary
input for connecting the line output of a portable CD player
or any other high-level signal. The sensitivity of this external
input is adjustable. Overall, the TC 308 conforms to DIN
dimensions and seems fairly easy to install. The supplied
installation housing can be secured in most car mounting
slots with no alterations of the dashboard required. A handle, Model SH-30, is available from Soundstream Technologies as a $20 option. When this handle is attached, the
TC 308 can easily and quickly be removed from the car for
safekeeping.
Other useful features found on the TC 308 include a
"music sensor" which permits playback from the beginning
of the present or the next tape selection, motor -assisted
cassette loading, key -off eject, power antenna control, and
even remote power amplifier on/off switching when the TC
308 is turned on or off.

O

Control Layout

1

3-FM frequency
response (top trace), and
separation for weak
(middle trace) and strong
(bottom trace) signals.
Fig.

68

By making many controls perform multiple functions,
Soundstream has managed to come up with an uncluttered,
easy -to -operate front panel whose simple, black elegance
blends with a car's interior. Two dual -concentric rotary controls are found at the left end of the panel. The upper one
takes care of power on/off, volume and channel -balance
adjustment, and front -rear fading. The lower one handles
bass and treble tone settings, the previously described
Playtrim adjustment, and station scanning.
To the right of the rotary controls are up/down manual
tuning buttons, cassette fast -forward and rewind buttons,
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They look like receivers...
Until you turn them on!
The Nakamichi SR -3A and SR -2A are unlike any
receiver you've ever heard!

They're designed...and sound...like "separates"
and power amps.
They're the first with STASIS power amplifiers
-like our highly acclaimed PA -7 and PA-5-which gives them
an uncanny ability to elicit optimum performance from every loudspeaker.
They're the first with Nakamichi Isolated -Ground Power Supplies
-like our Series-7 components-which prevent interstage coupling
and produce a sound stage of extraordinary depth and realism.
And they have a Quartz -Locked PLL Synthesis Tuner that is gaining
a reputation for unusually clean reception with exceptional stereo separation.
Escape from the ordinary.
Experience the reality of Nakamichi Sound.

-like component tuners, preamps

'S AS'S is a trademark of Threshold Corporation.

rkNakamichi

Nakamichi U.S A. Corporation 19701 South Vermont Ave.. Torrance, CA 90502 (213) 538-8150
In Canada. W. Carsen Co.. Ltd., 25 Scarsdale Road, Con Mills. Ontario M3f33G7
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

Several key items tested

better than spec: Mono
sensitivity and 50 -dB
quieting on the tuner, and
the tape section's S/N,
flutter, and response.
and a button that doubles as a cassette -eject switch and a
selector for the external CD/AUX input. Six station -preset
bars are located below the cassette insertion slot, and to the
slot's right is a button which reverses tape direction. An LCD
display window at the far right indicates tape direction,
which type of Dolby noise reduction has been selected (B or
C), and which type of tape equalization has been chosen
(70 or 120 µS). During tuner use, indications for tuned -to
frequency, FM or AM band, stereo reception, and "LO" (for
local tuning mode) appear in the display, as appropriate.
Eight small pushbuttons below the display area handle
selection of Dolby noise reduction, tape equalization, AM or
FM, local or DX reception, memorization of preset stations,
loudness compensation, and tape music sensor.
Stereo output jacks are, of course, provided for connection to front and rear power amplifiers. All necessary cables
for power, antenna input, AUX input, and all outputs emanate from the supplied housing. When the TC 308 chassis
itself is inserted in the housing, necessary connections are
automatically made via appropriate connectors.

4-FM stereo
crosstalk and distortion
components for a 5 -kHz
signal.
Fig.
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Tuner Measurements
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Figure shows how noise and THD at 1 kHz vary with FM
input signal strength. Usable sensitivity in mono measured
14 dBf, considerably better than claimed by the manufacturer. The same held true for mono 50 -dB quieting sensitivity,
which occurred with an input of only 16.5 dBf as opposed to
20 dBf claimed by Soundstream. The relationship between
the two S/N curves in Fig. 1 may, at first, seem strange.
Normally these curves start out, at the left, at least 20 dB
apart. That's because stereo inherently degrades S/N at low
signal strengths by as much as 20 to 23 dB. In the case of
the TC 308, however (and, for that matter, with many other
car stereo FM tuners), a good deal of blending is already
taking place at signal strengths of less than 40 to 50 dBf. So
what you're really looking at in Fig.
is a stereo S/N curve
that's almost mono. The strange -looking dip in the stereo
THD curve of Fig. 1 can be attributed to the same blending
effect. Only when the test signals reach higher levels do
mono and stereo performance figures begin to diverge
significantly. At 65 dBf, S/N in mono measured 70 dB; in
stereo, the noise was 67 dB below 100% modulation. THD
for a -kHz signal in mono measured 0.12%, and in stereo it
was 0.32%.
Figure 2 shows how THD varies with modulating frequency for mono and stereo FM reception. The steep rise in
apparent THD for stereo FM (dashed curve) at higher frequencies is not really THD at all, but is the result of a high
level of unfiltered 19- and 38 -kHz subcarrier products appearing at the output of this unit. Most car -stereo makers
don't bother to filter out these ultrasonic subcarrier components, and Soundstream Technologies is no exception. The
reasoning, suppose, is that no one is ever going to try to
record from a car FM tuner, so the presence of large
amounts of 19- and 38 -kHz subcarrier components will not
mess up Dolby encoding or other vital, level -dependent
tape -deck circuits.
Figure 3 is my usual plot of stereo FM frequency response
(top trace), separation at strong signal levels (bottom trace),
and separation when heavy blending occurs due to low
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6-Frequency

response, cassette
section, with Type I
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Reviewers of loudspeakers.sometimes speak of black magic, the
hidden ingredient that makes -it speaker sing after science has had
its say. For us at Infinity, there's no magic in designing a loudspeaker, though there is intuition, and art, and a lot of applied
science. Yet we traffic in illusion and we bend our science to create
the imponderable reality that occurs whet; a living performance
emerges Dorn era- llandspeakers. This year the ilhsiov'becorn
more otete through these product innovations:
I

)
r..,

V'S -3

I

11

t

A Studio Monitor Series that achieves an uncommon blend of
ultra high efficiency, linearity and style. Polypropylene coated
cones, front -mounted con'rols and high Output Polycell
tweeters are housed in handsome, contoured rosewood cabinetsIbmir

.d

fi

I

J

-r
.
I

*

A Series 1l automotive speaker line twat offers all new drivers
and cosmetics, New PolyceN midranges and tweeters do wonders
for the human voice°and anything el;e within its frequency band.

1C7
A re-engineered and re -configured RS Series, wrath :ow diffraUton
,_.-A Video Reference Standard Series with height -adjustable ,
cabinets, floating grills, new drivers, and startlingly realistic
cabinets; shielded drivers, contempor,ary styling and the shéer
Chatsworth Oak cabinetry., A new standard for bookshelf
musicality on,which we've built5 our -eputation.
r"-_

f
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The auto -reverse tape deck
has excellent response in
both directions, something
usually seen only in the
most costly car stereos.
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7-Frequency

response, cassette
section, with Type II
test tape.
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signal strengths (middle trace). Mid -frequency separation at
strong signal levels measured 40 dB for the sample tested;
separation at 100 Hz and 10 kHz measured 22 and 24 dB,
respectively.
Figure 4, a spectrum analysis of separation and crosstalk
for a 5 -kHz signal, provides further evidence of the high
level of subcarrier products present at this tuner's output
during stereo FM reception. The tall spike at the left corresponds to a 5 -kHz signal modulating the left channel only.
The shorter spike contained within the taller one is the
amount of 5 kHz appearing at the output of the right (un modulated) channel. The next major output component,
only some 45 dB lower than the 100% modulation point in
this spectrum analyzer 'scope photo, is the 19 -kHz pilot
signal appearing at the output. The three tall spikes at the
right of the photo represent 38 -kHz subcarrier output, and
upper and lower sidebands of the 5 -kHz modulating signal
which appear at 33 and 43 kHz. None of these rather large
components are likely to interfere with your FM stereo listening pleasure. However, considering that a "pilot canceller"
circuit has been incorporated by Soundstream into the tuner
decoder design, expected considerably less of this spurious ultrasonic output.
Capture ratio for the FM tuner section measured 1.7 dB, a
bit better than the 2 dB claimed. I.f. rejection measured 80
dB, and alternate -channel selectivity (for which no spec was
provided) measured 68 dB. AM suppression was a bit
better than 55 dB, and image rejection was a very satisfactory 85 dB.
Figure 5 is a plot of the AM tuner section's frequency
response. It was a bit better than average, but nevertheless
dB
not what you would call "high fidelity" response. The
roll -off point, referenced to 1 kHz, was at about 3.5 kHz.
I
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S/N

analysis, A -weighted,
without noise reduction
(upper trace and "R"
readout at top) and with
Dolby B NR (lower trace
and "L" readout).
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Cassette Player Measurements
It's been obvious to me for some time that the sweep frequency test tapes I've been using with my Sound Technology tape tester have less -than -perfect azimuth alignment. As readers of earlier car -stereo test reports may have
noticed, I've been apologizing for the dubious frequency response results obtained with those tapes. Well, I'm happy
now
to report that no more apologies will be necessary.
have two brand-new standard frequency response reference tapes for Type (120-4 equalization) and Type II (70µS equalization) playback measurements. Both were kindly
supplied by BASF, the IEC's official "keepers" of standard
Type and Type II reference tape batches. I'm glad that
I
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8B-Same as Fig. 8A

but without NR (upper
trace and "R" readout)
and with Dolby C NR
(lower trace and "L"
readout).
72

80
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these tapes arrived in time for me to use them with the
TC 308, for, as you can see in Figs. 6 and 7, the playback
frequency response of the unit's cassette -deck section was
superb for both types of tape. Since the BASF tapes supply
spot frequencies rather than a continuous sweep, had to
plot the response curves by hand, and will have to do so in
the future for all playback -only frequency response measurements.
should note that the "Playtrim" control was set to its
middle (neutral) point for these frequency response measurements. Had chosen to, could have "trimmed" that
slight rise at the high end and attained almost perfectly flat
dB or so from below 40 Hz to above 18
response within
I

I

I

I
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Our secret ingredient

for brighter briits.

The view from NEC's new 46"
projection TV is breathtaking* Your
favorite TV stars have never shone so
brightly. Or so clearly. And the sky has

never been bluer.
While these improvements are
visible even to the untrained eye, the
breakthroughs responsible are hidden
deep within. That's where NEC's own

high-powered picture tubes create a
brighter image. Liquid cooling keeps them
at the peak of performance. For crisp,
clean colors, we improved the phosphors.
And NEC's all -glass, optically-coupled
lenses keep things in perfect focus.
It shouldn't surprise anyone that the
company behind this brighter projection
TV is NEC. After all, we've been at the

NEC Home Electronics (U 5 A ),Inc .1255 Michael
'

Model P1-4650EN with

46' screen.

Dive, Wood Dale, 4 60191
measured diagonally Cabinet finished in genuine wt oeroer TV reception simulated

Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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foref-ont of high-technology video for
years. In fact, NEC's professional theater
system is the world's largest projection
TV This pro video expertise is our real
secret ingredient.

NEC.

We bring high technology home.

"Playtrim" is really worth
having, especially in a
car -stereo cassette deck,
which always plays tapes
made on other machines.
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Fig. 9-Analysis of wow
and flutter.
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kHz. Notice, too, that the plots for forward and reverse tape
direction are virtually identical. This is the first auto -reverse
tape player without a separate azimuth control for which I've
measured such excellent frequency response regardless of
direction of tape travel!
Figure 8A shows A -weighted tape -playback S/N measured without and with Dolby B NR, using ultra -low -noise
TDK SA -X tape; overall S/N readings were 58.5 and 66.8
dB, respectively. These results are far better than the figures
claimed by the manufacturer.. The tests were repeated for
Fig. 8B, this time comparing no Dolby NR with Dolby C NR
(for which the reading increased to 71.8 dB).
Figure 9 shows wow -and -flutter components of the tape
drive mechanism. The overall wow -and -flutter reading of
0.062% was, again, considerably better than the conservative rating of 0.1% offered by Soundstream. Figures 10A
and 10B show the expected reversal of azimuth error that
takes place when a test tape is run, first in the forward
direction and then in reverse. Despite the apparently large
angular errors shown for a 15.8 -kHz signal, overall frequency response did not seem to suffer at all, as evidenced
earlier by the response plots of Figs. 6 and 7.
For Fig. 11 I did revert to my "inaccurate" sweep -frequency test tape, not to plot frequency response but to show the
range of control provided by that innovative Playtrim feature.
Two plots were made, the first with the "Playtrim" control
rotated fully clockwise (maximum setting) and the second
with the control rotated fully counterclockwise (minimum
setting). Using the sweep -frequency test tape (which is
known to have an azimuth error that affects high -end response), the maximum boost at 10 kHz amounted to +3.6
dB, and the maximum cut at that frequency was -4.5 dB. It
is obvious that even with this faulty tape, could have easily
adjusted the "Playtrim" control to yield perfectly flat response out to at least 20 kHz. Since many of the prerecorded tapes you buy or own are likely to suffer just as much (if
not more) from inaccurate azimuth alignment, this feature is
really worth having, especially in a car -stereo cassette player, which always plays tapes made on other decks.
The tape -transport mechanism exhibited a tape speed
error that differed according to tape -play direction. In the
worst case (which, surprisingly, occurred when the tape
was operated in the forward direction), the speed error
amounted to only 0.362%-hardly anything to be concerned about. In reverse, speed accuracy was very nearly
perfect.
Figure 12 shows the maximum boost and cut range of the
bass and treble tone controls. In the bass, measured a
range of +6.2, -7.0 dB at 100 Hz; in the treble, +9.2,
-9.6 dB at 10.5 kHz.

-60
-120

Use and Listening Tests
can speak with some strength about the excellent control layout and action of the TC 308. It's as easy to use as it
is elegant to look at. As for its sound quality and tuner
pulling power, almost wish that my test bench and lab were
on wheels so that could go spinning down a highway while
checking out this obviously well -designed unit; have an
intuitive feeling that it is going to be a winner when tested in
an automobile environment. Unfortunately the lab is an I
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Fig. 10B-Playback-head

azimuth error, reverse
tape play.
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Your loudspeakers may well have some of the most refined
drive units and crossovers in the whole world. Even so,
something still stands between you and all the natural sound
they produce: the loudspeaker cabinet. When the drive units
vibrate, the cabinet vibrates too, colouring the sound and
reminding you that you are listening to loudspeakers rather
than a live performance.
MATRIX Takes Your Music Out of the Box
Now B&W MATRIX sets your music free. The first -ever design
to eliminate cabinet colouration, MATRIX is the most important invention in over two decades of
loudspeaker technology. Resonant boom is
gone and, for the first time, the natural decay
of reverbation is heard exactly as it's heard
in a live performance. The 'hangover effect"
is dead.
The Ultimate Anechoic Environment
The cellular MATRIX structure bonds

to
grooved cabinet walls for an enclosure of
extreme stiffness. Each cell is then filled with
DIGITAL MONITORS
acoustic foam to create an anechoic environment for the drive units. Deceptively simple
yet completely effective.
In exhaustive testing this patented design significantly outperformed the best conventional enclosures and exotic materials
such as sandwich construction, concrete and Aerolam.

B&W

B&W MATRIX : THE WORLD'S MOST
ADVANCED LOUDSPEAKERS
The Demand for New Drive Units
Having developed the first loudspeaker enclosures which are
seen but not heard, B&W's engineers discovered the need to

upgrade driver performance. Even the world's finest drive units
exhibited flaws which had hitherto been masked by imperfect
enclosures.
B&W designed cones using a unique Homopolymer* compound, housed them in chassis/front-plate assemblies cast in
one piece from magnesium alloy, and filled all cavities with
polyurethane elastomer. Thus refined, the assemblies exhibited
rigidity and acoustical damping
on a par with the MATRIX enclosure itself.
A new Ferrofluid-cooled tweeter

with 6dB increased dynamic
headroom
and
exceptional
transient power handling was
designed to meet the demands
of digital source material. Sophisticated crossover networks
employing electronic time delay and overload protection circuitry

were incorporated to provide a seamle-cs transition between

bass/mid and high frequencey drivers.
Audition the World'; Most Advanced Loudspeakers
Listen to MATRIX and yailll see
why it was selected for the prestigious 'Innovations 'S6 Design and Engineering Exhibition" and widely dubbed the
most important new audio product at the 1986 Consumer
Electronics Show.
All three MATRIX digital monitors
have enhanced stereo imagery,
improved transient response,
high acoustical output, law distortion and total freedom from colouration which removes the
barrier to pure sound.

LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE

For more information contact: Anglo American Audio, Box

653 Buffalo,

NY 14240.

(416) 297-0595

' Manufactured
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

under licence from CBS Inc.

The TC 308's FM section
ran rings around my
reference set's, but the AM
section was plagued by
noise from the engine.

however, the Schotz tuner circuit just about eliminates the
need for one.
The rounded control bars and buttons were easier to find
by touch than the usual, closely spaced flat ones, and just
as good-looking. Having the big, round "Playtrim" knob
Behind the Wheel
It's a juggling act, designing a car -stereo head unit to look double as the station -scan pushbutton was intelligent. On
good, have all the necessary features, and still be easy to the negative side, found the volume control a bit too small,
use. The result is always a compromise-and Sound - considering the amount of use it gets, and too close to the
stream's compromise is a good one. The TC 308 is about fader control. The AM -FM button was all but lost in the eight the best -looking head unit I've seen. It has one very desir- button array at the far right. Also, the CD input was too easy
able control ("Playtrim") found on no other head unit, plus to select by accident.
Soundstream conveniently puts the fader and bass on
such desirable but uncommon features as switchable loudcontrol rings while using pull -and -twist controls for treble
ness compensation, Dolby C NR, and a CD/AUX input.
Despite its uncrowded panel, comparatively few of the and balance. Using one type of control for bass and treble
controls I'd like to see are missing. I'd have very much liked and another type for balance and fader might take less
a "Mute" button, hankered a bit for two-way instead of one- getting used to, but Soundstream's way makes the two more
way scan tuning, and wouldn't have minded the addition of often -used controls (fader and bass) more accessible.
The TC 308 lights up whenever it gets power-you
a clock. The TC 308 is also without a stereo/mono switch;
needn't search for a switch. All controls and the tape slot are
illuminated, and activated buttons glow amber instead of
L+ 3.6dB R- 4.5dB 10.5kHz
FR
green. Control designations are not lit, however.
Playtrim did its job very well on a wide variety of tapes.
Setting it isn't quite as easy as setting a true azimuth m
adjustment control; instead of stopping when treble is at its
maximum you must judge when the treble sounds best.
Tape performance was fine, and (as usual for good units
nowadays) there was no flutter on bumpy roads.
In FM performance, the TC 308 ran rings around my
reference unit. The Soundstream sounded better on virtually
all stations. It also picked up more listenable stations than
the reference unit: In one location, the TC 308 picked up 16
stations better and the reference unit did better on five; in
another location, the TC 308 was better on 11 stations
versus six for the reference unit. On the road, New York FM
stations did not fade out until was nearing Philadelphia.
5k IOk 20k
50 100 200 500 Ik 2k
20
There was no picket -fencing, but that, too, is commonplace
Hz
FREQUENCY
on good units today. On FM, the local/distant switch affectFig. 11-Action of
ed only station -scan sensitivity, not input sensitivity. An input
"Playtrim" circuit during
sensitivity switch helps a tuner deal with multipath and
tape playback.
signal overload-but this one didn't seem to need it.
Performance on AM was another story. Here, the referL+ 6.2dB R- 7.0dB 100Hz ence unit picked up more listenable stations: In one location
FR
it received 12 stations better, versus five better on the TC
308; in another spot it did better on 13 stations, versus six
m
for the Soundstream. The Soundstream sounded better on
+20
the AM stations it picked up well, in part because of its more
extended treble response. If it had been better able to reject
alternator whine and other motor noise, it might have scored
far better in the listenable-stations test; an installer putting
the Soundstream in a car for keeps might well be able to
reduce or eliminate this problem. On AM, the local/distant
-10
switch did change input sensitivity, for protection against
strong -signal overload, and that protection did prove to be
necessary.
Overall, the TC 308 proved an excellent performer. It
very well on tape and FM, and a good installer could
worked
10k
20k
5k
1k
2k
50 100 200 500
20
probably make it work pretty well on AM too. It's very
Hz
FREQUENCY
attractive and reasonably easy to use. Best of all, it sounded
Fig. 12-Tone-control
very good-cleaner and clearer than most car stereos I've
Ivan Berger
range.
auditioned.

chored, so again leave the final conclusion to Ivan Berger.
I'll be mighty surprised, though, if he doesn't mark this one
Leonard Feldman
as high as do.
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If you can't afford it,
spare yourself the hearty .che of listening to it.
We are all aware that, money, aside, it
is an easy matter to upscale our quality
of life, but diffizult to lowe- it. =-tthis
regard, ignorance is bliss, and strict
abstinence is sometimes better :han a

taste of something finer that w. can't
have. So it'is with the concord - PL550 Tuner/Amplifier/Tape De3c. One
listen could ni n you.
Concord's performance engineering
over the years has resulted in a list of
mesmerizing caaracteristic that, as
you become aware of them, wi__ change
your perceptions of car radios.
For instance

A sound mast critics dim i; tie best
they've ever heard in a car radio.
Superb stereo imaging, wide band
frequency response, and eery vv distortion levels are just some of the qualities of Concod's exclusive Matched
hed
Phase Amorphous Core Tape 1 -lead.
A cleaner sounding FM
than you ever believed
possible, thanks to the
exclusive Concord

FNR FM noise
reduction system.
The Tuner/
Tape Switch

enables the listener to hear radio
broadcasts when tape is in the rewind,
fast forward or play mDde.
Hot AM Stereo that receives
Motorola C-QUAM broadcast signals.
Electronic DC Serve Tape Dr:ve for
extended l fe and actuate control of
tape speed
High powered inboard amplif_ersrated at 25 watts per channel.
Dolby BIC,+ DBX Tape noise
reduction systems.
Lighted panel switc-nes,
electronic memory
with 24 preset

,

.

Q

0d4.
1t

.-OQ50SP

0p
\
<IX

V

stations, signal processor circuitry, a
two-way/four-way amplifier, automatic
Mt.sic Search Scanner, and a Bass EQ
Switch.
One listen to all of this and you will
be exhilarated. But then, if you can't
afford it, you will be depressed. What
mill it be? Exhilaration and depression,
the full human gamut? Or blissful
ignorance: The trouble is, if you have
real this far you are no longer
blissfully ignorant.
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CONCORD®
Anything else a compromise.
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Concord Systems, Inc.
25 Hale Street, Neu buryport, MA 01950
M-225-7932, (in MA) 800-892-0565
A ?enril Company
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In 1986, it still is.
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If you wanted good sound in the
early days of hi-fi, you cut a hole in
your wall and mounted the woofer
ins de. Or you built a Flared Horn the
size of a refrigerator. Or bigger.
In 1954, a man named Edgar
Villchur found a better way. In building
the world's lowest -distortion low frequency speaker, he replaced crude
mechanical suspensions and giant
cabinets with a cushion of air in a
.small, tightly sealed box. Called
"Acoustic Suspension," the new
loudspeaker reduced distortion by a
factor of 10. And it was the first high
fidelity speaker you could fit on a
bookshelf.
To build his Acoustic Suspension speakers, Villchur founded a new
company: Acoustic Research. Overright, AR products became the most
revered, most sought-after, most
imitated speakers in history. In fact,
cver 70 different speaker manufacbrers are using AR's Acoustic Suspension design today.
Since 1954, AR has substantially improved the original Acoustic
Suspension speaker. By inventing
the dome tweeter, introducing magnetic fluid cooling, building 3/4"
high -density enclosures, eliminating
cabinet diffraction, and solving the
problem of speaker/room interface.
AR's new BXi Series Loudspeakers for 1986 are the most
highly refined speakers on today's
market. And they should be. It took
us 32 years to make them.

A3

ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH

We speak from experience.

Enter No.

1

on Reader Service Card

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Harmonic Distortion: 0.005%.

Signal/Noise Ratio:

118 dBA,

re: full output.

Input Impedance: 100 kilohms.
Output Impedance: 150 ohms.
PCA Frequency Response: 30
to 20 kHz,

Crossover

±0.5 dB.

Frequency

Weight: 7.7 lbs. (3.5 kg).
Price: $259.
Company Address: P.O.

Box 3199,

Lynnwood, Wash. 98036.
For literature, circle No. 92
Hz

Re

sponse: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 0.5 dB.
Low -Frequency Output Range:
± 12 dB.

AUDIO CONTROL
PHASE COUPLED
ACTIVATOR

Crossover Slope: 18 dB/octave.
Crossover Frequency: 90 Hz; programmable with plug-in module (see
text).

Dimensions:
91/4 in. D

19 in. W x 21/2 in. H x
(483 mm x 64 mm x 235

mm).

HÑ6COUPLEOCT 1VTOR
o

-
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The Audio Control Phase Coupled
Activator has a name that does not
immediately convey its function, but
the additional designation on the front
panel, "digital fundamental restoration
system with subsonic filter," is impressive and gives some hints. This unit is
the result of Audio Control's effort to
introduce a product that would restore
the low bass frequencies that are
80

rolled off in the process of recording
and making records, tapes, and some
(mainly analog -mastered) CDs.
There are a number of ways to boost
the lower frequencies, of course, including tone controls, equalizers, and
subharmonic synthesizers. Tone controls affect much too broad a range for
the correction desired (below 80 Hz or
lower), and raise the level of noise and

very low frequencies that can be destructive, not just distracting. A few
equalizers can provide a fairly good
compensating boost, but it is difficult to
achieve, and the technique can add
noise and perhaps unwanted boosts.
Many listeners would agree with Audio
Control's contention that subharmonic
synthesizers typically generate unmusical sounds.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986

BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AUDIO
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THE ONKYO INTEGRA DX -323 WITH OPTO -COUPLING
THE SOUND IS NO ILLUSION
The Integra DX -320 Compact Disc player is the first of ONKYO's new generation of CD players to incorporate
our unique Opto -Coupling digital signal processing system. Conventional CD players transmit digital data
internally via printed circuit board wiring, which interacts with analog audio sigma s to produce Digital Signal
Interference (DSI), resulting in an audible "harshness" in the music.
Specially designed high speed Opto-Coupllig modules in the DX -320 transfer the digital audio and other
data signals to the analog output stage via fiber cptics, preventing DSI. The resu t is noise-free,9ife-like
reproduction with none of the harsh sound characteristics often attributed to other CD playe-s This remarkable
new technology can only be found in the ONKYO DX-320.
Double oversampling and digital filtering grea-ly improve phase and harmori c accuracy. A fully
programmable wireless remote control includes nemory selection, phrase capobi ity, and indexing for
maximum convenience.
Our unique transport design incorporates ONKYO's exclusive Poly-Sorb, a rubber-like compound tl-at
improves isolation by absorbing extraneous viarctions, eliminating skipping and n-istracking.
The Integra DX -320 Compact Disc player fulfills the promise of digital audio,
Alistry In Sound
with sound quality that's as close to the origincl as anything you've ever heard.
ONKYO.Audition the DX -320 at your authorized ONKYO dealer today.
200 William's Drive

Ramsey,

NJ. 07446

Audio Control's aim was to
introduce a product that
would restore the low bass
that is rolled off during the
making of LPs and tapes.

According to Audio Control, the
Phase Coupled Activator "looks for
signs that there are missing fundamentals and digitally reconstructs them."
The PCA also includes a crossover for
use with a subwoofer. The company
has applied for a patent on the unit's
circuitry. Details are not yet available,
but the following elements are included: A "music discriminator," "artifact
detectors," spectral analyzers, "digital
fundamental reconstructors," digital
smoothing processors, and "logic -controlled activators." The PCA has
switchable inputs for high-fidelity stereo or for the audio content of a videotape, either monaural or stereo.
The crossover section is configured
normally, with a stereo input and lowand high -frequency stereo outputs. As
supplied, the crossover is at 90 Hz, but
a simple exchange of one plug-in module for another, available from dealers,
obtains another frequency, if desired.
The low -frequency output level can be
varied over a range of ± 12 dB, relative
to the high -frequency level.
The Phase Coupled Activator would
normally be inserted in the tape monitor loop, and it has a switchable external loop available, inserted before the
PCA-section circuitry-the best place
for it to be. This way, rolled -off tapes
can be corrected.

-

1-A comparison of L + R
R (lower
(upper trace) and L
trace) signals from an FM pop/rock
station shows definite stereo
separation down to very low
frequencies. (Vertical scale:
5 dB/div.)
Fig.
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putNideo Audio Input/PCA Output."
wish that more manufacturers would
provide such guidelines to help prevent hookup errors. There are also stereo pairs of jacks for "Tape/External
Processor Loop" ("Input/Output") and
"Independent Electronic Crossover"
("Input/Hi Out/Low Out"). An un switched a.c. outlet is also on the back
panel, to replace whatever outlet is
used by the Phase Coupled Activator.
I

Control Layout
The Audio Control unit has a neat looking front panel with gray designations on a charcoal background, quite
easy to read in most lighting. At the left
is the very large, center-detented "Detection Ratio" knob. Normal PCA action is obtained at its center position,
minimum effect with a counterclockwise rotation to the " 200%" setting,
and maximum effect with a clockwise
expect that
rotation to "+200%."
most users won't pay much, if any,
attention to the percentage scale; most
will use the center position as a starting point and turn up or down for the
desired sound.
Located to the right, along an inset
panel, are four pushbutton switches:
"Digital Restoration," "Input Circuit Select" ("Hi Fi/Video Audio"), "External
Processor Loop," and "Low Frequency
Output." To the right of this last switch
is the subwoofer "Low Frequency Level/Hi-Low Balance" control, a good-

rocker -type "Power" switch located at
the upper right of the front panel.
The unit is rack -mountable, and
there are handles which can be of
help. It is just under two EIA Standard
rack spaces high (31/2 inches), but the
mounting holes are not standard for
that height, actually matching the single-space (13/4 -inch) dimension. Audio
Control says the unit is designed to
mount in the middle of a 31/2 -inch
space, so it won't get in the way of
other components. However, on two of
my three racks, the hole spacing
makes the unit extend into the rack
spaces both above and below, which
could be inconvenient when it's mounted with other equipment having EIA
Standard hole spacings.
Along the back panel are the input
and output jacks. The labelling for the
stereo jack pairs making up the "Main
PCA Connection" is unusual but very
helpful: Labels above the jacks name
the source of termination of the cables,
and those on the bottom give the designations for the unit's inputs and output. Along the top row, labels are:
"From Main Hi Fi Tape Output/From
Video Audio Output/To Tape Input."
Along the bottom, they are: "Main In-

2-Effect of Activator on
broad -band noise with bass rolled
off (see text). From top to bottom:
With restoration control at
maximum, with control at center
detent, with control at minimum,
and with restoration switched out.
Traces have been shifted vertically
to separate bottom -end responses.
(Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.)
Fig.

sized, slotted -button knob, easily
turned with a coin or thumbnail. The
center of rotation ("0") is detented for
easy setting at the same level as the
high -frequency output. The minimum
subwoofer level (-12 dB) position is
labelled
and the maximum (+ 12
dB) point is marked "+." A small red
"Power" indicator just to the right of
this control turns on with use of the

"-"

Removal of the top cover revealed
that all circuitry, with the exception of
the power transformer, is contained on
one large p.c. board, about two-thirds
the size of the chassis. The soldering
on the bottom of the board was very
good to excellent. No parts were identified, and the markings were rubbed
off all of the ICs-indicative of the manufacturer's desire to protect its design.
There was a rectangular black box labelled "Precision Phase -Coupled Discriminator" and bearing a warning that
removal would void the warranty. noted the small resistor -network module in
the crossover section, plugged into a
14 -pin DIP socket. The transformer
was mounted at an angle on the inside
I
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THE NOISE.

Computers have allowed EPI
engineers to evaluate new aspects of
speaker performance and push
noise/distortion to an all-time low.
The new computer -tested EPI Time/
Energy Series speakers separate the
instruments so you can hear the parts
as well as the sum.

Their sound is crystal clear, uncolored
and more natural than ever.
COMPUTERS DISCOVER THE
MISSING LINK. Using computers,

EPI engineers
discovered that
conventional
speakers don't
reproduce short

continued to produce sound long after
the signal had ended. We call this
Time/Energy distortion.

CLOSER THAN EVER TO PURE
SOUND. One discovery led to another
and it didn't stop until EPI engineers
had developed tweeter diaphragms
and woofer cones made of new ma-

terials formed into new shapes. EPI
engineers even developed a special
bonding process and special tools and
fixtures to laminate together the cone
layers with an ideal combination of
stiffness and damping. The result is

signals cleanly.
Since this
type of signal is particularly relevant
to the ear's ability to recognize sound
it was a profound discovery.

drivers that stop producing sound
almost immediately after the signal
from the amplifier ends. The benefits
are distortion -free sound from solo
instruments, and superb detail and a
sense of separation from groups of
instrument2.
T ie EPI Time/
Er-ergy Series

represents
the most

dramatic improvement in the fundamental fidelity of our speakers in the
entire historyof EPI. Now we know
what computers are good for.

TIME/ENERGY SERIES

A NEW SOURCE OF DISTORTION.

When conventional high quality
speakers were tested with very short
signals the computer showed they

Epicure Products, I nc., Nevvburypont, A1A 01950
(800) 2e'5-7932 In MA (800) 892-0565
A
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Even at minimum setting,
there is some boost from
the PCA circuit. Maximum
boost seems a bit much,
but it could be worthwhile
for certain speakers.
was no effect that could hear with FM,
so tried a record, and the extension of
lowest bass was immediately apparent. My confusion and frustration ended when gave my tuner a second look
and noticed that it was set for mono. I
went back to FM, in stereo mode this
time, and then the PCA became operational. Apparently, the circuits do not
work with monaural signals at the hi-fi
inputs.
Since the manual did not mention
this,
experimented further. First,
checked to see how much stereo information was available from FM and records. I compared the L + R and L
signals from several FM stations and
quite a few LPs, feeding both signals
to a Y3-octave RTA. Figure 1 shows the
results of this test for an FM pop/rock
station. Over most of the RTA's bands,
the spread between the sum and difference signals averages about 8 dB.
(The vertical spreading in each of the
band levels shows variations in the music's frequency content over the time
the sample was taken.) Examination of
other stations and of LPs yielded similar results. My general conclusion was
that most sources of reasonable quality have a strong stereo component
down to low frequencies.
Next, tried various combinations of
in -phase and reversed -polarity noise
signals at both the hi-fi and audio/video inputs. From this, confirmed that
the restoration system required stereo
signals only when the hi-fi inputs were
used but would work with either mono
or stereo signals on the audio/video
inputs.
A low -end roll -off of a broad -band
pink -noise source was added with the
use of a Tascam PE40 equalizer, using
both the 60 -Hz, 18-dB/octave filter and
the 160 -Hz, 6-dB/octave filter. Figure 2
presents, from bottom to top, the responses resulting with restoration off,
with restoration on at minimum setting,
with restoration on at center position,
and with restoration on at maximum
setting. The traces were purposely
shifted vertically to separate the bottom -end responses.
A change was made to a UREI 562
feedback suppressor, and its 12 -dB/
octave high-pass filter was set to 80
Hz. Figure 3 shows a close-up of the
PCA effects, covering just the bands
from 25 to 160 Hz. It can be seen that
I

I

1

I

Fig.

I

I

3-Close-up of Activator's

action from 25 to 160 Hz using pink
noise rolled off 12 dB/octave below
80 Hz. From top to bottom: With
restoration control at maximum,
with control at center detent, with
control at minimum, and original
signal with restoration switched
out. (Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.)

-R

I

f

I

Fig. 4-Generation of harmonics for
a 55-Hz tone input. Traces show
results without Activator (55 -Hz
tone alone), and with Activator set
at minimum and maximum. See
text. (Scales: Horizontal, 0 to 200
Hz, 20 Hz/div.; vertical, 10 dB/div.)

of the back panel-for minimum hum,
no doubt-and a line fuse in clips was
next to it.

Measurements
To start off, wanted to listen to what
the Phase Coupled Activator might do.
My system was already set for FM, so
patched as needed and switched the
restoration circuit in and out. There
I

I
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even at minimum setting, there is some
boosting from the system. The maximum boost seems a bit much, but this
could be worthwhile depending on the
particular speakers in use. It should be
noted here that part of the PCA design
is a 36-dB/octave high-pass filter at 25
Hz to prevent the generation of un-

wanted-and possibly damagingvery low -frequency components.
A swept -frequency run from 0 to 200
Hz proved that there is no simple
boosting of individual tones. Figure 4
shows, however, the effects of digital
restoration on a 55 -Hz (Al) tone: There
is no change in the 55 -Hz level, whatever the restoration -control setting.
There is, however, generation of a
27.5 -Hz subharmonic, which becomes
the new fundamental (A0), as it were.
Thus, 55 Hz becomes the second harmonic, 82.5 Hz is generated as a new
third harmonic, 137.5 Hz is generated
as a new fifth harmonic, and 192.5 Hz
is the new seventh harmonic. The even
harmonics are not generated, since
these would already be present in a
real musical 55 -Hz note. The levels of
all the newly generated components
do go up and down with the setting of
the restoration control. Figure 5 demonstrates the similar relationships with
a 45 -Hz test tone. The synthesized
22.5 -Hz level is lower than that for 27.5
Hz in the previous test, primarily because of the sharp 25 -Hz roll -off.
Response to a 55 -Hz, 350-mS tone
burst with the detection -ratio control
centered is shown in Fig. 6. The top
trace is the test signal, and the bottom
trace reveals that two cycles of 55 Hz
were required to generate the 27.5 -Hz
component. About five cycles at the
lower frequency were required to dissipate the stored energy. These illustrations help to give a general understanding of what PCA does, but such a
circuit must pass the listening testswhich will be covered later.
Harmonic distortion was only
0.0028% or less from 50 Hz up, and
just slightly higher than that at 20 kHz.
The signal-to-noise ratio was 117.6
dBA referred to the maximum nonclipV, it
ping output, 6.7 V. Relative to
was 101 dBA. Performance of the
crossover section was on a par with
the above. Close examination with a
1

spectrum analyzer indicated that
switching in the restoration caused a
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THE BALANCE

OF POWER.
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The need for power Is undeniable. But raw power is no neasure of
a great amplifier. At Sumo, we recognized the need but approached the problem In a new way The result is a differential
amplifier employing a unique full wave balanced bridge output
circuit. This provides Impressive statistics as well as awesome perfor-

mance.
The power

200 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms at 0.05%
no current limiting. As a consequence Andromeda is
capable of delivering 80 amp peaks at 1 ohm instantaneously.
Music has definition and detail. Sonic texture is smooth and transparent. Bass is tight, mid -range natural, and highs clean. Instrumental timbre is accurate through the top two octaves. Soundstage is
wide, Instrument placement consistent. The reviews are consistent
too. Your Sumo dealer will show them to you.
Among the select group of dealers showing the Sumo Andromeda
THD.

There

is

is

are:

GILL CUSTOM HOUSE

95th St.
Polo:: Heights, IL 60453
Tel 312/598-2400
8313 West

SECOND SOUND
1875 S.

Broadway

Deriver, CO 80201
Tel. 303/777-4449

ar-1oromoa
21300 Superior

St.

Chatsworth, CA

91311

by

8181407-2427

In music listening, PCA
generated no sounds that
I'd call unmusical, but
there was a need to vary
the exact setting for best
results with each source.
very slight increase in noise, but only
at the lowest frequencies, and with no
effect on dBA readings.
Output impedances were all quite
low: 152 ohms for main, 168 ohms for
the crossover's low -frequency output,
and 153 ohms for the high -frequency
output. Input impedances were satisfactorily high; they measured 95 kilohms, 86 kilohms, and 21 kilohms for
the main hi-fi input, the video -audio
input, and the crossover input, respectively. The PCA-section frequency response was down 0.5 dB at 30 Hz, 0.1
dB at 20 kHz, and 3 dB at 106 kHz.
The subsonic filter's roll -off was 1 dB at
28 Hz, 3 dB at 24 Hz, 10 dB at 18 Hz,
and 15 dB at 15 Hz.
The low -frequency output of the
crossover was 3 dB down at 1.4 and
85 Hz, and the high -frequency output
was 3 dB down at 86 Hz and 71 kHz.
The responses were down 0.4 dB at 20
Hz and 0.3 dB at 20 kHz. Figure 7
shows the responses of the crossover
in series with the PCA circuit, the subsonic filter of which causes the very
sharp low -frequency roll -off. The low frequency responses are shown at
matched gain/maximum low -frequency
output (+13.5 dB) and at minimum
gain ( -13.8 dB). The specified 18 -dB/
octave slopes are confirmed in this figure, which looks a bit different from
usual because the frequency scale
that was used is linear (20 Hz/div.)
rather than logarithmic.
With a sine wave fed to both inputs
(L + R), external voltage addition of
the low- and high -frequency outputs
resulted in a voltage rise in the crossover region, to a maximum of +3 dB
right at the crossover point. With a
pink -noise test signal, the summed response was flat on the RTA. These
results indicate that there might be a
relatively higher sound pressure level
at the crossover point in the direct
wave from the speaker system, but that
the power response is flat for that onethird octave.

Use and Listening Tests
The owner's manual continues Audio
Control's humorous approach to informing and guiding the user. find this
tell -it -like -it -is attitude refreshing, and
there is little confusion in the well -detailed text. The illustrations serve the
purpose, but they are just adequate.
I
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Fig. 5-Same as Fig. 4 but with
45 -Hz tone input. Note the lower
level of the generated fundamental
and the consequently lower level of
generated harmonics. See text.

Fig. 6-Response of the PCA circuit
(medium setting) to 55 -Hz, 350-mS
tone burst. See text. (Horizontal

scale: 50 mS/div.)

All of the controls were completely reliable during use, and their arrangement

seemed quite logical.
My regular loudspeakers, JBL
4411s, have a good low -end response,
added a Triad HSW-300 sub but
woofer with built-in amplifier to aid the
assessment of the Phase Coupled Actried all possible configurativator.
tions: Biamping, using the crossover to
feed the highs to my Hafler amplifier
and the JBLs, and the lows to the Triad; full range to the JBLs and the low frequency output to the Triad; and full
range from the Hafler to both the JBLs
and the Triad, with the subwoofer's
own high -cut filter providing its high frequency cutoff. used the last combination the most, as it was the most
convenient both for subwoofer positioning and connections and for keeping the subwoofer's relative volume the
same, whatever the overall volume.
Listening is an emphatic requirement for assessing such combinations,
and tried many types of material over
a considerable period of time. At first, it
was all too easy to try settings that
generated exaggerated bass, but the
results remained quite musical, particularly for pop and rock, in the opinion
of a number of listeners. With the sub woofer turned completely off and the
"Detection Ratio" control set at its center position, the changes in the character of the music were judged to be
pleasurable and musical. With the sub I

I

I

Fig. 7-Swept-frequency responses
of crossover high- and low frequency outputs (restoration
circuits inactive). Low-frequency
response (three traces at left)
shown with maximum gain (top),
matched output (middle), and
minimum gain (bottom). Fourth
trace, intersecting the others, is
high -frequency response. See text.
(Scales: Same as Fig. 4.)

I

woofer volume turned up, there was a
period of trial and error needed to find
the combinations of digital restoration
and subwoofer volume which gave the
best sound for various types of music.
ended up setting the restoration ratio
at about
60% to 20% for pop and
rock music and -150% to -60% for
classical music, and adjusting the sub woofer level to blend well with the main
I

-

-
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The cost of this unit is
very reasonable for its
restoration of the bottom
11/2 octaves, whose absence
is obvious with PCA off.

some talk programs with low-pitched
male voices. If it was more than momentary, switched the restoration off.
did like hearing the low growl from
double basses, notable for its absence
from most classical recordings when
the PCA circuit is not used. Many pop/
rock selections, too, became much
more concertlike in character with
PCA. With its well thought-out "Detection Ratio" control, this unit provides a
wide range of compensation for the
limited low -frequency energy of many
sources. It can, to a considerable extent, compensate for loudspeaker roll off, b.Jt a subwoofer would be in order
in many cases to take the most advantage of what PCA does. Just to make
that easy, Audio Control includes a
crossover with a helpful low -frequency
output control. Even if this facility is not
used. the cost of the Phase Coupled
Activator is very reasonable for its restoration of the bottom 1 Y2 octaves-the
loss of which is obvious when PCA is
switched off.
Howard A. Roberson
I
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The rear panel labelling of jacks is unusual in its detail,
but very helpful in preventing hookup errors.

speakers when the restoration was
turned off.
In all of the music listening, there
was ro generation of anything that
immediately thought of as unmusical,
but there was a need to vary the exact
setting fom source to source to get the
most satisfying results. This showed
I

the considerable variation that exists
from record to record, for example, in
the amoun: of roll -off applied to the
original. But rarely did detect unlikely
low bass added to the main musical
sound. A rrlore common, but still infrequent, negative effect was a lowpitched "groan" that appeared during
I

Discwashergets the grubbies out of your grooves.
The Discwasher®
D4 -1 -TM Record Care
System features a unique

91G9í

disc-washer

-

Stylus Care System
loosens and wipes away
all damaging contaminants. Gently and
thoroughly.
Discwasher is the
technological leader in
keeping your records
and equipment in top
condition. Discwasher,
4309 Transworld Road,
Schiller Park, IL 60176.

fluid and special directional micro -fiber pad b
clean your records safe)y
and effectively. It picks
up the grubbies withou:
leaving behind any
residue.
For your stylus,
Disewasher® SC-2TM1

Find out what we can do for your tape,
compact disc and video equipment, too!
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In an effort to push past the
boundaries of conventional ampli-

form an extraordinary hybrid circuit which delivers sound so clear,
fication technology and design,
so pure and accurate, it's virtually
Luxman engineers took a daring
indistinguishable from an original
step back, and rediscovered the
live performance.
vacuum tube.
Of course the real test, is to turn
The result-Luxman's LV-105
on a Brid amplifier and hear it perand LV-103 Brid Amplifiers.Their
form for yourself.
design is so advanced it took 1985's
At once, your ears are treated to
prestigious "Good Design Award"
smooth and natural, three dimenfrom the Japanese Ministry of
sional sound .You hear the subtleties
International Trade and Industry
of instruments.You hear extended
They are the world's first "hybrid"
highs and lows. And you hear a
amplifiers combining
warmth and fullness of
tro
warm,
the
rich sound of
that's truly music
vacuum tubes, with the
worlds first to the ears.
power of transistors.
And to create a corn hybrid
Indeed over the
audio and video
audio en ineers h avéb een
performancep in your
searching for a designin
ome, the LV-10 incoramplification that would reproduce porates a Professional Grade video
that elusive quality of sound called, amplifier. It improves both TV piclive performance.
ture and VCR recording quality. So
To create such a design, our enyou get as much pleasure viewing,
gineers didn't simply fine tune solid as you do listening with a Brid.
state components, but drew upon
At Luxman, our engineers took
Luxman's 60 years of vacuum tube a bold step back to achieve a rare
technology and found the 6CG7A standard of audio/video excellence.
Twin Triode tube. A distinction that Now you can take a remarkable
makes the Brid Amplifiers nothing
step forward and enhance your
less than pure listening pleasure.
listening and viewing pleasure with
Examine the inner workLuxman's LV-105 and LV-103
LIJXMAN
ings of the Brid design.You'11
Brid Series Amplifiers.
find Twin Triode
For more
iAmar
tubes perfectly
----'
'_
info 'nation
matched with
just call toll
___
MOSFET high
"
-; free 1-800speed semicon`Jl
4-LUXMAN.
i
m
r,
Luxman/A Division of
ductors.
Alpine Electronics of America,
19145 Gramercy Place,
Together
Torrance, California 90501
s
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CARVER TUNER TECHNOLOGY
TAKES TO THE ROAD.

Each deck employs the same AsymINTRODUCING THE ONLY AM/FM TUNER/
metrical Charge -Coupled FM Detection
CASSETTE DECKS CAPABLE OF CUTTING
circuitry as Carver's revolutionary TX-11a
MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE UP TO 92.9%!
home tuner, along with an ingenious autoFROM CARVER, NATURALLY.
matic computer logic-controlled antenna
The new TX -Seven and TX -Nine auto- switching system that further vanquishes
multipath distortion.
reverse AM/FM tuner/cassette audiophile
In point of fact, no other autosound
decks represent yet another example of
tuner/cassette decks in the world- regardless
Carver's ability to solve previously insoluble
audio problems and deliver you more musi- of price- even begin to approach the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine's ability to maintain a hiss -free,
cal enjoyment

glitch -free, interference -free M listening
environment in your car.
Both also possess a niultitüde of other
useful, state-of-the-art features which will recommend them to the most discriminating
autosound audiophile.

COLLIDING WITH MULTIPATH DISTORTION.
By its very definition as a moving
reception point a car's FM tuner constantly
falls prey to signal reflections from hills, sky-

scrapers, bridges and even other vehicles.
These extra phase modulating signals trick
conventional tuners into producing audible
sounds we call multipath.
Startling outbursts of clicks, pops,

"picket fencing" and other rude and indescribable sounds.

The trouble is, by its very nature, multi path distortion cannot be cured by conventional circuit "improvements" In fact, the better
an autosound tuner is, the more faithfully it is
deceived into converting phase modulation
into ghastly -sounding interruptions in your
favorite station.

delivers a net noise and distortion reduction
of 92 9%: Together, they set a new standard
for clear, clean FM autosound reproduction.
THE MULTIPATH MARATHON: REAL WORLD
CONFIRMATION IN THE MISTS OF THE

NORTHWEST.

Bob Carver is both a theorist and a
practical inventor. Circuits that work on paper
get exhaustively tested in the field before
release.
So he assigned a hapless engineer to

map out the ultimate multipath-ridden route
for confirmation of the TX-Seven and TX Nine's special circuitry. With mountains, hills,
huge evergreen trees, skyscrapers, large steel
bridges, good robust traffic jams and a few
assorted six -story-tall Boeing hangars, it didn't
take long to map out a 6 -mile course that
could regularly deliver at least 287separate
multipath occurrences.
Engaging the Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Detection circuit and automatic
antenna switching reduced occurrences to an
average of two during the same 6 -mile course
while listening to the same stations!
Although results may vary in your locale,
the same 90+% reduction in multipath has
been confirmed in other widely diverse portions of the U.S.: The TX -Seven and TX-Nine
work, and work well.
-

COMPUTER LOGIC -CONTROLLED DIVERSITY
ANTENNA SWITCHING DRIVES AROUND

MULTIPATN.
One way to get temporary relief from
interference at home is to move the antenna
around slightly. That is in effect what the
Carver TX -Seven and TX-Nine do with sophisticated circuitry in your car. Instead of physically moving one antenna, they turn your rear
defroster into a second separate antenna, 180
degrees out of phase with the first. When
multipath occurs, a special smart circuit
automatically switches (at the speed of light)
to the other antenna, automatically correcting
phase and eliminating the multipath before
you ever hear it. In serious cases, the circuit
actually uses both antenna inputs at once,
deriving a signal through sum and difference
principles.
ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE -COUPLED
FM DETECTION CIRCUITRY BRINGS
IT ON HOME.

\
\\

What little multipath distortion gets
through the TX-Seven and TX -Nine's unique
smart antenna system runs headlong into the
remarkable tuner innovation High Fidelity
Magazine described as "distinguished (by) its
ability to pull clean, noise -free sound out of
weak or multipath-ridden signals"
It specially treats the critical, multipathprone left-minus -right (L -R) signal with a
Charge -Coupled circuit that detects "dirty mirror image" signals and cancels them before
they can reach your ears. Then the Leading
Edge Detector circuit processes the final 5%
of the L-R and interleaves it with the tuner's
\receiver matrix.
Alone, without antenna diversity switching, the TX -Seven and TX-Nine's Asymmetrir,al Charge -Coupled FM Detection Circuit

\

IT1\7

and four-way fader controls and a full function LCD display with night illumination.
All operations are signaled with a gentle
"beep" that keeps your eyes on the road, not
on the compact, ergonomically -styled deck.

There's even a security code system that
renders the TX -Seven or TX -Nine inoperable
to anyone but you (and a window sticker to
impart this discouraging information to others).
Or, if you prefer, use the quick removal
system that slips out your TX -Seven or
TX -Nine in seconds for storage in trunk
or house.
THE BEGINNING OF THE PERFECT
AUTOSOUND LISTENING ENVIRONMENT.

Out of the hundreds of tuner/cassette
models currently available, only the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine deliver home-stereo quality FM
in your car. They achieve it with unique technology. And they are built to outlast your car,
no matter what kind of climate you live in.
Coupled with a clean amplifier, such as
The Carver M-240 Car Amplifier and state-ofthe-art speakers, your ability to transform your
car into a concert hall is almost unlimited.
We urge you to audition the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine at your Carver dealer soon. They
can put you in the driver's seat of a unique,
interference -free musical experience.

c:'iJ
'i

OTHER REMARKABLE TUNING
FEATURES, TOO.

First, the TX-Seven and TX-Nine also
receive Long Wave and Short Wave stations.
And of course, both tuner/cassette decks
have plenty of random presets...you can tune
any fifteen AM, FM, SW or LW stations quickly
for instant recall. Plus auto -scan and manual
tuning.
But they also have a system that makes
setting up all fifteen presets virtually instantaneous. Just press the button marked BEST
and the tuner's logic circuitry will automatically
select the fifteen cleanest, strongest signals
and lock them in on the presets!

And that's in addition to your fifteen individual random presets.
As with all Carver products, the
TX-Seven and TX -Nine do not sacrifice ease
of use for useless, complicated frills. Instead,
they answer every possible need without
resorting to elf -sized buttons or glitzy flashing
light displays.

Their metal-compatible, Dolby NR,
auto -reverse cassette sections rival any in the
world. Both the TX -Seven and TX -Nine have
separate bass, treble, balance and loudness

I
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THE TX -SEVEN AND TX- NINE

0

TUNER Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Stereo Detector 0
Automatic Computer-Controlled Diversity Antenna Switching 0 AM.
FM, Long Wave and Short Wave Bands 0 15 Random Presets 0
BEST Circuit for Auto-Selection of 15 Strongest Stations (in addition
to 15indiwdual presets) 0 Preset Frequency Auto-search 0 Auto scan Tuning 0 Manual Tuning 0 LCD Frequency Read-out.
CASSETTE' 0 Auto -reverse 0 Programmable Music Search (TX -Nine
only)0 Computer Logic Activated Controls 0 Dolby B NR 0 Dolby C
NR (T)(Nine only) 0 Metal Tape Bias Selector. GENERAL 0 Security Code System 0 Audible Confirmation of All Functions 0 Separate Sass, Treble, Balance and Loudness Controls 0 Full -function
LCD Readout w/Night Illumination 0 CD Line Level Input (TX-Nine
only; 0 Quick Release Removal System 0 Year Warranty
SPECIFICATIONS: 0 Tuner S/N, -76d8 0 S/N-65dB with
Dolby B NR,JDd B with Dolby C NR 0 Tape Frequency
Response 20 Hz -15 kHz 0 Dimensions.180mm W x 51 mm H
x16C+mm D(DIN mount)

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

Corporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
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SP -11 PREAMP
Company Address:

6801

Creek Pkwy., Minneapolis,
55430.
For literature, circle No. 93
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William Z. Johnson and Audio Research, the company he heads, have
helped define the state of the art in
can
high -end audio for as long as
remember. Johnson, perhaps more
than any other single man, has been
responsible for creating the renaissance in tube electronics. His pream-
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plifiers and amplifiers have long
ranked as some of the best equipment
available, and virtually every experienced high -end audiophile has owned
or coveted at least a single piece of
Audio Research gear over the years.
Johnson's new SP -11 preamp is
both Audio Research's latest attempt
to maintain their pre-eminence and an
effort to redefine the state of the art. A
no -holds -barred product which costs
$4,900, the SP -11 is a departure for
Audio Research in that it is not a pure
tube design but a hybrid which uses
both tube and FET transistor technology. Johnson feels that this hybrid provides more linearity, higher gain, and a
better signal-to-noise ratio than he has
been able to achieve in pure tube designs, and still allows him to preserve
the transparency and sweetness of the
best tube circuits. Judging from the
sound, Johnson achieves these objectives. Further, the hybrid technology
gives the SP-11 freedom from most of
the problems rising from tube wear
and sensitivity to microphonics.
The SP -11 is well styled and physically impressive. It consists of two
identically sized, rack -mountable units,
available in silver gray with black lettering or in black with white lettering. One
unit contains the power supply and has
a.c. power switching for the preamp,
for the power amp, and for other electronics in the system. The power -supply unit uses a high-grade toroidal
power transformer to minimize its hum
field and solid-state components. It is
fused, and, like the rest of the SP -11,
looks more like an expensive piece of
92

defense electronics than a piece of
consumer gear where cosmetics was
the designer's primary concern.
The power unit is connected by a
heavy plug-in power cable to the
preamp unit, which has virtually every
feature the most demanding high -end
audiophile could desire. The SP -11
has exceptionally high -quality gain,
level, and balance controls; among its
switching features are a mode switch
with a full range of options (including
mono and stereo reverse) and an input
switch with one phono and four highlevel inputs. There is also a switch to
vary loading of phono cartridges
(47,000, 100, 30, 10, and 3 ohms), a
phase -reversal switch, a mute control,
full facilities for two tape recorders,
and a subsonic phono filter switch.
Unlike most equipment, the SP -11
even has an interesting rear panel. For
all audio inputs and outpu:s, it uses
Tiffany phono jacks that make their
"ground" connections before the "hot"
connections are made. This feature, a
potential system -saver, eliminates the
risk that destructive bangs will occur if

you pull a cable out by accident. The
range of inputs is well thought out and
should meet virtually every system
need. The unique range of outputs includes two main outputs (for systems
with multiple amplifiers), a phase -inverted output (which is useful for some
biamped systems), and a direct output
which comes directly from the line buffer and bypasses the toggle switches.
This direct output is part of a whole
series of options, including a complex
mix of gain controls and bypass 'acilities, which allows the user to decide
how many-or how few-controls are
in the signal path. The SP -11 is the first
preamp to be designed to let the user
make all the choices, either striving for
perfect transparency at the cost of
convenience, or opting for all the controls he needs for the very most complex system.
As always, it is the sound that
counts, and the SP-11 is an outstanding performer in every respect. Tnis is
a preamp that takes a full day of warmup to reach its best, and should be left
on at all times. Once it is warmed up
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986
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Continues to define the state -of-the art .. .
Introducing The Bryston 12B Pre -Amplifier
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"The Bryston 12B preamplifier; uncommonly flexible, startlingly musical.
Bryston has, for more than
a decade, built the finest

audio equipment.
Our amplifiers and preamplifiers
have always met the needs of the
most sophisticated audiophile
systems. Bryston's new 12B
preamplifier continues this
tradition.
New methods of storing and
processing audio signals are
making greater demands on the
accuracy, noise floor, headroom,

and flexibility of your audio
In

system. The Bryston 12B is a
control preamplifier designed for
the present, and future expansion
of that system.
We have equipped the Bryston
12B to accept seven separate

sources including both moving
coil and moving magnet pnono
cartridges, compact disc, tuner, two
tape decks (with full dubbing in

both directions), and an extra
auxiliary input.

57 Westmore Dr.,
(416) 746-0300

We invite you to experience
the Bryston 12B preamplifier;
uncommonly flexible, startlingly
musical.

Bryston's unique and innovative
circuitry has been even further

Canada:
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MARKETING LTD.
Rexdale. Ontario, Canada M9V
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refined for greater signal-to-noise
ratio, closer adherence to equalization standards, and headroom
which cannot be exceeded by any
commercially available signal. The
result is a further advance of
Bryston's high standard for lucid
transparency and clarity of
musical reproduction.

the United States:
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4. Berlin.

Monpelier, Vermont 05602
(802)223.6159
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The SP -11 is a hybrid
design combining tubes
and transistors. The intent
is to yield higher gain and
better S/N while still
preserving transparency.
The SP -11's specifications are imand left on, the SP -11 performs so well
that there is very little sound character pressive-±0.2 dB RIAA phono
to describe. As is the case with each equalization accuracy, distortion levels
major step forward in audio electron- ranging from 0.001% to 0.005%, bandics, one is not aware of coloration but width from 0.2 Hz to greater than 250
rather the fact that the SP -11 consis- kHz-but these tell only part of the
tently reveals more musical information story. The SP -11 also meets every subthan virtually all of its competitors.
jective test for which reviewers have

adjectives: Transparency; imaging,
depth, and sound -stage height and
width; treble, midrange and bass transient response, and sweetness. The
only way to say something meaningful
about the sound of the SP -11 is to
make comparisons, and only two other
preamplifiers have yet heard are rivals. One is the Krell KRS and the other
I

is the Cello.
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THE CRITICS AGREE:

HI FI CHOICE' Best

ir

Buys" RA820,
RAP2OBX, RA870,

RBf70
WHAT HI FI? Awards

winier 1985, RA840BX
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WHAT HI FI?
(RA820BX) "Rote! have
provided hl -fi eathusiasts and tie

casJal buyer alike with
an emplifie[to:ake

you- breath away.

I,.r
'

.

A

very deserving award
winier (best amplifier,
1983)."
HI FI FOR PLEASURE

Gala RA820BX"a
remarkable Iltta
amplifier whicr shows

theºompetitio a clean

y9

pale of heels. It s a gem

tha- can only further
'enhance Rotel's reputatior_" Their verdict on
theRP850 turn -able?
"Rctel has pullad the
rug from under -the
competition wl:h a

4.40

good sounding turn tab a -arm combination
offering splendid value
for :he money."
STEREO REVIEW sums
up -heir test of
RA1170(RB870 ()ridged):
I"Ws cannot recall see,ing any other lategrated amplifier tl at can
jma ch its distinctly

abcve-average power-

out>ut capaciti."
IAU)IO MAGAZINE:
"Aryone, even -the most
,jud3emental o- golden lean, should fled the
soLnd reproduction
,quality of the RC870
(Pre -amp) to be beyond
reproach."
GRAND PRIX AWARD 1986
HI-FI Product Of TheYear.
RA320BX Amp
HI -Fl? Magazine
HierWI-AT

rT",t

alo N.Y. 4240 U.S.A..416) 297-0599

`Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

Perhaps the best test of the SP -11's
outstanding performance is of its highlevel stage. The rise of the CD player is
gradually redefining the role of the
preamp. For years, all that most high end audiophiles really cared about
was the performance from phono input
to preamp output. The use of CD players has revealed, however, that many
very expensive and much -praised preamplifiers introduce sufficient coloration in their high-level stages so as to
sound noticeably worse than when CD
players are used to drive a power amplifier directly. To attack this problem,
a few CD

players-notably the new

Discrete Technology-provide gain
controls that allow you to eliminate the
preamp entirely.
The SP -11 is the only

preamplifier-

at any price-that have yet heard with
an active high-level stage that does not
add audible coloration to the audio
chain, compared to the use of a passive stage or the use of no preamplifier
at all. In many cases, it will do even
better. The SP -11's superb ability to
I

handle gain and balance so as to
match the CD player's dynamics to the
amplifier's often yields even better
subjective sound performance than
could be obtained if one bypassed the
preamp.
This level of performance is likely to
be the new standard for preamplifiers
regardless of whether it is CD or DAT
that wins the world's sweepstakes as
the premier post -analog signal source.
At the same time, the SP -11 also defines the state of the art as a phono
preamplifier. With the exception of the
Krell KRS and the Cello, it clearly outperforms any other preamplifier have
heard in two important ways. First, it
reveals more detail and information
through its phono inputs than competing preamps do. Second, over very
extended listening, it is consistently
more musically convincing, in many
small ways, with a wide range of mate I
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The superb performance of
this Audio Research unit
sets new standards for
preamps. One is not aware
of coloration but of how
revealing the SP -11 is.
The SP -11 consistently reveals
more of what is actually on the record-good, bad, or indifferent.
This superiority may not show up in
casual listening in a dealer's showroom or when the SP -11 is used with
other than the best high -end gear. It
will show up, however, if you take the
rial.

time to really listen to the differences
between components with several fa-

vorite records, using electronics and
speakers as revealing as the state of
the art allows. In fact, the SP -11 tells
the listener more about the components used with it than about its own
sound. It is more a reviewer's pream-

FOR THE
'JEER LOVE
"

OF MUSIC

plifier than a preamplifier to be reviewed. Put extremely simply, the SP 11 is accurate.
There are, however, some caveats
that must apply to this praise. First,
the SP -11 is a hybrid system, and it
does not have sufficient phono gain to
get the best out of the lowest output
moving -coil cartridges. It works perfectly with most top moving -coil contenders, including those from Clear audio, Monster Cable, Koetsu, Kiseki,
etc., but it lacks the gain to provide a
properly open and dynamic sound with
the lower output Ortofon, van den Hul,
and Audionote cartridges. You do
need to match your cartridge to this
preamplifier.
Second, you cannot simply plug the
SP -11 into your system and expect to
hear it at its best. It does need several
days of initial warm-up and break-in,
and then should be left on continuously. Fortunately, its design makes tube
performance noncritical and allows
long tube life, so this should not be a
problem. You will need to pay attention
to fine details, such as your choice in
interconnects; you will also have to experiment with the gain and level controls, to get the best mix of settings for
your system and to find out how many
control features you want to bypass.
My advice is to try to set the level
control so your usual gain setting is
between 10:00 and 2:00.
also would caution you about too
much purism in bypassing the SP -11's
control features. High -end audiophiles
sometimes fall so much in love with
detail and transparency that they forget about dynamic realism and the
sound stage. Very few systems and
very few recordings are so well balanced that you do not need to make at
least slight adjustments to the balance
control to lock in the sound stage and
get a truly natural mix of imaging and
dynamic contrasts from right to left.
Phase controls serve a purpose, and
some material-although not very
much-benefits significantly from reversing absolute phase. Sacrificing
signal-to-noise ratio in order to get
added purity at medium and high levels is a trade-off that should not always
be made. The SP-11 exists so you can
enjoy music, not sound. Ignore your
tweakier friends and use this preamp
accordingly. Anthony H. Cordesman
I

I

1

11

The Linn Index.
Everything you never expected
to find in a "budget" loudspeaker. High density %,"
vgroove cabim t construction. A
modified KEF bass driver and a
soli dome tweeter. Plus the same
90 amp u'iring and high quality
crossover components found in
most expensive sptakers.

Lint's

Uncompromised design. Quality construction.
Superb performance.

LINN

PRODUCTS

The Linn Index. It nu+st he heard.
Forhtrrlter 11/'r rarienrcontact: Audiophile Sy>terrts Ltd. N" 09 Ca:rl: Park Dr Indianapolis, 1.\' 46256
Aldburn Elesrronue 12- Amami,' Sneer Toronto, Ontario Canada .11 ik2.V4
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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Few things can equal the
excitement of a live performance. And listening to an album,
tape or CD at home was as
close as you could get. Until now.
Because BBE can make
your home music system
sound more live than it's
ever sounded before. It
does so by correcting
anomalies that occur
when the signal is sent
from the amplifier to the
speakers, distortion
inherent in every amplifier/speaker interface.
Technically, BBE restores
the proper harmonic structure
of sound, thereby correcting
amplitude and phase distortion.
But in aesthetic terms, BBE
enables you to hear more of
the extraordinary nuances and
subtleties that make listening
to a live performance so
uniquely satisfying.
BBE utilizes a unique
technology we've developed that
can improve any sound system
regardless of cost or design. It
increases the clarity, separation
and presence of any type of
music, from the most delicate
chamber music to powerful
big bands or rock groups. It also
works with or without EQ or

Y

other processing devices. And
the amplitude of BBE correction
can be adjusted for equipment
or room variations. BBE lets
you hear an accuracy of detail

B

.
ducers, radio stations and
concert sound engineers are
using BBE professional equipment to provide better quality
sound. Many experts believe BBE
will emerge as one of the
most important advances
in sound reproduction of
the last four decades
joining the ranks of FM,
stereo, and the compact
disc.

order your own
or for more information, call us toll free at
1-800-233-8346. In California, call 1-800-558-3963.
BBE is now also available at
To

BBE,

and a richness of texture that
you've never heard from your
sound system before.
Chances are you've already
heard BBE's remarkable effect.
More and more record pro -

r

1-800

II11

453-5700
hh' ;
In Utah 1800

I

500

want myW/í.

_

Send me
BBE 2002
unit(s) at $250 each
(CA residents add applitax US currency
only Additional charge for
rush shipping cetermined

cable

by destination Canadian
residents should write for

additional information )
(Please allow 4 ti weeks
for delivery)

7

1

All the sound you've never heard: M» BarcusBerry Electronics, Inc.
SSAO

Bolsa Ave

Enclosed is a check for $
Visa
MasterCard
Card

a

Signature

Suite 245

Huntington Beach. CA 92649

Or please charge to my:
American Express
Exp. date

'lblephone(

)

Name (print)

Address
City/State/Zip
AIO

Enter No.

many leading audio and hi fidelity stores. Or, if you prefer,
you can write for a free demonstration cassette tape and color
brochure.

on Reader Service Card

1986

Bucus Berry Elecnomcz

Inc

JAZZ & BLUES

SAX TRACKS
phrases, gnawing at rhythm changes
with his alto sax. The same goes for
Parker's "Yardbird Suite," with Braxton
riding the deft rhythm changes with
knotty thrusts and spins. His cover of
Thelonious Monk's "Ruby My Dear" is
respectful, but he intentionally falls all
over the Horace Silver ballad, "Nica's
Dream." Breathy lines smolder as if
he's in a lounge band playing the last
song for the last drunk.
Produced by veteran Michael Cuscuna, Seven Standards is clean and to
the point. Although Magenta is a subsidiary of Windham Hill, it has none of
that label's patented sheen. Seven
Standards is as good an "I told you so"
as Braxton could've devised for his detractors. Who said the avant-garde
can't swing? Now get back out into the
John Diliberto
vanguard, Anthony.

-

gm

1.41

Will Survive: Little Milton
Malaco 7427, $8.98.
Performance: B
Sound: B
Grits Ain't Groceries: Little Milton
Stax MPS -8529, $5.98.
Performance: B+
Sound: BBluesman Little Milton Campbell can
go toe-to -toe with a platoon of sidemen
and still emerge in charge of his mateI

s4

Seven Standards 1985, Volume II:
Anthony Braxton
Magenta MA -0205, $9.98.
Performance: B
Sound: Bhave
been a time of reThe '80s
trenchment and rediscovery for many
of the most brilliant iconoclasts of jazz.
The revolutionary Archie Shepp has
been playing blues and ballads for
years, Sun Ra has danced off the rings
of Saturn doing the "King Porter
Stomp," and young lions like Chico
Freeman and David Murray play bop
with the freshness of new invention.
Add to their numbers one of the music's most acerbic and theoretical
minds, Anthony Braxton.
Braxton's music has ranged from
twisting solo performances for multiple
reeds to works for three orchestras. His
ensembles and big bands were rife
with freewheeling improvisations and
98

N

complex arrangements that quoted
Bird and 'Trane as freely as they did
Cage and Stockhausen. Yet works like
New York, Fall 1974 and Creative Orchestra Music 1976 were suffused with
exuberance and taut emotions that remain vibrant more than a decade later.
In 1985, however, as this album reflects, Braxton dug into a bag of jazz
standards with a mainstream rhythm
section composed of pianist Hank
Jones, bassist Rufus Reid, and drummer Victor Lewis. To be sure, Braxton
has always been cognizant of jazz's
past, having used march forms in Creative Orchestra Music and taken a
blowtorch to Charlie Parker's "Donna
Lee." Seven Standards 1985, Volume
I1 finds him in a more deferential mood,
but there's no mistaking the Braxton
touch. He discovers hidden nooks and
crannies in Coltrane's "Moment's Notice," scurrying like a squirrel, worrying

rial. Like his major influences, B. B.
King and Bobby Bland, his gospel rooted voice is just too big to bury in

overblown arrangements.
Despite a string of hits on the Stax
label, Milton's fortunes waned after the
company folded in the mid -'70s. Now

a
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Little Milton's producers

wisely exercise restraint in
pairing this big -voiced
blues singer with a small
accompanying orchestra.

he's back with a set that finds him at
his peak, as the Jackson -based Malaco label seeks to follow Stax's trailblazing footsteps.
Unlike most bluesmen, Milton has
been quick to embrace lavish arrangements more common to urban funk
than to electric blues. His producers

understand that the key to pairing a
bluesman with a small orchestra is restraint. If an arrangement were to climax on each line while Milton wrestled
the nuance from every word, the result
wouldn't be high drama but a stifling,
exhausting ponderousness.
/ Will Survive features a parade of

.

i4lnrrpcnlun

Deutsche Grammophon
proudly announces

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
The Studio Recordings New York 1985

Reunion: Scott Cossu
Windham Hill WH-1049, $9.98.

Horowitz's first studio recording in over a decade
features his signature "Kreisleriana" and follows his
No. 1 Billboard Chart release "The Last Romantic".

t=1.

HpRr/.

LA))1\11R
The t:l.N R'

1

-

-

Sound: C +

-

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ
THE Srt'Dlo RECORDINGS

NEW YORK 19$.;

1"
/

.
-

rr
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n...LIL

The Studio

Recordings 1985 Schumann Kreisleriana
Scarlatti Sonatas L. 33 & 224 (K 87 & 1351
Liszt Impromptu in F Sharp Major Valse oubliée No.
Scriabin Etude in I) Sharp Minor Op. 8 No. 12
Schubert Impromptu in 8 Flat Major, D. 935 No. 3
Schubert/Tausig Marche militaire, D. 733 No. I

I

dá5í
DIGITAL AUDIO

Produced by
Thomas Frost.

Coming soon...Horowitz in Moscow.
ID

sidemen, but rarely do they try to
smother Milton. Moreover, the producers even leave room for his agile guitar
work. The lack of spontaneity in the
denser tracks is offset by such bouncing numbers as "It Just Goes to Show,"
in which the melody is carried by a
sprightly electric piano as a female trio
deftly chimes in on each chorus.
Milton's fans should enjoy comparing this disc with Grits Ain't Groceries,
a live club set cut in 1972 for Stax, but
only recently released on that label as
part of Fantasy's budget series.
Backed by his touring band and covering familiar ground, Milton packs an
emotional wallop equal to his best studio work. The necessarily minimal arrangements let you fully hear what a
wonderful voice he has, while the horn dominated band, led by his own guitar,
more than makes up in immediacy and
energy what it lacks in polish.
Roy Greenberg

1986 DG / PolyGram Classics, Inc.

Performance: C

Scott Cossu orchestrates crystalline
designs of sound from his acoustic piano. But like a filigree of frost on the
windowpane, as soon as the afternoon
sun comes along, the intricate patterns
are dissolved, and one would be hardpressed to remember what they were.
Reunion consists of melancholy tone
poems that flutter somewhere between
Pachelbel's cycles and Satie's simplicity. Accompanied by cellist Eugene
Friesen and others from the Windham
Hill stables, Cossu's liquid piano flows
effortlessly through these gentle compositions. The reflective mood is only
occasionally broken by enraptured soloing from Shadowfax's flamboyant violinist, Charles Bisharat, on "Moira"
and on "Wedding at Jenny Lake,"
which almost erupts into spontaneous
vamping before the fade-out.
Muted atmospheres dominate Reunion. The percussion seems to emanate from some distant shore, muffled
by the breeze of Friesen's cello on
"Sanibel." The overdubbed cello
choirs on "Gwenlaise" form a mist for
Cossu's dreamy lullaby, but like most
dreams, it's forgotten once it's over.
Scott Cossu has made some interesting recordings, notably Islands, but
100
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BETTER. MUCH BETTER. NONE BETTER.
Improving on the sonic performance of the Denon
DCD-1800 was no easy task, -considering that reviewers in the
U.S., West Germany, and Japan claim "never to have heard a
better sounding CD player." Yet Denon set out to build players
that exceed our original performance level and make them
more affordable.
N.' We began with the compact DCD-1000, a Denon CD
Player at an unthinkably low $379.95* Yet it includes Denon's
unique DDAC, the world's only digital -to -analog converter
that's handduned for reduced D/A transfer distortion. And it
has Denon's Real Time phase correction circuitry.

Better still is Denon's DCD-1100. This full-sized machine
has the same high-performance DDAC, the same Real Time
phase correction, and adds w reless remote control with a
10 -key pad for direct track access.
The deluxe DCD-1500 uses two separate 16 -bit DDAC
convertors (one for each channel), and computer -analyzed
linear-phase filtration for perfectly flat frequency response. Its
wireless remote even features volume adjustment.
Now, no matter how much or how little you plan to spend
for a CD Player, you can owr cne from the first name in digital
audio. De -ion.
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'Suggested retail price.

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service card

Denon America, Inc.,

27 law

Drive, Fairfield, N.J.
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Remarkably good sound,
emotive playing, and novel
sonic textures combine to
make Parallel Galaxy more
than just a curiosity.
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he seems unable to make the definitive
statement that will lift him above the
crowd of New Age ramblers. Reunion
is pleasant, but interchangeab'e with
numerous other recordings. No artist
should want that for his music.
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Parallel Galaxy: Emmett Chapman
Back Yard Records BYR1, $9. (Avail-
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able from Back Yard Records, 8320
Yucca Trail, Los Angeles, Cal. 90046.)
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TC308
Tuner/Auto-Reverse

Cassette Deck

No Current Limiting,
Stable to 2 ohms

Playtrim Circuitry
for Reference Playback
of any tape
Dolby^ B/C
Schotz-Engineered
Tuner Section
Theft -Proof Removable
DIN Chassis

Manufactured

CO Input

SF90 Staggered
Four Channel Power Amplifier
FRONT

-

15

watts

o 2,

2OHz-2OkHz, 4 ohms, 0.1p/o THD
REAR - 30 watts x 2
2OHz-20kHz, 4 ohms, 0.1°/o THD
Bridgeable Rear Amplifier
lo 80 watts Mono

in

USA

SUNDSTREAM
C
ARIZONA
Mesa -Stereo Center

Tuscon-CVssrc

Car Sounds

ARKANSAS
Hot Sprays -Your Car Stereo
Lmk ROc,-Your Car Stereo
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ber,e e, Unce Ra'Dn5
Dub 'n Va ey Auto An and Radio
Famed C &M Stereo Unhmted

Modesto-Paradyme
Monterey-Monterey Auto Stereo
Sacramento Paradyme
Saimaa -Sal has Car Stereo
Sam Bruno -RHO Auto Ram°
San

Frarosco-Sunset Car Audo
Custom Car *arms

San Jose-Century Stereo
Santa Rosa -Sunset Car Audio
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Matte m-Reus Systems

Bakerslr0-Audio Source

COLORADO

Bou'der-Bootee, Sound Gallery
Colorado SDnngS-Sunshine Audl
Denver-Ouallty Autosound
Englewood-E.ca'rbur
Ft Corms-Out ry
CONNECTICUT
Danbury -N Fr Stereo Consultants
Glastonbury -Auto F.Oedy

Greenwkn-Auto Sound
N Egg vado A Moonroots
New Haven-N Eng Rad o A Moonroots
FLORIDA
Coral Gables-Roleng Sounds

Daytona BeaoB-Stereotypes
Lauderdale-Speaker Warehouse
Garnesuse-Audo Orson
Huteah-Speake Warehouse
Ft

UIryw0ad-Speaker Warehouse
Wont-AudrO AdnsArs
Mum -Consumer Concepts
H

Lake

GEORGIA

Attana-Canunes
HAWAII

Nonolu'u-Island Sound

Amencan Car Stereo
Beverly N 115 Beverly H11H Auto Sound
Brea -Ca formaMoble Systems
Canoga Park-Ca f devry
Carson-Accurate Replacement
Costa Mesa -Car Fidelity
Caw,ry-Haas Auto Stereo
Enon as-North County Stereo

IDAHO

Encno-Car Feeley
Escondido -Nor County Audo

St

Bel flower

Gardena- Auto met os
Glendale -House of Natural Sound
Hermosa Beach-Auto Systems

HONwood-Car Frdehry
Inglewood -Teller 5 Audo

Lompoc -Coast Crtks
Long

Car Stereo

rBeeeacrrs-American
North HoltywoA P--Car Fidelity

Oceans.Oe-Auto Audio
San Subttel- AudrO Concept
Santa Barbara- Audis Vrsron
Santa Mona-Ad W aced Moak Sound
Car Fdelrty
Thousand Oaks-Psantom Eecrromu
Torrance- Parts MobPqund

Wes' Los Angeles -Puns MoblSound

A

R

A

ALABAMA
Auburn -Accurate Arid,
Humsnl a Campbells Audio Video

BO se -Stereo

Shoppe

U

MICHIGAN

Brrmnptem-Brrmmgrsam Auto Sound
MINNESOTA

Hop,ms-Tensponaton Electron.cs
M nneapo

s-Emertarnment Devgn

NEVADA
Las Vegas Sound Eaperence
Reno -Car Bud o
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Manchester -Campus WEr
NEW JERSEY

Cherry H. -Soundworks
East Brunswck-Highway Auden
East Hanover -Crown'

Edison-ZrDpo 5
Englewood-Udo s
Hasbrouck-Saddlebtook Stereo
Nonnlel-Beacon Custom Car
OAktyn-Subarban Auto RaS0
Paramus -Harvey Sound
Paramus -Leonard Rad o
Ramsey -The Rolling tone
Regeway-Gallery
SCotch Pa ns-Kanurks

ILUNOIS

Toms Rune -Rand s Camera

Aisrp-Car.tromcs

West Cardwell-Samm Sound

CM

cago-Moble H. Fr

Elmwood Park-Fnrshmo Touch
Holtman Estates-Sm lyStereo
Mt Prospect -Moon Must

Charles-Au'omolnelnstallaron

KANSAS
Lawrence -Sounds Great Car Stereo
KENTUCKY
Le. ngtan-Auto Sound

LOUISIANA
Lake Char es -Paul

s

MARYLAND
Rock, a-Auto Rado Center
Myer -Enron
MASSACHUSETTES
Boston -Nantucket Sound
B raintree-New ucat Sound
Haney -Sound nMoton
Hanover -Nantucket Sound

Hyannis-Nantucket Sound
Peabody -Nantucket Sound
Saugus -Nantucket Sound

2907 West 182nd Street

D

West Newton -Sale & Sound
Worcester -Sun and Sound

s

Wammgton-Atlantic AV
Custom Car WI

W nston-Sa em

OKLAHOMA
Tu

1111

.-Phonograph

OHIO

Mayhad Helms Rol mg Thunder
OREGON

Portland -C

J

s

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown -Moak HE,
Bryn Mawr -Goodman RadH
Prrladelphaa-Community Aura
Tepper s AutoSound
Pottstown -Custom AutoSound
Upper Darby -Perron Aul° Rado
SOUTH CAROUNA

Anderson-Broo,sh re
Cnartesron-Dashboard Stereo
Co'umba-Audio Acernatrves

Rnemead-Show me Stereo
Rochester -Sound Concept

Wee Plans -Harvey Sound

Redondo Beach

/

Nasnnik-H

Er Buyers
N.cnolsan s

TELAS

UTAH
Sat Lake Sty -Audis Technology

VIRGINIA
Fans Church -Myes

'E moo

Fredercksburg-Contemporary Sounds
Newman News -Sound Approach
Rtormond-Audio Eachanpe
RrOhmon0-AutoSound oa Vugme
Roanoke-Audle Center

Vrginu Beach-AudoCOnneckon
WASHINGTON
Tacoma The Stereo Shoppe
PUERTO RICO
Caguas Consume EleclrOnk Drstnbutoe

California 90278

Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card
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(nor, te-Canuncs

Dales -Earmark
Houston -Home Emena0medt
San Ancora-Auden Concepts

Huntington AB Car Stereo
Ithaca -Sound images
Manhasset( -H A M
Mirage -Emma a Mob* Electronics
Mt 105co-4-Jahee Sound
New York Dry -Haney S land
Stratrord Senora
Uhrasmen
Dcearsrde-Absolute Auto Sound

94

TENNESSEE

Add.soe-Earmark
Arlington -Vehicle Security Systems

East Meadow -Parkway

Gurgling inventions and exotic
sounds glide by as you float into Parallel Galaxy, the self -produced LP by
guitarist, astrologer, and inventor of
The Stick, Emmett Chapman. Chap man's Stick, heard on albums by King
Crimson, Peter Gabriel and Dire
Straits, is a stereo guitar of sorts, actually a 10 -stringed neck with five treble
and five bass strings. Melody, bass
and chords are fingered simultaneously by both hands, using the pickless
"tapping" technique popularized by
players like Eddie Van Halen and Stanley Jordan.
What makes this album more than a
curiosity is excellent, emotive musicianship coupled with novel sonic textures and remarkably good sound.
This was recorded "live" in the inventor's home studio without multi -tracking

Stereo
Durham -Dashboard Stereo
Hckory-Auto Sounc Master

Bron,-Bron. Midtown
Brooklyn-PHI s Auto Rado

EndroT-Teo' Auto Sound
Freeport -Royer 5 Car Stereo

A-

Chuane-Grama Car

Bayport-Classc Auto Sound
Bays core -Papa Ange o S Ca Rado
Commack-P,rrormance Car Stereo
Eastchester-Auto Concepts

Performance:

NORTH CAROLINA

NEW YORK

Albany -Mom

O

1

11

Sound: B+
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Kazumi Watanabe performs
aggressive instrumental
jazz, rich in variety and
subtle tonal coloration,
and his ensemble really
plays together.
.

r
Asia: Kitaro
Geffen/Shizen GHS 24087, $9.98.
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(electronic effects were played in real
time); therefore, what made it onto vinyl
was the second -generation mix.
guess these new sounds are jazz,
although they bring to mind another
guitar pioneer, Les Paul. Chapman's
solo work on "Gypsy," "Margueritas in
the Waves" and the title cut is first-rate
aural entertainment. Accompaniments
by Josh Hanna's treated voice on nifty
covers of "Eleanor Rigby" and "Waltzing Matilda," Bruce Gary's drumming
on "My Favorite Things," and Dan
Chapman's blues harmonica on "Back
Yard" add pleasant variety to the tonal
palette.
Parallel Galaxy can be found in major -market record stores or ordered by
mail. If you mail-order, be sure to re
quest the informative biographical and
musical notes which go with the reMichael Wright
cording.
I

sax on "Crisis Ill" to furious soloing on
the relentless "Busiest Night." He also
plays noteworthy keys on "Splash" and
the delightful Yellow -Magic -Orchestrameets -rap of "Gourd -Top -Mouse."
But what makes Mobo Splash stand
out most is the focus on ensemble
playing and stunning musicianship.
Watanabe's group Mobo Ill (plus David Sanborn and Michael Brecker)
plays together, with tight arrangements
complemented by production that

cleanly defines each instrument's
sound and space throughout.
Kazumi Watanabe's Mobo Splash
strikes a remarkable balance between
coherence, intensity, and interesting
Michael Wright
diversity.

-

Performance: B +
Kitaro's music is located where the
reflective nature of New Age music
meets the grandeur and scope of Pink
Floyd.
Asia is the newest of the six albums
released stateside by Geffen Records
in association with the Japanese label
Shizen. The music was recorded at
concerts in Shanghai, Kuala Lumpur
and Kota Kinanel.
The all -instrumental music of Kitaro
(the man and the group) comes at a
measured, loping pace that you might
call stately. Much like Pink Floyd, Kitaro's ensemble consists of his own
battery of synthesizers, two drummers,
two keyboardists, and a guitarist. Together they merge for a sound symphonic in effect. Often a big, big beat
is fused to a placid melody, and it feels
bigger than life with the quieter passages surrounding.
The record has a cavernous sound
that illustrates how well Kitaro works in
the stadium settings he sells out
through much of the Orient. Surprisingly, the production is not as high-tech
as expected; there is more ambient
hum than there should be. hope that
this will be corrected on Asia's Compact Disc release.
In any case, what with Pink Floyd
inactive, the music of Kitaro might help
fill that void. It surely is excellent music
Michael Tearson
to zone out with.
Sound: B

f'

I

I

Mobo Splash: Kazumi Watanabe
Gramavision 18-8602-1, $9.98.
Sound: B+

Performance: A+

Synthesizing bebop, rock fusion,
funk, rap scratch and an occasional
echo of Japan, Mobo Splash shows us
guitarist Kazumi Watanabe clearly running some distance ahead of his own

musical legend.
Here, Watanabe composes aggressive instrumental jazz, rich in musical
variety and subtle tonal coloration. His
guitar shifts with ease from superb
rhythmic comping behind the mean
104
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yo t itnew Peggy Sue,
Then youd know
why I feel blue.
Aboo eg, ,
Soul my PeggySue;
Oh, Kell, I love you, gal,

Yes.' love you Peggy Sue:
I lov you, Peggy Sue,

Will a love so rare and true,
Oh,'

:ay. My Pbggy Sue:

^II, I love you. gal,
Ye; I want yo w. Peggy Sue'

Oh,

PEGGY SUE

Buddy Holly

MAXELL. THE TAPE THAT LASTS AS LONG AS THE LEGEND.
He was a homegrown, full-blown rocker from Lubbock, Texas. A teen idol for
two years and a rock and roll legend for three generations. At Maxell, we help you premax-EIF serve his music, with tapes manufactured 60% higher than industry standards call for. Tapes that will continue to deliver the same magnificent
sound even after 500 plays. So in the years to come, you'll still be able to
' rock on, sighing your sighs, and dreaming your dreams,
listening
to the music
of
the late
great rockabilly legend, Buddy Holly.
.
.mH.n
F.. .mTu.
Fn,.tuuL,. y u......

m ax
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COMPACT DISCS

THE GLITTERATI SET
C'mon, Bernie), and they are always
crisply audible.
Highlights to listen for: The melting,
yearning acoustic piano on "Cry to
Heaven" and "Shoot Down the Moon,"
the neat percussion moving from right
to left channels in "Nikita," George Michael's almost -soprano vocal contribution on "Wrap Her Up," the little spacey synthesizer swirls on "Satellite,"
and Millie Jackson's powerhouse vocal
exploding over a maelstrom of gunfire
in the marital battleground created by
"Act of War."
Don't let the razzle-dazzle man pull
one over on you, though, much as you
may love this disc. The front cover of
the CD jacket says this is "a digital
recording," but look at the small type
inside. You will discover that this little
beauty was recorded and mixed on
analog equipment and then remixed
digitally, as are most pop CDs at this
stage of the game. Nevertheless, this
elegantly dressed Compact Disc belongs on your shelf, and strongly suggest you wrap it up and take it home.

Wie

1

I

Paulette Weiss

1

The Outfield
Columbia CK 40027.
The Outfield's debut recording
screams for a review chock-full of
baseball imagery (or cricket imageryafter all, these three boys are Brits),
but I'm going to refrain from falling into
that error-er, trap-and simply rave
about this disc straightforwardly. No
love this
pussyfooting around here;
album.
Oh, know this stuff is derivative, but
who gives a damn when it sounds so
terrific? Vocal harmonies here may well
I

Dynamic balances are exquisite; the
Ice on Fire: Elton John
restrained guitar work on "Soul Glove,"
Geffen 24077-2.
for instance, is pulled way into the
The master of razzle-dazzle is back, background, yet retains its identity and
resplendent in outrageously elegant clarity while a hugely thumping drum
evening clothes on the cover of this makes its presence known in no uncerCompact Disc, and glittering in gor- tain terms. There are wonderful textural
geous sonic raiment within. Elton balances as well. particularly like the
John's most recent album, Ice on Fire, contrast of the vibes' sweet and mellow
is a sterling example of recording art, tones against the blaring horns in
as music and technical finesse com- "Candy by the Pound."
In the lyrics department, longtime
bine to create a totally satisfying audio
experience in which balance is the op- John collaborator Bernie Taupin tries
to balance social consciousness ("This
erative word.
First, the music. John and producer Town," "Nikita," "Tell Me What the PaGus Dudgeon have juxtaposed sharp, pers Say") with more standard love
uptempo tracks like the opener, "This songs ("Shoot Down the Moon," "Too
Town," with dreamy, floating cuts like Young"). Taupin's lyrics are always in"Cry to Heaven," to create a program teresting, if sometimes pretentious or
that moves along smoothly and swiftly. just silly ("Love bites like a satellite"?
I

106

I

remind you of Men at Work-remember them? Lead singer Tony Lewis'
slightly nasal, almost strained vocals
are eerily reminiscent of those of Colin
Hay. There are spots on the disc that
may make you think of The Beatles
circa Sgt. Pepper, especially a short
stretch of vocalise on "Everything You
Cry" and some guitar work on "61 Seconds." And someone here seems very
familiar with John Waite's "Missing
You" period.
The trio-Lewis, John Spinks, and
Alan Jackson-have created such a
big, vibrant, all-American sound that
it's difficult to accept the fact that they
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Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Carmpact Discs. Om rapidly -growing catalog features
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CBS

CBS Inc.

The Outfield's restrained
synthesizers, echoing vocal
overdubs, and big -bottomed
bass have been blazingly
clarified by the digital
reprocessing.
boards provided from outside The Outfield. Although Lewis' distinctive vocals
are the focal point of this ' 0-cut album,
John Spinks is the maste-mind behind
it all. The gorgeous, chiming electric
guitar that ripples and rocks throughout is his, and so are the songs, impressive in structure and melody, with

really are British. Their countrymen
seem to agree. This disc is popular
only here in the States; it has been
thoroughly neglected back in its native
England.
A great, rich, pop/rock sound is
churned out of basic guitar/bass/drum
arrangements, with occasional key-

Get Active...
Every audiophile dreams of having a
music system which includes a pair of
loudspeakers driven by four of six
power amplifiers separated by an
electronic crossover. In such an active
system, the amplifiers operate within a
specific portion of the frequency
spectrum providing a detailed and
articulated sound. The electronic
crossover defines the 'role of each
driver and amplifier precisely, resulting
in more accuracy, greater efficiency
and lower distortion than is possible
with typical passive crossovers.
Meridian integrates carefully matched
active electronics into each of their
loudspeakers giving them.the ability to
retrieve more realism in a reproduced
musical event than any comparable
passive design.

-

(

.

The third generation of active
loudspeakers from Meridian allow your
audiophile dreams to come true at a
price much lower than you would
expect. When you hear how much
musical enjoyment you can lave, we're
sure you'll get active.

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN

knockout lyrics to boot. The first big hit,
"Your Love," is unforgettable, a cynical
little vignette of a sleazy affair. "61
Seconds" contains the artfully telling
line "61 seconds is all it takes/For the
nine -to -five man to be more than one
minute late." In fact, every cut on this
Compact Disc has something attractive, interesting, or downright compelling going on.
The recording is splendid, with the
digital remastering of the original analog revealing just how spectacular the
original production job was. The CD's
dynamic range does full justice to the
great, rolling drums of which The Outfield is so fond, and many other recorded elements demand high praise
as well: Contrasting textures, echoing
overdubs on vocals, big -bottomed
bass notes, shifting patterns of restrained synthesizer accents are all
blazingly clarified by digitalization.
All this and bright, beaty rock you
can sink your teeth into. said it before
and I'll say it again: love this album.
Paulette Weiss
I

I

Organ Music of Bach, Messiaen,
Dupré, Widor and Franck. Michael
Murray, organ.

Telarc CD -80097.
This outstanding recording was
made on the new Ruffatti organ in San
Francisco's new Davies Symphony
Hall. With over 7,300 pipes and 132
ranks, this instrument is said to be the
largest concert -hall organ in the United
States.

Although the designers of the hall
had all the resources of modern acoustic science at their disposal, the general opinion seems to be that the acoustics of this hall make it more successful
as a recording venue than as a concert
hall. have yet to attend a live concert
in Davies Symphony Hall, but on the
basis of the two Telarc recordings
made there thus far, the hall would
seem to have most of the desirable
acoustical characteristics for successful recording. Telarc's first recording in
this hall, the Jongen "Symphonie Concertante" for organ and orchestra (reviewed in Audio, June 1985), certainly
was a convincing demonstration that it
is indeed a superior recording locale.
On this CD, we hear a solo organ
recital by Michael Murray. Most great
organs are installed in large acoustic
I

Pictured is the Meridian M30 biamplified active loudspeaker.
Also available are the larger biamplified M20 and the triamplified M103 models,
Exclusive U.S Distributor MADRIGAL, LTD., PO Box 781. Middletown. CT 06457

17 TUt 4942158
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Who says you cant take it with you?
Toshiba's Beverly Hills boom box makes it easy to
carry out the lifestyles of the rich and famous. With it
you can take a wealth of sound and features anywhereto the beach, the country houseorthe south of France.
It provides the luxury of a built-in compact disc
player that's better than you'li find in some home systems.
It offers the extravagance of two cassette decks
with high-speed recording capability.

The indulgence of a 5 -band graphic equalizer.
Stereo-wide sound enhancement. A detachable 2 -way,
4 -speaker system. All included in a sophisticated design,
handsomely appointed with high-tech LED indicators.
Hear how the other half lives. Get the Toshiba
RT-7096. And wherever
you go, you can do it
all in style.

Enter Na. 38 on Reader Service Card

InTouch wthTo'norrow

TOSHIBA

tosh,ba Ame ,ca. Inc

8:

Totowa Pcka&- Wayne,

0-470

THE LEGEND CONTINUES.
Altec Lansing, the standard of high fidelity for everyone from the Academy of Motion Pizture Arts and Sciences to
the 1984 XXIII Winter Olympic Games, has just pioneered n:ne new breakthroughs in loudspeaker technology.
For the Altec Lansing dealer nearest you, call 1-800-A:TEC88, (in Pennsylvania 1-717-296-HIFI).
Altec Lansing Consumer Products Mgford, Pennsylvania 1833'.

Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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time gives the organ a very
detailed and delineated
A 2 -second

Now Pyle Driver® Pounders

L

1

m

sound while still allowing
ample sonority.
,;"

7-

.tr
ONO

S
.I

Pound for Pound the Best
Speaker System you can buy!
Powerful new speaker systems for pickups,
hatchbacks, sports cars, vans and 4 x 4's.
Pound for pound, the most dynamic
speaker systems on or off the road.

PYLE DRIVER®
SPEAKERS
Pyle led sines, Inc. 501 Center St.
Hunting.or_ IN 46750 (219) 356-1200
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BOUND VOLUMES
BACK ISSUES
BINDERS/SLIPCASES
BACK ISSUES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!

Single -copy back issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
( Note: April, August,
and October 1983
are unavailable.)
$5.00 per issue
postpaid.

BINDERSISLIPCASES

A ready reference for audiophiles! A full year of AUDIO is

carefully hard -bound for easy
reference. Complete volumes
for the years 1977 through
1984 are available. Only
$24.95 including shipping
and handlñg.
TO ORDER:
Indicate year(s) requested and send
check or money order, NO CREDIT
CARDS, to: AUDIO Magazine, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036,Attn:
Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery.

Maintain your AUDIO collection in these topquality binders or slipcases. Binders, $9.00
each; 3/$26.00; 6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00. Include $2.5C per
order for postage and handling.
TO ORDER: Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include
proper amount for postage and handling. California
residents must include 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery. Make check/money orders payable to:
Old Del Mar Emporium (ODME), P.O. Box 1126,
Redlands, CA 92373. DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER
NUMBER: 1-800-833-6363. In California, call: 5-800331-6363. Call Monday -Friday, 8:0C AM to 6:00 PM
PST. Use your Visa, Mastercard, or American Express

card. $15.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD ORDER.

spaces having reverberation periods
of 3 to 6 seconds, but in a concert hall
organists must contend with shorter reverberation times. In the case of Davies Symphony Hall, this is just slightly
over 2 seconds. An advantage of this
situation is that the organ sound is very
articulate, highly detailed and delineated. Still, there is sufficient reverberation to give the organ sound its traditional, full-bodied sonority.
Murray begins his recital with some
nicely structured but not overly inspired performances of some of J. S.
Bach's chorale preludes. He follows
these with rather freewheeling and exuberant performances of some of the
flashier showpieces of the French organ literature.
Murray displays his redoubtable
technique in a dazzling performance of
Olivier Messiaen's "Dieu Parmi Nous."
Messiaen, a fairly prolific composer of
organ music, quite often tries to imbue
his works with a sort of otherworldly,
rather mystical quality. The work recorded here shows a very different
type of scoring, as it has violent dynamic contrasts. It opens with huge
fortissimo fanfares from the full organ,
followed by some quiet, introspective
passages, only to have more high-level
fanfares burst forth again. The finale

features a crescendo of massive
chords of ever-increasing intensity,
culminating in a sustained passage of
thunderous power.
Murray next offers a good performance of the well-known Dupré piece,
"Prelude and Fugue in G Minor." He is
particularly effective and exciting in the
dance -like rhythms of the "Fugue."
Then follows the majestic adagio from
Widor's "Symphony No. 6."
The last piece on this disc is a triumphant tour de force for both engineer
and performer. The César Franck "Final in B Flat, Op. 21" is a veritable orgy
of great, exciting organ sound. There
are monumental sonorities from huge
pedal notes probing the subterranean
limits of this great organ. There are
massive chords and blazing fanfares.
In the tumultuous finale, there is a concatenation of sounds from the full organ, ending in an ad libitum fortissimo
of awesome power. Obviously, this
music dictates caution in setting playback levels. For organ aficionados, this
CD is a must!
112
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CLASSIFIED ADVER11SING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$1.85 per word, MINIMUM charge
PER AD, PER INSERTION $45. All centered or
spaced lines $16.
NON BUSINESS ADS-$1.30 per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER INSERTION $30. All centered
or spaced lines at $13.

Parasound

Your Stereo Should Be This Gooc
945 Front Stree:
San Francisco. CA 9411
(415) 397-7100

"The Parasou id CA250 is u really
Cxlraordimiry value in good sound.'
I Audio /dear Grid.-. Winter P285-861

"among 4mericun companies. Parasound is
noable for very accurately ca ihrated models...
I

(Nine York Ames. May M. 19861

-On the lest trench or in the listening room. however. the PA260 far
exceeds any expectations based or its price alone:' I The feadble Sound.

_

)'

7:r"

Spring. 19801

'Featu-es and performance like this are what one would expect o find in a product
costing several times the price of the Parasound PR 200- Stereo krri.-x'. March, 19851

ALL LINE ADS-First line set In bold lace type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $2.00

1

extra per word. One point ruled box is $15.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO/CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ABC. Get LOW PRICES on ALL types of audio equip-

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMANIKARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA.
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH. B 8 W. POLK. KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V. J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTUREaS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC_ JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ment-including highend and even esoteric products not

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.
CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or .holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

normally discounted' Now we can save you money on the
equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection --no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied
customers nationwide. FAST delivery available. All products feature USA manufacturer's warranty. Call us for price
quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-4513868. VISA/MC AMEX. The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225
Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

Monster Speaker Cable: Technology
that Improves the Sound of Your Music

-3

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three -time frequency
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.
BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at $8
extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad Copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name. Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are Insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate Increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
$316
$498
$713

col x 1 inch
1 col
x 2 inches
1 col
x 3 inches
2 cols. x 1 inch
2 cols. x 2 Inches
1

$567
$958

One column width is 21/2". Two columns wide is 4W.
For larger display ad rates and 6, i2, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

Laura J. Lo Vecchio, AUDIO MAGAZINE,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED
LINE ADS: Mary Jane Adams-(212) 719-6345.
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS: Laura J. Lo Vecchio(212) 719-6338

blonsler Cattle'
Speaker cable standard of the audio industry.
Used by more audiophiles worldwide than
any other speaker cable. Monster Cable is
considered "standard equipment" for any good
audio system. The Monster is also the industry
standard and is used in labs and listening
rooms of the world's most respected audio
manufacturers. Great bass, extended highs.
superb imaging and increased dynamic range
are Monster Cable qualities that have satisfied the most demanding audiophiles. Also, our
rugged I)uraflex jacket keeps Monster Cable
looking great even after years of use.

Superflex'"
The balance between budget and performance.
Superflex puts Munster performance into

lower priced package, and lets your ears hear
the difference in sound while your wallet
benefits from the difference in price. Using the
same high purity copper, fine stranding and
special winding configurations found in all
Monster cables. Superflex simply uses fewer
a

strands per conductor and performs at a level
that can't be matched by ordinary "zip cord".
Because it's flat. Superflex is simple to install
under carpets, and its large center "web"
allows for easy tacking along walls and baseboards. Arid of course, true to its name.
it's superflexible.

Powerline 2" and Powerline 3"
A advanced aea' wire technology.
Considerec by audiophiles and critics as the
finest speaker cable ever built. Powerline 2
utilizes our latest cable design to control the
audio signals' electromagnetic field. Powerline 2
"lime aligns" music signals and lets them
travel coherently to your speakers. All musical
sounds reach your ears at the same time and
are reproduced with accuracy and uncanny
three dimensionality. Powerline 3 provides
nearly the same performance as Powerline 2.
bur in a smaller size package for a lower price.
Both cables produce a quality of music that is
unobtainable through any other technology.

FOR
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Monster Ca hie Products. Inc.
101 Townsend. San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel: 415 777.1355 Telex: 470584 MCSYUI
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Definitive Stereo

SW loo Amplified Subwoofers
Below $700.
Below 20 HZ

-

Southern "Style!
Apogee
Bang & Olufsen
Cello
Duntech
Entec

Goidmund
Janis

Rega

KEF

Rowland
Signet
Spectral

Krell
Linn
McIntosh
Magneplanar
Meridian

TY

P.O. BOX 565

N.A.D.
Nakamichi
Phase Technology
Polk Audio
Quad
Quicksilver

FOR SALE

BEf1f1ETT 10Uf1D CORPORRTIOn

RESEDA, CA 91335

(818)345-1608

Esc

FOR SALE
ACCESSORIES FOR AUDIOPHILE TURNTABLES AND
CD PLAYERS. We guarantee the following products to
improve your turntable CD players performance or we will
refund the purchase price.
1). Audioquest Reflex Clamp
535
535
2). Audioquest Profile Auto Armlih
$35
3). Audioquest Sorbothene Mat
$10
Audioquest
Isofoot
4).
$15
5). Audioquest CD Damper
530
6). Sumiko HS -12 Headshell
For AR turntables:
7). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
$30
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
$39
8). Hum -shielding for AR Platters
The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes SW. Grand Rapids. MI

Stax
Van den Hul
Yamaha

Factory Authorized Service
Consultation, Design and Installation
Quality Stereo and Video Cabinetry
On -Location Master Recording Service

49503. (616) 451-3868. Shipping 53item.

auditiofl

ACCESS TO MUSIC SAN FRANCISCO
Offering guidance based on a practical understanding of
the fundamental role of music in contemporary life. Linn,
Nairn, Rega. Creek. Revolver. Wharfedale. Dual. Sound
Organization, Watts. Single Speaker Demonstrations Exclusively. Call for details. (415) TO MUSIC.

2829 18th Street South
Birmingham, Alabama 35209
(205)870-3554

Mon: Sat., 9:30-6

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO -SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota. Thorens. Talisman.
Audire, Haller. Klipsch, Adcom, Quad. Sony, Compact Digital Players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street.

Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway. between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.
ACOUSTIC CONTROL FOR BETTER HOME SOUND
Now you can get the same acoustic material working for
your home sound system that's used in recording studios
and broadcast booths all over the world. SONEX-a patented, professional acoustic foam -will tune your room so
you get the best possible sound. Send 52 for a sample of
SONEX and a full color brochure: Illbruck, 3800 Washington Ave. N., Dept. AS, Minneapolis, MN 55412.

AFFORDABLE AUDIO IN COLORADO--ADCOM, HAR-

MAN-KARDON, JBL. SOUNDCRAFTSMAN,

PLUS

SPEAKER & SUBWOOFER KITS. GOLD SOUND, BOX
141A. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80151.

ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA
Affordable high end from Audioquest, Belles, Creek, Dyne vector, Grado, KEF, Klipsch. LiveWne, McLaren, Monster.
MOSCODE, NAO, Oracle. Premier, Rauna, Signet, Sound stream. Thorens, VPI, Zapco. and more. ACCURATE AUDIO, 110 E. Samford Ave., Auburn, AL 36830. 205-8261960.

ALCHEMIST

&

TALISMAN

MOVING COIL CAR-

TRIDGES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE
1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T
BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISA MC AMEX.

ALPHASON, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, COUNTERPOINT,
Dayton-Wright, Electro -Kinetics. Eminent Technology, Entec, Kindel, Krell, MIT, Magnum, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Merrill, MFA. Monster, Quicksilver. Sonex, SOTA. Spicas.
Syrinx. VPI, more. Don't cheat yourself. Call us to get the
best sound. Audio By A.J. Conti. Hudson, NH (603) 8834504. Shown by appointment only.

ALTEC-LANSING * ALTEC-LANSING. We sell genuine
Altec speaker components including 604.8k's, 416's. 902's.

THE BEST PICK-UP
IN THE WORLD

ARM

horns. A7's. Free flyer. We build reproduction Model 19's,
17's, 14's from genuine Altec components. JBL. E -V
speaker components and systems. Rick Marder. AHCo.
(201) 561-8123.

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO: HOME OF THE FINE AUDIO
VALUES. Alphason, B&K, Chicago Speaker Stands, Counterpoint, Creek, Discrete Technology. Electron Kinetics Eagles. Grado. JSE Infinite Slope, Kimber Kable, Kindel Au.
dio. Merlin. MCM, Precision Fidelity. Promethean, Spica,
Sumiko. Superphon. 3D Acoustics, Tiffany'Van Den Hul,
Tiptoes, Tweek, VPI. Distech CD Players. Auditions by
appointment (516) 541-7025.
ARISTON TURNTABLE BLOW-OUT SALE! SAVE 50%
TO 60% ON THESE TOP-QUALITY BELT-DRIVE TURN
TABLES. STARTING INVENTORY OF 250 UNITS WILL
BE SOLD "FIRST -COME, FIRST -SERVED." COMPARABLE QUALITY TO THORENS, AR, & REGA. PRICES

RIP

START AT UNDER 5100! CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. CALL (916) 345-1341
FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION! HCM AUDIO. VISA
MC AMEX. DEALERS WELCOME.

AUDIOPHILES -WE HAVE PS AUDIO, B&K. Vandersteen, CJ Walker, Spectrum, Premier, MAS and more. We
also have a large selection of pre -owned equipment.
Call'wrlte for our newsletter. OLC Audio, 1006 Berkshire,
Dayton, OH 45419. (513) 429-4434. (513) 293-7287.

When we sad

The two most prestigious English

it's good...it is!

language audio publications agree.
Audio, and Martin

Ed Long, writing in

Adcom Apogee AR + B&K+ Carnegie + CJ
Eminent Technology + Grado +14K + Inf Inity RS1b
Krell + Kyocera + Meridian + NEC + Pro Ac + SME 5
Spendor + Spica + Souther + Sumiko + VPI + MORE

Colloms, writing in England's Hi Fi News
& Record Review both gave the SME
SERIES V tone arm rave reviews.
Hear why. Call 415/843-4500 for the
location of your nearest SME Series V
dealer.

and now, JADIS!

SERIES V
By
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SUMIKO,INC.

P.O.Box5046

íO60 Massacñusetts Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705

Arlington, MA 02174

617648-IIIFI
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FOR SALE

"...the

first CD player
to crack the Class 1°
sound barrier"

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salesmen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions
are based on a solid foundation of experience with the
components we sell as well as those sold by our competi-

"International Audio Review
J. Peter Moncrieff

tors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio
equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your
audio dollars chosen from among the following lines we
represent:
ACOUSTAT ADCOM AKROYD APOGEE AUDIO GUEST AUDIO NOTE AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO
VOIS
B&K
BERNING
BEVERIDGE
COUNTERPOINT CWD DYNAVECTOR FUSELIER GRACE
HI -PHONIC
GRADO
KISEIKI KLOSS KOETSU
KRELL
KYOCERA
LIVE WIRE
LINN SONDEK
MONSTER CABLE
NITTY GRITTY
NYAL (MOSCODE) PRECISION FIDELITY PROAC PROTON
RANDALL RESEARCH
RAUNA
REGA
RE VOX
ROBERTSON
SME V SNELL ACOUSTICS STAX
SYMDEX SYRINX TALISMAN
VANDERSTEEN

S

":

D

LOWER
UBWOOFER

ISTORTION

M-

ÍiI

u

r+

KINERGETICS KCD20
Gold Series
Compact Disc Player

SOUND BY SINGER
33RD STREET

AI

:rill
1

t

Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer.

165 E.

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE
AR, PROAC, SOTA, PERREAUX, CJ, BEVER. STAX,
CARVER, CONCORD, DENON. ENERGY, HK, KEF, NAD,
NAKAMICHI HOME & AUTO. NITTY GRITTY, NILES.

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

ORTOFON. PARSEC, POLK, PROTON, SOUND -

6029 Reseda Blvd Tarzana, CA 91356.18181345.2851

CRAFTSMEN. SUMIKO. GRACE, THORENS. VPI, CWD,
AND MORE. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION AND INSTALLATION. THE LISTENING ROOM, 1305 COURT ST,
SAGINAW. MICHIGAN 48602. (517) 792-3816.

FOR SALE
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS & ADCOM-555 (e HIGH END AUDIO WEST, California. SUPERPHON, MOSCODE, B&K,
PS, MUSIC REFERENCE, VIP, SYSTEMDECK, MMT.
GRADO, WTA. TALISMAN, MONSTER, AUDIOGUEST.
RANDALL. STRAIGHTWIRE, RAUNA. SPICA. SPECTRUM. SOUND LAB. (714) 861-5413.

ATHENA POLYPHASORS
takes the cable and PolyPhasor technology of Bruce
Brisson and MIT to turn great audio components into
great audio systems. For a reprint of the PotyPhasor
review from IAR Hotline. send a SASE to ATHENA.
PO Box 210465. San Francisco, CA 94121. Audition
PolyPhasors at:
It

HIGH C STEREO
CHRISTOPHER HANSEN LTD
LYRIC
MUSIC BY DESIGN
MUSIC BY THE SEA
HOUSTON AUDIO CONCEPTS
GOLDEN GRAMOPHONE
TIN EAR STEREO
DEFINITIVE HIFI
TAYLOR HOUSE
OMNI AUDIO
AUDIO CLASSICS

AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS ANNOUNCES: The new
GARROTT P-77 cartridge is finally available. It ,s gen.
uinely musical, smooth, detailed, and an excellent
tracker, utilizing the very high quality new GARROTT
MICRO -TRACER diamond. The combination of capturing the spirit of the music and its affordability (S275)
makes it the most unique and outstanding product to
be found anywhere. P.O. Box 15, Verona, NJ 07044.
201-857-1422. Dealer inquiries welcome!

LEESBURG, VA
LOS ANGELES, CA
NEW YORK, NY
SAUSALITO, CA
LEUCADIA, CA
HOUSTON, TX
AKRON, OH
RICHLAND, WA
THORN WOOD, NY
DENVER, SC
DALLAS TX
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

BAW LOUDSPEAKERS-THE FINEST IN THE WORLD.
MOST MODELS IN STOCK. WE SELL ONLY U.S.A.
MODELS WITH U.S.A. WARRANTIES. CALL TOLL -FREE
1-800-222-3465 FOR AVAILABILITY AND SHIPPING INFORMATION. HCM AUDIO: (916) 345-1341 VISA MC

AUDIO NEXUS ADORES THE BEL 1001 CLASS -A AMPLIFIER. And we're pretty finicky. NJ. 1201) 464-8238.

The new Classé Audio
DR-3-VHC

is a Very High Current
version of the DR -3.

a
New address:

Offering increased power with
twice the RMS current, it is
ideal for driving the most
difficult loads, including
bridged operation into one ohm.

Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Rd.

Lachine, Quebec H8T 1 A
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Into the first octave (16-32Hz); next, by reducing
intermodulation and doppler distortion in the main
speakers by relegating long wavelengths to a
speaker optimized just for them; and finally, by
eliminating the high THD typical of full -range
systems below 100Hz (often in the tens of
percent).
VMPS offers three highly acclaimed. lowcost
Subwoofers designed to fulfill your system's
particular requirements for physical size, bass
extension, and output level. The 3.5 ft3 Smaller
Su bwoof e r ($229ea kit, $299ea asseml provides
a -3dB point of 28Hz for no more than 1.5°to THD
(1W drive) with 92dB/ 1 W/1 m sensitivity. Our
famous Criginal Subwoofer ($279ea kit,
$375ea assem), housed in a 5.6 ft3 enclosure,
gererates no more than 0.5°ío THD (1W drive), is 3dB at 19Hz, and has 94dB/1W/1m input
sensitivity- The 8.25 ft3 Larger Subwoofer
($439ea kit,$549ea asseml features outstanding
performance specifications (-3dB at 17Hz, 0.4°!o
THD/1 W drive, 95c18/1W/lm sensitivity)
unsurpassed by any commercially available
subwoofer regardless of price.

Write for Stereophile's rave reviews of our

AMEX.

i

A good subwoofer can greatly enhance the quality
of any hifi system: first, by extending bass response

Original Subwoofer (Vol 8/4, Aug 85) and the
Super Tower Ila/R (Vol 9/3 Ap86), plus brochures
and test i eports, or hear VMPS at the dealers
listed below. Other VMPS models include the
MiniTower II ($329ea kit, $439ea asseml, the 7 driver Tower II ($439ea kit, $599ea assem), the
9 -driver, dual 15" Super Tower/R ($699ea kit.
$989ea asseml, and the 76" 3001b Super Tower

Ila/R ($1099-1299ea

kit, $1499ea-1699ea
assem). Kits supplied with fully assembled cabinets
and all prices include free shipping in USA.

VIIRPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
3412 Eric

Cc El

div Itone Audio
Sobrante CA 94803 14151 222-4276

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston: The Long Ear.
Coeur d'Alene Id: Sound Stage. Syracuse Ut: Arthur
Morgan, Altamonte Springs FI: ANH Video Audio, Houston
Tx: Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis Mn: Efficient Stereo,
Torrance Ca, Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca: Digital Sonics.
Foster City Ca: Just Speakers. San Francisco Ca: Itone
Audio, El Sobrante Ca: Eclectic Audio, Livermore Ca:
Mountaineer Telephone. Beckley W Va.

1
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MOVING, I.1:(jLN1)ARY S()IJN1).
facilities.
legends

..

Our
go
Chestnut Hill Audio is moving around the corner to expanded
with us' Accuphase. Acoustic Electronics. Amber. Apature. Apogee, Audio Pro, Audioguest.
B&K, Berning, Cabasse. CWD. Counterpoint, DB, Distech, Duntech, Entec. Euphonic.
Fourier. Grace. Hailer. ITC. Janis. Koetsu, Kyocera. LAST. Linn Sondek. Live Wire. Logic.
Levinson. Meridian. Miyabi. Michell, Mordaunt Short. Music Reference. Nitty Gritty,
NAIM, NYAL. Oracle. Origin. Pyramid. PS Audio, Quad, Rauna RGR, Signet. Sony.
Souther, Spectral. Spendor. Symdex. Talisman. Tandberg. Thorens. 3-D Acoustics. VPI,
VSP Labs. Vandersteen, Zeta
149 North Third Street. Philadelphia. PA 19106 (215) 923-3035

CIII:STNIJ'I'

1111.1.

-

-
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FOR SALE

HIGH PERFORMANCE

SPEAKER WIRE
ASK YOUR DEALER
OR CALL FOR
DIRECT SALE

AUDIO CONNECTION
Northern New Jersey

pRred

CARTRIDGES: Dacca, Garrott P-77, Grado, Promethean, vdHul MC10

ELECTRONICS: (solid state) Belles. British Fidelity,
FM Acoustics, Jordan, Leach. Magnum (Tuner)
(tube) Audible Illusions, Melos, MFA, Music Reference (RAM), Quicksilver
CD PLAYERS: Melos Audio, Harman Kardon
SPEAKERS: Kindel, Merlin, Princeton Acoustics,
Spendor, Rauna, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: AudioOuest, Chicago Sp. Stands
Goldmund, Last, Livewire, Kimber, MIT, cs,
NG, Peterson, Sims Vibration Dynamics,
VPI
Tiptoes, TorumaL T01-23
1-201-e.,
99
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display pieces.
Single speaker demonstration; record cleaning; audio phile discs HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 12
to 9, Sat 11 to 6. Closed: Sun, Weds. PLEASE, CALL
FOR AN APPOINTMENT!

'.
_

-

Ogden, Utah 84401
-

--

! !

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi. Revox, Carver. Bang & Olutsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,
Hailer, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

(801) 621-5530
-

#1 RATING

Our WONDER CAPS® and WONDER SOLDER'S have
been rated BEST in the world by reviewers and professional experts. What do they say? Write TRT, Box 4271,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

KIMBER KABLE
2058 Harrison Blvd.

.-

os

AUDIO BY A. J. CONTI WOULD LIKE to thank our loyal
clients for their continued support during the last few
months of reduced business hours. To better serve you we
have hired additional staff and increased our busness
hours. We are now open Mon-Sat from 9:00 am -2:00 pm
and Mon-Thurs from 5:30 pm -7:30 pm. Again thank you
for your patronage. Audio by A.J. Conti, Hudson, NH (603)
883-4504.

A

-.

in

-

KIMBER

SALE

TURNTABLES: Goldmund, Heybrook, Merrill. Well
Tempered
TONEARMS: Eminent Tech., Goldmund, Well Tern -

AIJI)It)1:1'1).
-

-

,. FOR

AUDIO RESOURCE INTRODUCES THE TURNIP -TUBE.
Hand selected pairs, quartets, front end or preamp sets of
US, European, Eastern Eurpoean audio tubes. Matched
according to bias, output, clipping point; computer -aided
TUBE CURVE TRACER utilized to match linearity of frequency responses. The finest matching available, guaranteed. Catalog. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Court.
Metairie, LA 70001. 504-833-6942.
AUDIO RESOURCE is an AUTHORIZED MCINTOSH
DEALER. We sell and service ALL McINTOSH according
to LABORATORY STANDARDS. We allow generous
trades and pay retail prices on OLD TUBE GEAR especially McIntosh, Marantz, Dyna. We offer affordable, wellresearched modifications on TUBE MCINTOSH which yield
sonic superiority and a five year warranty. Other mods
available. Catalog. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Ct.,
LA 70001 504-833-6942.

Tube/MOSFETLogThe New Generation of
Technology

--

--

_

-

r
m

a

°
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BEST TRADES OFFERED. Acoustat, Adcom. Allison, Al pha, Alphason, Apt, AR. Audioquest, B&K, BEL, Berning,
British Fidelity, Celestion, Classé, Creek, Distech, Duntech.
GyroDual, Fried, Futterman, Goetz, Grace, Grado,
Hailer, Heybrook, JSE, Klseki, Koetsu. Lazarus, Logic, M&K, McLaren, MCM, Melos, Micro Seiki, MordauntShort. Meridian. Merlin, Monster Cable, Nitty Gritty, PS
Audio, OHM, Quicksilver, Premier, Rauna, Revox, Robertson, Rogers, Rotel, SAEC, SME. Snell, SOTA. Spendor,
Spica, STAX, Straightwire, Superphon, Souther, Symdex,
Talisman, Tannoy, VPI, VSP, Rowland Research, and
more. Free newsletter. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 W. Commercial, Box 380, Buffalo. MO 65622. (417) 345-7245.
Hours: M -Fri. 9-6.

e

SA -20

SA -20/20

Stereo Hybrid
Amplifier

Mono Hybrid

$1995.00 each

$3990.00/pair

List@Íl....
-

Ti
-

Amplifier

f1-7+!Mt
'

.

y.".._
,

*

'
*
*

'
*

1,000 Joule Power Supply
Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
Custom Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
Vacuum Tube Rectification
Hand Selected Tubes/MOSFET Output
200 W/Channel/8Q; 1000 W (Peak)/2Q

' Bridgeable To

Nearly Twice The Power

Audition The SA -20 and SA -20/20

at

your

Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.

Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla. CA. 92037
Telephone (619) 453-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR
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Before You Buy!

-1.

Time

_

Compressor/ miters

Delay

°'Cro., ver.ion

Ploise Reduction

Speciti

rAnalyzers
I.

Parametric En

Don't ¡lave regrets about paying too much for a
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll
show you why we're_ Better! Our Factory) Direct
us to produce a Superior product and
sales alb
offer It to ou at a Lower price. .Call or write for a
full'
ngth
Demo Album and 24 page brochure.
free
Write to: LT Sound; Dept. A-3, P O Eiox 338
6
, GA
Stone
In Georg
Georgia(404)493-1258
UCallllt

--

-

-

-

-

°

-
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FOR SALE
BEST QUALITY, BEST PRICES. KEF, Tandberg, NAD,
Rogers, Robertson, Snell, Mission, B&W, P.S. Audio,
Grado. Kyocera. Thorens, Adcom, Harman Kardon, Onkyo
and more. The Sound Shoppe, (206) 938-2302/325-3931,
between 6-10 PM PST. VISA/MC.

B&W BUMPS & BRUISES SALEI WE HAVE HUNDREDS
OF B&W LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SCRATCHES, DENTS,
DINGS AND OTHER COSMETIC BLEMISHES AT SAVINGS UP TO 50%! ALL SPEAKERS HAVE BEEN PERFORMANCE TESTED BY B&W AND CARRY THEIR 5 YEAR U.S.A. WARRANTY. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR PRICES & AVAILABILITY. HCM AUDIO: (916)
345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.
CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: Hatter. Denon,
Dahlquist, Tandberg, dbx, 3D, Proton, Nifty -Gritty. B&W,
VSP. Thorens, Grace, CWD, Monster, MBK, Grado, Belles,
Oracle. Talisman, Duntech, STAX. Astatic, DCM, Pro -Ac,
Tip -Toes, Audioquest, Dynavector, Fried, Moscode, Snell.
Sound Seller, 1706 Main. Marinette, WI 54143. (715) 7359002.
CASH for all types of USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
BUY by PHONE. STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, Pa 19046. 215-886-1650.

DALLAS AND HOUSTON-AUDIO CONCEPTS, has:
Linn. Naim, Acoustat. Apt, Adcom. Boston, Creek,
Fried, Lazarus. Mark Levinson, Meridian, Moscode,
Nakamichi, Rega, Revolver, Spectral. Stax, and more.
Dallas-(214) 243-0644. Houston-(713) 527-0774.
& USED WITH WARRANTYAcoustat TN -120 $520: Acoustat TN -200 $835; Ariston
RD -40 w Premier MMT & VTA-16 5420: Berning TF-10HA
$1365; Berning EA -2100 51885; Classé Audio DR -2
$1200: Counterpoint SA -2 $565; Counterpoint SA -6 $275:
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire la & Limited Edition $2375:
Esoteric Audio 509 PR $1220; NEC CD -803E $500: Precision Fidelity M7a $590: Sota Sapphire $675.
NEW WITH WARRANTY-Accuphase AC -2 $255: Audio
Interface CST -80 $175: Dynavector DV-23RMR $160:
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire la & Ampliwire Ila $2270;
Kiseki Blue $315: Koetsu EMC -1B & SA-1100B II $820;
Ortofon MC -200 $170; Profile II $110: Stax CPY,ECP-1
$375: Stax UA-7CF $150; Stax SR -Sigma $280: Supex
SDX-2000 $250: van den Hull Ill $220.
GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, 7805 Greenfield Street. River
Forest, IL 60305. 312/771-4660. MC/VISA. Auditions by
appointment-shipping & export facilities.

DEMONSTRATORS

NY &

NJ's Authorized Dealer of Highest Quality Audio
193 Bellevue Ave.

201-744-0600

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
SEE CLASSIFIED RATE BOX
ON, FIRST PAGE OF CLASSIFIEDS FOR NEW RATES
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1986
ISSUE.

IMF

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS ADCOM. AR, ARCAM, AUDIOOUEST, AUDIOSOURCE. AU -

DIRE, BRITISH (MUSICAL) FIDELITY, CHICAGO.
CREEK. DUAL, GRACE, GRADO & SIGNATURE.
GOLDRING, FRIED, HEYBROOK, KENWOOD BASIC,
KYOCERA, LINN. LOGIC, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT,

C1UdIOqUeSt
629Caminc de los Mares #306 '
SanCleriente,C+92672 (714)240-0604

NITTY GRITTY, PREMIER, PROMETHEAN, OED, RATA,
REGA. ROTEL. ROYD, SHINON, SPECTRUM, SUPERPHON, SUPEX. TALISMAN, TARGET along with LAST,
LIVEWIRE and others. EARS. P.O.BOX 658-U. W.COVINA, CA 91790. 818,961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS.
MC,VISA. MANY MONTHLY SPECIALS, PREPAID SHIPPING -SEND STAMP!!

...remarkable!
Every once in a great while
product ccmes along that
offers performance which rises
above the c.jrrent variety of
clever desk is and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
new level of performance

s

a

adieved cal be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the note listener.

DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS JVC VP101 MiciLine
mixing, external sync. $950, free shipping. PRODIGITAL,
3400 Pendleton Dr., Wheaton, Md. 20902 202-635-5588
Full Audio Services-digital Editing.

.

P3radigrn is a breakthrough

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, HAFLER. ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN. N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA. YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK. KEF. D.C.M.,
E -V. J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

loucspeadetr that provides é
level of mus cal truth that
simply must be heard.
Ch yes, the price,for such
glorious pe-formance? Well

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

..
tl-a: s ever more remarkable.
~ern
®'
r.

SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ELECTRACRAFT: AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR Bang &
Olufsen, Dahlquist. DCM. Devon, Entec, Grado. Haller,
KEF, Klipsch, MSK, Nakamichi, P.S. Audio. Revox, Signet,
Sota. Tandberg. and many more high -end audio products,
including mobile sound. WC, Visa, Amex. ELECTRACRAFT, 400 Cedar Street, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864. 208263-9516.
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Vie offer the best 500 per foot
cable to the pest cable there is.
audicceiest has 5 speaker cables.
and 3 interconnecting cables to
choose from. -low much better do
you want yoe- system to sound?

FOR SALE

DEMO/USED EQUIPMENT AT AUDIO BY A. J. Conti.
Vandersteen 2C speakers 5725. Eagle II amp 5650. Electrocompaniet 2A amp 5845, Electrocompaniet 2A dual
monos $1690 pr., New York Audio Labs NCPII preamp list
$2600 sell for 51095. VPI HW19 $575, VSP Labs Trans
Mos 150 amp $575, Quicksilver MX -190 $1795, GAS
Grandson amp $195, Tandberg 3002 preamp $195. Premier MMT tonearm $135. Randall Interconnects 17 ft.
$165, Thorens TD -160 Super w/Grace 707 arm 5150.
Audio By A. J. Conti, Hudson. NH (603) 883-4504.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18 DB/OCTAVE.
Kits from $120. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Subsonic, Bandpass Filters from 525. Free flyer w/reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street. East Northport, NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

Upper Montclair- NJ 07043
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.
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music
h the US.: AudioStream Corporation.
In Canada:

Paradigm Electronics

-

1

... above all.

Box 1L'99, Buffo. NY 14210
Inc. 4141 Heston Ad N5. L4 stun, ON M9L 2SB
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ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 KT77 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types
in stock. A R S Electronics. 7110 DeCelis Place. Van Nuys,
Ca. 91406, 1-800-422-4250.

FIVE ALIVE
SYSTEM
(ABOUT $5000)

Turntable:
Tonearm:
Cartridge:
Preamp:
Poweramp:
Tuner:
CD Player:
Speakers:

LINN SONDEK LP -12
LINN BASIC PLUS
TALISMAN S
PS AUDIO 4.5
ADCOM GFA-555
ADCOM GFT-555
PS AUDIO CD 1A
APOGEE CALIPERS

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

FREE UPS SHIPPING!
Carver. Nakamichi, conradrjohnson, Apogee, Superphon,
harmanrkardon, SONY, AR Sapphire ES -1 turntable,
Haller, VSP, VPI, NEC Video. Trade-ins welcome! DEMO
SPECIALS-Nakamichi ST -7 tuner $499, Haller DH.100A
preamp $159, conradojohnson PV -6 preamp $599, Carver
CD player $499. THRESHOLD AUDIO. 409 South 22nd
St., Newark -Heath, Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520.

FRIED SPEAKERS 8 KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Sota. Haller. SAE, Audlre. Thorens, Adcom, Klipsch, CD
players. READ BROTHERS STEREO. 593 King Street.
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES: Linn, Naim,
Rega, Thorens, Haller, Creek, Rotel. Energy, Conrad Johnson. British-Fidelity Spendor, Superphon, MordauntShort 8 more. (818) 571-1299, (213) 283.0001.

HAFLER AMP MOD
Oversized TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER for DH200,
DH220. Improved bass more power, less heat. Easy Installation. $79.95 (plus $4 UPS). BANNER, (704) 4877012. P.O. Box 1803, Shelby. NC 28150.

LINE DRIVE
7,40=

era.ar

MNw.a

Less Signal Processing =

More Natural Music

LINE DRIVE-a system control center designed specifically for your line level components: CD players, tape decks. tuners. VCR audio.
LINE DRIVE-the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it
with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with how clean and accurate the
Line Drive sounds.
Available Crum Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod Squad, Dept. A,
542 Coast Highway 101. Leucadia. CA 92024 (619)
436-7666. For a complete catalog send 52 (refundable with order). Ask about our 2 -week money -back
V
guarantee.

'~
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THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS
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FOR SALE

_i
Z

HAFLER-HIGH QUALITY,

following components:
,LOCOS K $175,
DH-100A 5225, DH-110K $360, DH -110A $440, DH -120K
$260, DH -120A $320. DH -160K 5275 DH -160A 5375 DH220K $400, DH-220KE $410, DH-220A $500, DH-220AE
5510. DH -330K 5385, DH -330A $460, DH -500K $675, DH500KE $695, DH-500A $850, DH500AE $870. Accessories too! Three year warranty on assembled units. Visa and
MasterCard. Free delivery to ALL zip codes (PR and
APO FPO too). WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford. OH
45056-0145. 513-523-3333 TLX427791.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Adcom, Audire, CWD, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage. Monster Cable.
PS, Sony, Superphon, Talisman, Thorens, CD players.
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street. Charleston.
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

ox

man,

HAFLER PREAMPS, POWER -AMPS, 8 TUNERS. MOST
MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE
8 1-800-222.3465
FOR ORDERING 8 PRICES.
CLLWE CANTT. BE BEAT! 3465HCM
FORIORDER 345-1341.G8 S

651-57)7

j/'`

o
1.

soe

4je
-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LANSING 8 SOUTHERN MI. AUDIOPHILES! FRIED,
Robertson. Ouicksilve, Apt, Oracle, Thorens, Assemblage
Auditions and sales, relaxed atmosphere. Appointments
only, Newsletter. "jemstone", Box 240. DeWitt, MI 488200240. 517-669-9544.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN, V.A.D.. HARMANIKARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN. DEMON, KLIPSCH. B 8 W. POLK. KEF, D.C.M.,
E.V. J.B.L., INcINITY, D.B.X.. AKG, AND OTHER OUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN -

LA, ORANGE COUNTY AREA CALIFORNIA rir HIGH
END AUDIO WEST: CONRAD JOHNSON state-of-the-art
tube electronics. Also SONAGRAPH and PS Audio. 714861-5413, by appointment.

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904)262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
LEVINSON LIC2 3 -WAY CROSSOVER $1100. COTTER
PREAMP CM2 PSC2iMK2L $500. NAKAMICHI RX202
New -$395. UHER CR134 stereorecorder $195. NY AUDIO
LABS FUTTERMANN OTL3s $2995. (315) 437-3357.

LEVINSON-GOLDMUND
ML6A p eamp with L3A and L2 boards plus oak case.
$3700 or best offer. Four ML2 amplifiers latest model
$7500. Goldmund turntable and arm with cover $2500. All
in mint condition. Home: 415-283-2815 work: 415-8661964.

MARANTZ 10B TUNER WITH CABINET. (Model 9s and
7T recently sold separately) original owner. Evenings,
(205; 626-2499.

Wingate

KINDEL AUDIO AND AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE. Kindel Audio is proud of its association with American
Audiophile. The Kindel line of quality speakers, including the wonderful PLS-A, can be auditioned at American Audiophile through the finest equipment. American Audiophile. 371 Sunrise Hwy., Lynbrook, NY,
11563 (516) 887-7530.

.

a

The discriminating sensibilities of the true audiophile
are developed gradually as an acquired taste. Naturally,
then,we realize that the Win 9 a:a 2000A is an extraordinary feat of engineering that far exceeds the
understanding or appreciation cf the novice. Instead
we suggest
this incomparable
Class amplifier
para
gg
only for the audio connoisseur whams trained ear will
recognize absolute purity of sound.
Wingate Audio Corporation

.

KRELL KMA-100 MONOS $3495, Krell PAM -3 preamp
T1795, Conrad Johnson Premier
Technology Model 1 5345, Audible Illusions M
1
ModulusEminent
preamp $250, Counterpoint SA -3 preamp $750. Symmetry
subwoofer 5475 pr., D.B. x -over $225, Goetz GMS-3
Speakers $995 pr., Magnepan MG -3 speakers $1350,
Haller DH-500 amp full Musical Concepts mods $495.
Audio By A.J. Conti, Hudson, NH. (603) 883-4504.

PureA

II II

TO

Box
64 3 4tá St., SW
Hickory, NC 2Bt>t03

e --! 704-3E4-0334
too w!ch dual -mono power MOSFET Pure doss A amplifier with zero-

THEBOX

-7.

negeti.>e feedback design for unprecedented s gnal transparency and
resolution. Also available lii black anodized finish.

-

Z.

The cylindrical
structure
eliminates many
sound problems
associated
with box
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designs.

resulting in

,

-

INFINITE SLOPE MODEL 2 SPEAKERS, Magnet Magnasphere Delta speakers, Nakamichi CA5 pre -amp; Kinergetics tuner, Audio Control E08 equalizer. 215-567-4626.

d
new concept in
loudspeaker
design.

`

rketing

N.Y.

In stock, the

-

oo

_,..yet

For your free copy of our catalogue contac::

may áudio

We stock all of

ARC CS2

j'

J

-

tight powerful
bass.
r

For information or

dealer inquiries:

ARC

2888 Bluff St.. No. 438 Boulder. CO80301(.3031449-8896
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In New
-I
1. 'in'
Known by the company we keep.
'

MAJOR AUDIO Grado

Signature
Livewue
Magnepan
Martin -Logan
Meitner

Acoustat
ADS

Alpha
Audio
Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest

Meridian

Boston

Acoustics
Brysion
Carver
CWD
DCM
Denon
Dynavector
Eagle
Eminent
Technology

Mission
Mod Squad
MIT
NAD
Nakamichi
Nelson Reed
Oracle
Robertson
Signet
Snell

Stax

Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Threshold
Vandersteen

Velodyne
VPI
Yamaha
Yamaha

Audiophile

VIDEO
NAD
NEC

SOTA

Pioneer
Proton

Spica

Sony

Modern Demo Facility. Specialty Records.
Accessories and CDs. In-store Service.
Custom Cabinetry. No Mail Orders Please

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LINN LP12 MODIFICATION & LINN PRODUCTS
Zener diode Valhalla modification. Tremendous improvement at low cost. $8. Visit our SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM and hear these remarkable new Linn
products: Index Speaker $350rpr., K-9 mm cartridge $175.
Preamp. Poweramp. Visa and MasterCard. Free del very to
ALL zip codes. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145. Oxford, OH 450560145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, OTHER TUBE EQUIP. traded.
MC2300 $1400. Marantz ones
6 adaptor $450. 10B

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and
sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Irformalion! Wilsonics, 2510 47th Street, Suite AA, Boulder, Colorado 80301. (303) 530-1067 evenings

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! FULL WARRANTY -Most Audio Brands!! C.D. Players -Car Products -Computers (Hardware-Software) -Most Video
Brands!! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS. 996 ORANGE
AVE., WEST HAVEN, CT. 06516, MC/VISA. (2031 9370106.
LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON. VANDERSTEEN. HAFLER. PS AUDIO,
CARVER, NAKAMICHI. MOSCODE. ACOUSTAT, YAMAHA. KEF. BELLES. CONRAD-JOHNSON. APOGEE.
ADCOM, B&W. COUNTERPOINT. JSE. NAD, JBL. SOTA.
B&O. BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON. MIRAGE. DCM.
B&K and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE. 414-7254431. Menasha, Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

1.
Whitney Ave.. New Haven. CT
Mon..Tue..Wed .Fri..l0-6,Thurs .10 8 Sat .10-5.
MC/ VISA. AMEX, TAKES Charge

105

MCINTOSH (ALL TYPES), MARANTZ (TUBE) AND OTHER PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS. SPEAKERS &
PARTS BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED -MODIFIED. FREE
CATALOGUE. 8AM-5PM EST MON-FRI. AUDIO CLASSICS. POB 176AFS. WALTON, NY 13856. 607-865-7200.
AUDIO ADVERTISER SINCE 1979.

u.5i
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AudioQuest Solves
The Energy Crisis!
Usually people worry about
how to get enough energy.
AudiOQuest has been working
on how to ,get unwanted
energy out of your audio system. The answer is by using
Sorbothane, an amazing
material that is like a black hole
for unwanted vibration.

.

aq
oq
oq

Sorbothane Record Mat
Sorbothane Isolation Feet
Sorbothane Record Damper

oq

Sorbothane Self
Adhesive Sheets
Sorbothane Vacuum
Tube Dampers

.

C1Ud Í oqUeSt.
629 Camino de los Mares #306
San Clemente, CA 92672

(714)240-0604

'o'flyi',.;

MARANTZ 105 5700, #3 CROSSOVERS 5600pr.. #1
preamps S500pr., #16 $250. Gold Aero premium tubes
stocked, retube kits shipped fast! Mogami Neglex 2534
interconnect cable 60c'. 2513 speaker cable $2.5' Great.
McIntosh MC -75's $775pr.. MC -60's $650pr., MC-2100
$450, MC -225 $300, MI -75 $500, MR -71 $350. MR -67
5150. 1700 $300, 1900 $475, MX -110's 5300-425, MX -115
5450. C-26 $300. Denon demos: PRA-1000 preamp $275.
DR -M33 cassette $325. Mercury Living Presence. R.C.A.
shaded dogs request list. R.C.A. ribbon microphones:
77DX $475, BK-11A 5190. Handpicked tubes from 1963
many numbers. S.A.E. MKVI tuner w cabinet 5300. MK1B
preamp w,cabinet $200, MK1 VDM poweramp $225. Tandberg 6021X halftrack $200. Boothroyd-Stuart Meridian system 5525. Crown DL phono modules 'h price. Deltalabs
DL -5. DL -4 demos 80% off. Onkyo sealed TX -25 $140, TX35 $185. Marantz 7T preamp $165. Phase Linear 700B
$450. Sony LC90-FeCr $11, LC60-FeCr $6, LC90-SLH $9.
LC60-SLH $4.50 elcaset tape. Teac AL -700 elcaset machines factory sealed originally $1,100 now $299. RX10DBX for elcaset sealed $225. Technics RS -7500 elcaset
mint $500. Panasonic SH-3433 4 channel scope $300.
Mitsubishi demos:DA-F30 $200. DA -R8 $150. Lux L-110
Integrated $525. EV 7445 quad encoder $475. Revox A700
$1.200. Teac remotes $50. Pioneer RTU44 quad recorder
w remote $1,250. RG-1 $75. Computers: Apple 2- 5300,
3 w 256k $400, Macintosh 512 $1.200, drives, cards. software available. Sony TC854-4S quad w,selsync. new capstan motor!, remote 51.200. Ortofon STM-72 transformer
$25. 900 prerecorded rrt r 57. '.o track $18. Want collections pre-recorded r't r, McIntosh, Marantz (tube) units.
Sony. Teac. Advent Dolby units, oddball pieces. accessories. Want high quality units for consignment. Everything
money back guaranty. Mail Order Specialist! Shipping
worldwide: Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester Street, Wellesley, Mass. 02181 phone: 617-CEL-TICS, 617-235.8427.

.

FACTORY LIQUIDATION
SALE
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VSP LABS, a prestigious high -end
manufacturer of amplifiers and
preamplifiers is selling out overstock of audio products. All stock at
prices below dealer cost:

-

TransMos Amp (150 W/CH)

Reg. $1072.00

Il
reflect a
splendidly simple British
REGA products

design philosophy: use
only what is necessary &
make it of the highest quality. The result is a handsome
source of beautiful music,
at a proper price.
REGA dealers will encourage
you to listen to your favorite
recordings and judge for
yourself. For information:

audio
import
shenandoah, st. louis,
3149

mo. 63104

120

-

tuner perfect $750. 20 tuner equals 10B for $300. MC C22
b,o over $650. ML4m Mac spkrs w equip cab $500 won't
ship. Beveridge RM1, 2SW, 3, etc. avail. Benchmark ARU
b o over $695. Spectral Gamma $1575. Lux 3045 $575 pr.
Meridian M10 spkrs. latest rosewood $2200. N.Y.S.I. noon
till 3PM (718) 377-7282.

314-773-1211

Now $549.00

Gold Edition Amp (200 W/CH)

Reg. $1540.00

Straightwire

Reg. $1090.00

II

Now $749.00
Preamp

Now $549.00

HPF-102 Subsonic Filter
Now $ 59.00

Reg. $ 189.00

QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED
C.O.D., VISA, and MasterCard
orders accepted. Call 313/769-5522,
or write VSP Labs, 670 Airport
Boulevard, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
All units are covered by a one (1) year factory warranty.
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ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
SEE CLASSIFIED RATE BOX
ON FIRST PAGE OF CLASSIFIEDS FOR NEW RATES
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1986

Acoustat AR
Boston Acoustics
Baw Carver
Camber Castle
Celesuon
CWD Dual Fried
Haller Koelsu
Magnum Onkyo

%FOR SALE
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, ALTEC. LEVINSON, TUBE & SOLID STATE.
TANNOY, EV, LINN. BUY SELL TRADE, 713-7284343. MAURY CORB: 11122 ATWELL. HOUSTON,
TEXAS 77096.
MCINTOSH MC2500 52350, 4100 S1200, 2120 $649.
2200 $799, MR74 $429. MR78 $850. C32 $950, OUAD22
$119. BRB10 $149, SPECTRUM 3A $399. (713) 7284343.
MCINTOSH MC6O'S, MC225, MC240, MC275, C-26, C.
34V, MC2205, MC2105, MC2002. MCD7000, MG, over 60
pieces in stock. ONE YEAR TRADE -UP POLICY. NO
MINIMUM ON USED GEAR! Call. write for quotes. AUDIO
RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Court. Metairie. LA 70001. 504833-6942.
MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS, J.B.L. used
Alnico components. and systems. Bought, sold and traded.
313-229-5191, 7-11PM EST.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS PROUDLY PRESENTS THE
FX series modifications for Hefter power amplifiers.
Holographic three dimensionality is no longer the exclusive province of the finest tube amplifiers. In our
experience no other solid state amplifier compares.
We offer outstanding modifications for Haller preamps:
loroid outboard power supplies. LIPS II ultra last regulators and Teflon" capacitor kits. New circuit boards
for the DH -101 and Dyna PAT-4 5, including Teflon'
versions. For Hafler and Dyna amps: torotd power
transformers, high performance filter capacitors and
total dual mono installations. Finally, our Dyna tube
modifications are nearing completion. Adcom 555 mod
available soon. Musical Concepts. #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822 (1-5PM

Re ,,ox Rotel
Shure Signet

pn,rhtii
Component..

Qunlrhr,t4ulr.
and Str1',

'

Snell Sony

SOTA

Soundstream
Spica Stan
Sumrkc Thoren5

Sound
k3 Music
Northampton,

351 Piaaaant St.,

ISSUE.

Ortofon PS Audio
IS,'.rrnr

MA 01060 (413) 584.9547

FOR SALE
PAUL HEATH AUDIO
Audible Illusion, APT, B&K, Convergent Technology. Eagle, Grado. Infinite Slope, Kinergetics, Lazarus, Martin Logan. Melos. Merlin, Micro, MagnumrDynalab, Onkyo Integra, Palantir, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Rega, Spica,
Streets. Systemdek. Ultra -Scat, Vandersteen, VPI, Well Tempered, Wingate. SACRIFICE following: Acoustat 2 2,
SAW 2000, Beming 230. Clements RT7. Daybreaks. Magneplanar Ills. Marantz 10B, Mission Argonaut. MCM 7s.
Meitner Pre Amps, Perkins Monitors. Raven Ribbons.
Rauna Leiras, Robertson 4010, Sumo Amps & Fre, Snell
1s, many others. 217 Alexander St.. Rochester. NY. (716)
262-4310 Evenings: (716) 346-5630.
CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. RE VOX, HAFLER, ADCOM. MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON. KYOCERA. YAMAHA.
LUXMAN. DENON. KLIPSCH, B & W. POLK. KEF, D.C.M..
E -V, J.B.L.. INFINITY. D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC.. JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

EAST:

REK-O-KUT TURNTABLE BELTS, State Model Type.
send 11.65 to: ORK. 1151 S. 7TH ST.. SAN JOSE, CA
95112 408-971-7977.

flPOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC.
Designers and Manufacturers of the World's
Only Full Range Ribbon Speaker Systems

CST).
NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES IN STOCK. IF YOU'RE USING ANY OTHER
METHOD OF RECORD CLEANING YOUR RECORDS
ARE STILL DIRTY! SAVE YOUR RECORDS! INVEST IN
A NITTY GRITTY. NITTY GRITTY MACHINES ARE
(DUALITY CONSTRUCTED AND EASY TO USE. WE
ALSO STOCK REPLACEMENT PARTS AND THE NEW
CD CLEANING MACHINE. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT!
HCM AUDIO. (916) 345-1341. VISAMC.AMEX.
NO DEALER IN YOUR AREA? Call ELECTRONIC CREATIONS for: B&W. Canton. Conrad Johnson, Crown.
DBX Soundfield, Dual, Grado, Harman Kardon, Koetsu.
Kyocera, Magneplanar, Monster Cable, Marcoff. Nakamichi. Nitty Gritty. PS Audio. Sony, Sony ES. Sota, Syrinx.
Spica, Sumiko. Stax. Technics. Competitive prices. Visa.
MC, Shipping World-wide. 305.831-1010. Visit our store in
Orlando. Florida.

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1.800-222-3465. ACOUSTAT ALARISTON AUDIOOUEST
CHEMIST AR
B & W
BOSE
BOSTON GRACE
GRADO
HARMAN/KARDON HAFLER JVC KENWOOD LAST LIVEWIRE
MONSTER CABLE
NITTY GRITTY
PETERSON

PREMIER
SONY
SOTA
SPICA
STAX
STRAIGHTWIRE SUPERPHON THORENS
TALISMAN
VAN DEN HUL. CALL FOR LOW PRICES. MOST
ITEMS IN STOCK. HCM AUDIO. (916) 345-134'. VISA
MC AMEX.

PREMIER TONEARMS & ACCESSORIES BY SUMIKO.
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR ORDERING AND PRICES. WE CAN'T BE
BEAT' HCM AUDIO. (916) 345-1341. VISA MC AMEX.
PS AUDIO: GOURMET SOUND: Savor their delicious new

products. AUDIO NEXUS. NJ (201) 464-8238.

48"

x

24"

x

2"

"CALIPER"
The New Measure of Sound

r1POGEE r1COUSTICS, INC.
35 York Industrial Park
Randolph, MA 02368
Telex: 928121 APOGEE RAND

QUAD ESL 63. PERFECT CONDITION. 52250. (804) 5951230.
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FOR SALE

Tweak Your System ... see what it can do.
Audio Cable Engineering, Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.-the worlds largest, most
sophisticated audio cable specialty manufacturer...dedicated to achieving perfection In audio cable
systems design,
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Quality. With a combination of state of the art design and utilization of the most superior Inner component matenals, Esoteric Audio USA creates high definition cable systems
that ore sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest -quality materials include oxygen -free high conductivity copper
windings. state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires. teflon"Virgin lit - wires. teflon'
dielectrics. ultimate air dielectrics. superior copper connectors with teflon dielectrics. special 5% silver solder,
and much more.
Cables That Approach The Quality
Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric
Audio USA's new era of cable
design, we otter exceptional cables
that are sonically transparent and
uncolored. yet maintain excellent
c
imaging, phase coherency and
dimensional character...cables
that enable you to experience every
subtle nuance your system is cap-

SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE (W/VACUUM), almost new, w/latest planer options and "electronic flywheel." 51100. Linn
Itok arm 5275. Both 51300. Also van den Hul cartridges,
stepups. (415) 254-4290 eves., wkends.

The Ultimate In

91,

-- - - -

-

able of.

.

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM
(UNDER 53400)

Inc

RR3 Box 262
Make A Sound Decision. Replace
your inter -connect and speaker
Winder, Georgia 30680
cables with a new set of high definiPhone: (404) 867-6300
tion Esoteric Cables. Tweak your sysTelex: 8 -4294
tem-and achieve sonic superiority
Call or write today for the dealer
is a registered trademark of DuPont.
"Teflon"
nearest you.
Dealer and sales representative inquineswelcome.

..`-

LINN AXIS
LINN K-9
ADCOM GTP-500
ADCOM GFA-545
ADCOM GCD-300
SNELL E2'S

Turntable:
Cartridge:
Preamp:
Amplifier:
CD Player:
Speakers:

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York. NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

FOR SALE

/GIOYB

MPONAVOX
Our enthusiasm for Magnavox CD players
Continues. The new series 1041. 1051 and 2041
players weigh less than their predecessors, but the
sound remains the same
We have an assortment of models In stock, priced
IromS 159.88.
II you want stare-of -the -art sound. we also stock the
exceptional P S Audio CD -1a. We can also arrange
mods for the basic players.
Oh yes. 16 bit Magnavox playes should be available
soon.
Happily, the good gets better,

95 vassar st.

cambridge.

ma

02139

Q
AUDIO

617
547-2727

RARE BRB AMPLIFIERS-NEW-BELOW WHOLESALE. Model 200-5395. Model 120-5295. "'- Rating and
State -Of -The -Art Rating. High Current. Ring Emitter Technology. (408) 245-9864.

RELAX, ENJOY YOUR STEREO PURCHASE. Unsurpassed advice from a certified audio consultant. Risk free
home trial. 150% value on trades. Fine quality home and
care equipment from the exclusive supplier to a national
buying cooperative. Community Audio. 318 W. DuVal, Philadelphia, PA 19144. (215) 843-9918. M -F.

TANDBERG SEPARATES, SUPERB, 3002 PREAMP,
3003 amplifier. New equivalents 52200 + tax. 51100 see
Audio 86. Citation 16. 17. 18 5750. 313-471-7289, John.
1

SIDEREALKAP
NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC CAPACITOR WITH A
WONDERFUL NAME, THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEPTION TO BE THE FINEST
SOUNDING CAPACITOR AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TODAY.
FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR
DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER
WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

SYSTEM OF THE YEAR-exquisite selection of quality
equipment for connoisseurs from the Washington area
professional recording industry showroom: JSE Infinite
Slope speakers. B.E.L. (also VSP, Belles) amps-preamps,
Straightwire cables, Musical Concepts modified CD-player.
V.P.I. turntable-Grado tonearm-Grado Signature cartridge, Aiwa Ad-F99OUB cassette deck, plus ... APHEX
Surround Sound Decoder! (3011 229-1664.

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Ydur Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out:

THE 9 1/2
SYSTEM
(ABOUT 59500)

Turntable:
Tonearm:
Cartridge:
Preamp:
Poweramp:
Tuner:
Speakers:
CD Player:

LINN SONDEK LP -12
LINN ITTOK
MONSTER ALPHA 1
KRELL PAM -5
PS AUDIO -C
REVOX B-261

APOGEE DUETTAS
REVOX B-225

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33RD Street
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

THIRSTY EAR-AUDIOOUEST, BANG & OLUFSEN,
BBW, DCM, Denon. NAD. Spendor, Systemdek. Mission,
Polk. Kyocera Proton, Rotel, Nakamichi, PSE, Stax, Spectrum, Spica. Vandersteen, Out of print recordings.
THIRSTY EAR, 9 East Main St., Bozeman, MT 59715.
(406) 586-8578.

-
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Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116

1341. VISAMC/AMEX.

-

WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

THORENS TURNTABLES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK.
CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING &
PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO. (916) 345-

UHER, Sennheiser. Sony. AKG. (Shure). Electro -Voice.
Audio-Technica, Beyer, Bose, etc. Portable Recorders, Microphones. Mixers, Line. A V. Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box
1321, Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821
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LOUDSPEAKERS_
ABSOLUTELY UNPARALLEL IN EXCELLENCE!
Audition these remarkable, patented JSE Infinite
Slope loudspeakers in your own home on our 7 DayNO RISK AUDITIONING Policy. We'll pay shipping
and offer a FREE 1 YEAR subscription to Audio.
Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Haller. Thorens.
Apature dealers. Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584.0131.
MCNISA AMEXP ACCEPTED
ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DE
SIGNS for audiophiles. speaker kits for home, car, sub woofer & pro. JBL. AUDAX, SEAS, polypropylene drivers &
crossovers, $2 Gold Sound, Box 141A, Englewood, CO
80151.

ALTEC-LANSING, JBL, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and speaker systems. Low prices, free flyer. See
our Altec ad in "For Sale." Rick Marder, AHCo. (201) 5618123.
AMAZING JSE LOUDSPEAKERS: THE SECRET is
their Infinite Slope Crossovers. Experience them at
home. 10 -DAY MONEY BACK AUDITIONS. WE PAY
SHIPPING. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-8238.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

A&S SPEAKERS IS PROUD TO announce that we are
now carrying complete, audiophile loudspeakers systems
from VMPS, Scan -Speak, Euphonic Audio, and Nelson Reed. Also available is the widest selection of speaker
components and kits from Focal, Audax, Dynaudio, Peerless, Becker, Jordan and others. Free catalog. A&S
SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver. CO 80207. (303) 3998609.

ATTENTION MAGNEPAN OWNERS For your Magnepan MG-IIB speakers: the TOPOLOGY MIM-IIB, a plug-in
module that will transform your IIB's into speakers that will
amaze you. For information call or write to: TOPOLOGY,
P.O. Box 1452, Palo Alto CA 94302, (408) 723-7404.
Coming soon: The TOPOLOGY MIM-IIIA for your MG -Ill's.
BETTER THAN ELECTROSTATICS! Find out about our
new ribbon speakers and sophisticated dynamic systems.
New catalog has details plus kits. parts, electronics and
much more. S1 (bill) to: New York Acoustics, 167 Saw Mill
River Road. Yonkers, NY 10701, (914) 476-4900.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM. MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D.. HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA.
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. POLK, KEF. D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D,B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS. Combine the
Infinite Slope crossover and patented phase shift bass
loading for unexcelled imaging, detail and tight dynamic
bass response, Alternative Audio, Massapequa. LI. NY.
(516) 541-7025.

Listen to the Music!

High Gain -Low Noise -Great Sound

GK -1

A Vacuum tube preamp priced under $1200
Call or write for Information:

ME.S
723 Bound Brook Rd. Dunellen
(201) 929-2613
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ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
SEE CLASSIFIED RATE BOX
ON FIRST PAGE OF CLASSIFIEDS FOR NEW RATES
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ISSUE.
LOUDSPEAKERS

7icagoSpeakerStaraciHt 41.UHY141tI5t,.0t

.

DEMONSTRATORS WITH WARRANTY-Acoustat model
one $980; Beveridge 2SW-2 $5000; Beveridge System V
$2080; ITC Model one $505; JSE model one $680: Sidereal Acoustic IV $600: Triad system 70 $250.
GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, 7805 Greenfield Street. River
Forest, IL 60305. 312771-4660. MC VISA. Auditions by
appointment-shipping & export facilities.
FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: LEGENDARY, FANTASTIC,
Audition all models at AUDIO NEXUS. NJ. (201) 464-8238.

KEF 105.2 SPEAKERS. Excellent cond. $1650 Call Ted:
212-757-8519 days, 914-245-8341 eves.
LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS: An unprecendented combination of dynamics, pinpoint imaging, midrange articulation and bass heft. Semen um Cobalt leaf tweeters, European dome midranges. and
polypropylene subwoofers in a proprietary configuration.
Biampable. Gold binding posts. High definition wiring. Ten
year warranty. Beautiful cabinetry. Affordable! RTRD. 2105
Claremont, Springfield. II. 62703. (217) 529-8793.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Audax, Dynaudio, Eclipse. Focal, Peerless, Morel, Vita, and more! 1080µf polypropylene capacitors. Catalog 50c. Meniscus,

Rd-2

In order to capture the increased fidelity
afforded by today's digital and high quality
analogue recordings, audiophiles realize that
they must place great attention on proper
speaker mounting. Improperly mounted
speakers fail to project the advantages of new
recording technology as increased dynamics
are lost in carpets, furnishings and other
envi rohmental factors.
For more musical enjoyment from your
audio -video system, elevate your speakers on
Chicago Speaker Stands.

CALL TODAY!!
I-Nlkl-S82-''2'256

312-7.15-551ell

3275W Gladiola. Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 5349121.

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems
are misled by well meaning-but rrisinfcrmed salesmen,
magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound
reproduction is superficial or incomplete As a result, many
expensive "mistakes" are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high -quality audio dealership in the United
States. Founded by pianist/acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians,
orchestra conductors, and recording
engineers throughout the U.S. and Europe
rely on Gala Sound for state-of-the-art
audio systems tailored to their specific
needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
a definitive audio system from Gala Sound.
Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at (715)461-3000.

-\

KEF B&W MAGNEPLANAR

ACOUSTAT MERIDIAN MARK LEVINSON
McINTOSH CONRAD-JOHNSON BRYSTON BELLES RESEARCH

r

THRESHOLD
REVOX

GALA SOUND

3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 (716) 461-3000

.
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At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget. From
our large selection you can compare
performance specifications and prices.
ALL SOUND STAGE

equipment Includes:

30 -day best price protection

3 -year warranty with parts & labor
free delivery
PLEASE, NO MAIL ORDER

free
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TAPE RECORDERS

MAGNA SUBWOOFERS
Three unique subwoofer designs complimented in parallel
with virtually any 8 ohm loudspeaker will increase the
power output of most amplifiers up to 100%. The MAGNA
subwoofers will extend and define natural deep bass. High
tech black Nevamar finish, for complete information on all
MAGNA products. Send $2 to: MAGNA; Division of Music America Recording Studios: P.O. Box 40537, Midtown Plaza, Rochester, NY 14604.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

PROAC STUDIO 1-AMAZING NEW SPEAKER that S.M.
Gerdsen of HI Fl Listening calls, "The best loudspeaker
under $1000 a pair. The studio 1 have a powerful realistic
sound with silky highs." Call 303-449-1440. Modem Audio,
2888 Bluff, Suite 210C, Boulder, Colo. 80301.

DRIVERS-ALWAYS DISCOUNTED. America's
finest raw speakers for car, guitar, home, or disco. Speaker
repairs too! SRS, 318 South Wahsatch, Colorado Springs.
CO 80903. (303) 475-2545.
PYLE

SPEAKER BUILDERS SAVE 50-70%. Esoteric kits including compound subwoofers, ribbon systems. Dynaudio,
Strathern, Seas, IAR Wondercaps, Chateauroux polypropylene, Phase and amplitude correct active crossover kits
by Shadow. AC foam for cost effective room treatment. The
finest in stock, guaranteed lowest prices, helpful service!
All new 1986 Catalog $2 refundable. Audio Concepts, 1631
Caledonia St., La Crosse WI. 54602. 608-781-2110.
SPECTRUM LOUDSPEAKERS: HIGHEND SOUND, budget prices. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-8238.

E I

THANK YOU STEREOPHILE .. .
for your Reuben Guss Loudspeaker Awards. Your subscribers are invited to judge for themselves both the quality
of Guss Loudspeakers and reliability of Stereophilés re-

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS

-

MOVING COILS SOUND BEST however don't waste
$1,000 for cartridges tonearms. GRAMOPHONE says
"MKIV tonearm $89 + MC -2V $79 + T-24 $89 reproduced
test sequence of records with unusual accuracy & tonal
naturalness". High output MC-3L12 'Vital' stylus $79. NEW
MKIV SUPER tonearm $125. MC -7V/111 cartridge $125,
transparent master -tape sound. VISA/MC Reviews $1 bill.
Mayware, P.O.B. 58, Edgware, Middx. England.

°

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

gin,

BRISSON MI -330 INTERCONNECTS AND CUSTOM
ATHENA PolyPhasors, experience what accurate phase
and time coherency can do for your audio system! MI -330
available in any configuration, including tonearm sets and
Camac terminations for Goldmund and Levinson equipment. Brisson hookup wire for audio constructors, custom
threaded Tiptoes for any audio product, ASC Tube Traps,
Wonder Caps, Fluxbusters, other audio products, $1 for
catalog. Michael Percy. Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937.
415-669-7181.
LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and
sixteen gauge wirel Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Information! Wilsonics, 2510 47th Street, Suite AA, Boulder, Colorado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings

portage. Call Madison Avenue Showroom. (212) 888-3339.

Proven

Accessories
from QED JH
Protech

51"3

MORE INPUTS? SOLUTION: FIVE POSITION
DBP-2JAU/5 Switch Box. Quality construction, gold jacks,
five year warranty, 571.95. Nickel jacks, $59.95. DB SYSTEMS, Rindge, New Hampshire 03461. (603) 899-5121.
NEED

:TURNTABLES

PFICITEC

o

-

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONSMERRILL TURNTABLE
UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 CENTRAL AVE.,
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38104 (901) 272-1275.
SOTA TURNTABLES: BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED, UNSURPASSED SONICS. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 4648238.

& ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes,
mods., system design, new 8 used components. Amperex,
EE, GE. Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania, Tungsram. Exclusive
US rep. Siemens/Telefunken. Great prices. Consultant/
supplier to manufacturers, dealers, clubs, individuals.
Douglas Kent Smith Consulting, 240 W. Pike St., Canonsburg, PA 15317-1163.(412) 746-1210.

TUBES

TAPE RECORDERS

AUTO SOUND

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAN'KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH. B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND

SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

"

--

'

-

Protection is better than cure
that's our motto. Protect your
expensive speakers from amplifier
damage with the QED Stereo
Electronic Speaker Protector
(PROTECH). Accepts up to
12 gauge wire.

Developed from the legendary MS20, the
new MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25Tj is an
advanced high efficiency two-way system, with
8" bass unit, Titanium tweeter, and overload
protection.
At $250 the pair, the MORDAUNT-SHORT
is available in Black Ash or Walnut

This product is just one of a full and
comprehensive range of QED
accessories. Phone or write for full
16 page catalogue.

MS25Ti

laminate.

,

For full informatión contact
Exclusive QED Distributor.
May Audio Marketing Ltd.
'P.O. BOX 1048,
Champlain, NY 12919.
TEL. (514) 651-5707

124

Mordáunt-Short-ARCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.

Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic.
U.S.
.
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ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
SEE CLASSIFIED RATE BOX
ON FIRST PAGE OF CLASSIFIEDS FOR NEW RATES
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1986
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"Not as good as the SOTA"
America's most critical reviewers have scrutinized the SOTA against all turntables. Vir-

tually every review concludes. however
excellent are the other turntables, none is
"as good as the SOTA."
Amazing Extra Clarity

CD PLAYERS

Long (Audio, June '86): "The sound from
with its vacuum was more real than
that from the reference system, and in a very
convincing way... If you are seeking the
most realistic reproduction of sound from
analog records, you will like the extra clarity
afforded by the vacuum clamping system."
Ed

SOTA

ANY OTHER CD PLAYER WILL fail to convince you
that CD software is comparable to analog. Musical
Concepts modified CD players will convince you that
other CD players (at any cost) are the problem. Available: Complete level II players 5550, or the all-out
Level IV (including torpid outboard power supply)
5850. We also accept Sony and Philips based units for
modification. Consult with us on models accepted and
power supply options. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314.831.1822 (15PM CST).

SOTA Black lacquer STAR
The Only Class A Turntable:

Tony Cordesman (Stereophile, Vol 9, No
4): "Combining the SOTA Star Sapphire's

Nothing Even Comes Close

Julian Hirsch (Stereo Review, December,
'85): "Our best estimate is that the [vacuum]
Star Sapphire's isolation from base conducted isolation in the audio range is at
least 40dB better than the best we have previously measured! Nothing else have ever
seen comes even close to matching the
SOTA's solidity and immunity to external
influences."

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMANrKARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN. DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L.. INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

vacuum record damping with the new
acrylic 'Supermat' has produced a turntable
which is more neutral on more records than
any other turntable I've tried at any price ...
even those costing over S10,000."

I

OTA
industries

P.O. Box 7075 Berkeley CA 94707

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
'

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Adcom, Klipsch,
Acoustat, PS, Sony, Spica. Fried, and more. (See our
Haller ad.) READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,

Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
J.S. AUDIO OFFERS A LARGE selection of CD players at competitive prices. For more information Mon.
thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232. J.S. Audio. One
Childress Court. Laurel, MD 20707. We honor Visa &
M C.

COMPACT DISCS

COMPACT- DISCS

COMPACT DISCS-CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP AUDIOPHILE, EUROPEAN & JAPANESE IMPORTS. Special orders welcomed. Send 53 for comprehensive catalogue.
Players available. NYCD, P.O. Box 20232, London Terrace
Station, New York, NY 10011

Frée Catalog of COS.
. Samebefore
day shipping'if you order
12:hoonEDT.
'

COMPACT DISCS-MOST TITLES 512.99-514.99.
4,500 plus tales in stock. Free catalog plus regular updates.
Oz Records. 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA
30083, (404) 292-5451.

-

' COMPACT DISCS

Call for FREE catalog.
ALL

a5[ MUSK".

CT call

1-452-0203

USA 1-800-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303
Box 616. Clifton Park. NY 12065

'

COMPACT DISCS
AND ACCESSORIES
Requests welcome
24 hours a day.
Retailer prices available

per disc on orders
.of 10 or more.
for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call Toll,Free to order:
'

1250

',

'

'1D0 DISCOUNT

NEW! CUSTOMIZED COLOR CODED LABELS TO
ORGANIZE YOUR CD COLLECTION. WITH OUR
LABELS AND UNIQUE CD EVALUATION SYSTEM.
YOU'LL ALSO KNOW WHICH TRACKS YOU LIKED,
AND WHY. DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS AND 140 CD
LABELS. ONLY 54.95! THE CD PROGRAM, 12591
Harbor Blvd. Suite 311, Garden Grove, California
92640.

-
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518-664-2550
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1 -800 -ALL DISC

41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (2 4 track. Dolby B'C, TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
S1.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape
Recording. 14-R Station Avenue. Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.

4~1101~91

Audío Video
Car Stereo
Lowest Prices on All Major Brands
of Audio, Video & Car Stereo ,
FULLY WARRANTEED
-
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°GET IT FREE!

Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S.
Major Credit Cards Accepted

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

"Call us" (516) 499-7680
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986

-

compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the
fastest growing high -end electronics manufacturer.
call or write for the name of your local dealer.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive

W.

Henrietta,

N..Y.

14586

716-359-2700
125
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TEST RECORDS FROM
CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
STR 100 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in dudes sweep frequency with sync for recorder; spot frequency; separation; compliance; vertical- and lateral -tracking; tonearm resonance, and more. $10 each.
STR 112 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in-

cludes square wave, graduated -tracking, and IM bands.
$15 each.
STR 120 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, includes ultra -sonic test tones, high-level low -frequency glide
tones, standard -level and silent bands, and can be used
with a graphic level recorder. $15 each.
STR 130 RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD, provides accurate means of calibrating professional
recording equipment. Can be used with a graphic level
recorder or, without automatic equipment, with the spot
frequency bands. $15 each.
STR 140 PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD,
Is designed for acoustical testing of loudspeakers in ordinary rooms and whole systems, and for psychoacoustic
tests. Includes spot frequency tones with voice announcements and glide -tones in th octave bands from 30 Hz to 15
kHz synced for a graphic recorder. 515
SOT 1100 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD, the standard test disc for SO decoding adjustment, has test bands
for pickup measurements, setup of decoders, channel
identification and balance. $15 each.
Payment must accompany order and be either a check
or money order in U.S. funds. Allow four to six weeks for
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was the last time you
changed your stylus? If you can't
Éremember, then it may already
be too late!!
When

(800) 221-09 6,Q

1-11100-225-8656
OW
ORDERS
1APE

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER?

specialize in phono cartridges, factory original replacement styli, headphones & record
care items onlyll

MOST
LOWEST

CALL

\MI

We

w,tn FREE
}w1 SPeexen!

TEST RECORDS

A.11111

-

8pm

STaNTon

oA unde%1ororders

delivery.
STR 100 Stereo Frequency Record $10
STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking and IM Disc $15
STR 120 Wide-Range Cartridge Disc $15
STR 130 RIAA Frequency Response Disc S15
STR 140 Pink Noise Disc $15

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before you

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

banish your 'record-player' compare AUDIOPHILE albums
from MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD LAB, NAUTILUS
and prepare for another surprise! SOUND ADVICE (816)
361.2713. Some BEATLES Collections, many OUT -OFPRINTS available. UHORS. Sale prices.

"SERENDIPITY" is coming your way! MICHAEL CARSON, keyboard wizard with Free Flight has put together a
tasty program of upbeat, tuneful acoustic jazz with Gary
Herblg (who gives great sax), Stanley Clarke on standup
bass, and many more. Standards such as "Lady." "I
Should Care," and"My Romance" are balanced by Garson
originals that are sure to become favorites. Recorded in a
real hall with real acoustics by Prof. Keith Johnson, "SERENDIPITY" will show just how real a jazz group can sound.
PURE ANALOGUE 33.1/3 rpm LP available now at most
fine audio and record stores, or (e $16.98 postpaid from
Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA
94107 (415) 355-1892. VisaíMC accepted. Free catalogue/
reviews. Dealer Inquiries invited. (P.S. CD fans: Digital
Master compact disc in preparation.)

1895-1940 RARE RECORDS sold by quarterly mail "auctions." Edison cylinders, Berliners, Jazz-dance 78's, personalities odd labels, opera, catalogs. Wally Wood/ Box
8153, La Crescenta, CA 91214. (818) 246-1225.

SOT 1100 Quadraphonic Test Disc $15
AUDIO TEST RECORDS, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406,
Cincinnati, OH 45218

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte. CA 91731- (818)
446-5346.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
OUT -OF -PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY over 60 titles from $9.
Also UHOR's, Super Disks, Direct-To -Disc's. Running out
of titles fast! Chad, (913) 825-8609. 213 South 2nd, Salina,
KS 67401.

RECORDS

PC XT AND AT COMPATIBLES: High
Quality, Low Prices, Assembled, Kits. Monitors, Printers,
Software, Etc. Dealer Info. MicroMagic, Box 18009, Seattle, WA. 98118. East: 202723-7404, West: 206325-7601.

COMPUTERS

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!
UNLIMITED PROFIT POTENTIAL! LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES!' OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO
VIDEO
CAR
STEREO
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS!
ELECTRONIC EXPERTS, 1000 ORANGE AVE., WEST

- --

-

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, VARIOUS SLEEVES. MULTIPLE BOXES, 78
RPM SLEEVES, LASER DISK CASES. CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 661, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201.
MCNISA'AM-EX. By phone (614) 299.0476.

HAVEN, CT 06516.

WANTED TO BUY
ALWAYS PAYING TOP SS FOR MCINTOSH solid state
components, JBL loudspeakers (the older the better),
McIntosh MC 3500 or MC 350 for personal use. 313-2295191, 7-11PM EST.

MAILO-ONLRDER
Y

:

*

Nationwide Electronic Distributors, Inc.
NOW Open To The Public!
"FREE
NEWS LETTER"

''The service that spans the nation"

212 -575 - 1840
Over 130 Brands
VIDEOS & TELEVISIONS
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SUPER SPECIALS

CAR STEREOS
10-11018

HOME AUDIO EQUIPMENT

O1a0

47th St., Rm 901,
New York, NY 10036
2 West

nn0

1.g

Isis

Call for shipping 8 hanoline charges/C.O.D. orders.

All merchandise brand new w/U.S.A- warrenty. Extended warranties available. Prices & eveilebility
9

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment. Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc.
TOP CASH. Scott Dowling, 9908 Dairies Drive, Temple
City, CA 91780. (818) 286-9122, evenings weekends.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, JBL. John Conrad. 1178 Blackbird St., El
Cajon, CA 92020. (619) 449-9155.
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all

subject to change. Nov,

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway. between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

00ÁM-8PM MON-SAT

WANTED: OLD TUBE GEAR ESPECIALLY. Marantz and
Regency amps. Also need JBL Paragon, Metragon, Harts fields. EV Patrician, Regency and Tannoy GRF. pay top
dollar for the items need like Marantz 7, 8B and 9's. Also
want prewar radios and radio magazines, catalogs 193050. Please call me after the others. Ed (718) 377-7282.
I
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AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1986

JAPANESE STEREO

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
SEE CLASSIFIED RATE BOX
ON FIRST PAGE OF CLASSIFIEDS FOR NEW RATES
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1986

PCM, CD, Turntables, Tonearms, Cartridges

FANTASTIC SELECTION
OF HIGH -END
42 pages DATA/PRICE Sheets $3.00
2718 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403

ISSUE.

(213) 829-3429

WANTED TO BUY

MAIL ORDER

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, PARAGON, TUBE AMPS. Western Electric Equipments. M -Levinson LNP-2. old speaker
systems, components, from RCA, Jensen, JBL, Altec, Trusonic, University, Tannoy. David Yo, POBox 832. Monterey
Park, CA 91754. Tele: 818/576-2642.

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS

STYLUS GUAGE 555.
205CMK4 5165, 100CMK4 $335, EPA500 $275, EPA250
$269. PRO/LAMBDA $585, SRM1/2 $259, SIGMA $199,
LAMBDA 5189, SRD7 $75, SRDX 5125; GRACE 747
$188, F9E(S) 5130, F9E RUBY $165, F9E STYLUS $65,
RUBY STYLUS 5120; ACCUPHASE AC2 5295, AC3 $245;
DENON 103D 5149, 103C $89, DL303 $199, DL304 $245;
DYNAVECTOR 23RS(MR) $195, 17DS( MR) $350:
KOETSU BLACK S489, ROSEWOOD $599; F964fx $259,
FR1MK3F 5175, FRMC-45 $199; SIGNET XK50 $199;
HITACHI SAX -102 INTERCON 3' 519, NAMIKI DIRCT
FNDR 555: MFG STYLUS REPLCMET: 23RS(MR) $159,
103D $119: SHURE CARTRIDGES 8 OTHER ELECTRONICS, CALL FOR PRICES; SEND SASE, BOX 6312,
LIC, NY 11106; SHIP COD; ALL UNUSED, ALL DAY (212)
619-2888; (305) 487-1048: EVE ONLY (718) 366-0360.

WANTED DCM TIME BASS SUBWOOFER system.
(515) 724-3414.

BLANK TAPE
TAPE WORLD
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AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.
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SOUND

FOR THE VERY BEST

CARS
We have on uncommon understanding and
apprec Orion of fine automobiles, of their
treatment and of the entertainment systems they
deserve-not to mention the experience to
understand the tastes and whims of their drivers.
People bring their luxury and exotic cars to
Stereo Depot from for and wide -because they

get what they need,

STEREO

ILIFLU
155 S.C.ENTRAL AVE

HARTSDALE, NY

(914)761-0203
Mon, T,.e, Wed, Fri 9 to

10530

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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till
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COMPUTE LINE Or MK *ND MAULS IN STOCK '

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
lull U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Revox, Carver. Bang 8 Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown.
Hatter, B8W. NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc..
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

MISCELLANEOUS
NEW IDEA? American Patent in Washington, D.C. will
assist you through Research and Development! Free
'1

THE VERY BEST

0-

-800-257-7880.

apt

BRITISH HI-FI DISCOUNTED. SME V 51200 Koetsu Black
5335 Wharfedale 708 $295 Thorens 321 $270. Quotations
$1 bill STEREO, P.O. Box 774. London NW7 3ST England,
U.K.

MAIL ORDER
J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selection of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and
the new DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY
COMPETITIVE PRICES. We provide six years of audio sales experience, candid honest advice and full
warantee on all products we sell. For pricing and stock
information call: 301-890-3232 or write to: J.S AUDIO,
One Childress Court, Laurel, MD 20707. We honor
Visa MC and COD. Monday -Friday 11AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX. HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERIDIAN. N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA. YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B 8 W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-

UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES. INC.. JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32241.
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

EAT':

At last, classic, high demand, hard
to find Apt products can be ordered
direct from Apt. Surplus stock
reduced to sell:
-

-

Apt One Amplifier
now $525.00

reg. $748.00

-

Holman Preamplifier
reg. $680.00
now $475.00

TILT AND SWIVEL
SPEAKER BRAKETS
Holds up to 50 lbs
Tilts up & down
Swivels left & right
Speakers easily removed
.
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TILT& SWIVEL

lSpeaker Brackets

SAVE EVEN MORE"
$50.00 off on any pair.

QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED
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P2 Preamplifier
reg. $450.00
now $325.00

For your free copy of our catalogue contact:

m
mayy audio marketing ltd
P.O. Box 1048

COD Orders accepted. Call
(617) 458-7675 or write:
Apt Corporation
176 Walker St.
Lowell, MA 01854
3 year

warranty on all stock.

Champlain, N.Y. 12919 Tel.: (514) 651-5707
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50% AND MORE ..
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ADC SS¿ZSx
COMPUTERIZED EQUALIZER

'9

$49995

525995

3.1117.11,

'159.95

169.95

'249.95
939.95
'69.95
'229.95
'329.95
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AUDIO ACCESSORIES
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QUARTZ DRIVE TURNTABLE

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER
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PCM, ALL NEW SONY DIRECT! CDP PLAYERS
LATEST MODELS' YAMAHA SPX -90 AVAILABLE'
NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL DEMO. S2995! AND CT -1000
DEMO. LIST $7000. ONLY $3995' MICRO SEIKI,

WORLD'S FINEST TURNTABLE.

RX1500FVG

DEMO 51995, NEW SX-555FVW $1695! HIGH PHONIC. SAEC. NAMIKI YAMAHA. DENON. CALL
FOR ALL ULTRA -HIGH-END! JAPANESE STEREO.
213.829-3429 (SEE OUR DISPLAY AD).
SONY PCM UNITS: Sony PCM553ES DI $1099.
PCM501 ES DI 5749. Catalog of over 70 PCM recordings
(Beta VHS) $1.00. Send check money order DIRECT -TO TAPE RECORDING COMPANY. 14 Station. Haddon
Heights. NJ 08035 609-547-6890.

YAMAHA: R-9 $699. R8 $539. R7 5399. R5 $269. GE60
5319. CD2000 5699. CD700 $479. CD500 $319. AVC50
5399. M85 5829. C85 5639. T85 $389. K1020 $529. K720
$389, K540 5279. DX7 $1699.
NAKAMICHI: BX100 $269. BX125 5369. BX300 $599.
RX202 $539. CR7A $1199. DRAGON $1599. OMS4A
5839. CA5 5649.
DENON: DRM44HX $489. DRA755 5459. DCD1500 $539.
DP59L $479.
SONY: TCD5M $579.
HARMAN KARDON: CD491 $699, HK795, 5529. TD392
$549, HD300 5449.
JBL (pr): L60T $459. L8OT $599, L100T $799.
dbx, Bose. NAD, Onkyo. Luxman. Please Call. International Models available. USA. Warranty. VISA. MC. AMEX.
DINERS. COD's. 1-800-222-2219. ext. 201. (New Jersey)
1-800-222-4134. ext. 201. Taskamichi Audio. 206-2212977. POB: 25583. Seattle. WA. 98125.
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14,00
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WHOLESALE AUDIO. VIDEO, TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES. Cables. antennas. amplifiers. cartridges. transformers. watches. calculators. chemicals. speakers. radios, microphones. adaptors. Free catalog. 718-897-0509. D8W
Enterprises. 68-12 110th Street. Flushing. NY 11375.
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JVC Rx9VRK
AM/FM STEREO RECIEVER
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On Quality Merchandise -Fully Guaranteed

TECHNICS SLP300
COMPACT DISC

AD INDEX
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aA SINGER'S DREAM!
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ALL PRODUCTS CARRY PULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES
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23 PARK ROW, MY/ YORK. NY 10034
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REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used In Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works over the phone. Write or. call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.
LT
Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086
(404) 493-1258

Sound,
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ADC (41)
Cover HI
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95
78 & 79
Acoustic Research (1)
Adcom (2)
1
Alpine (3)
88 & 89
110
Altec Lansing (4)
American Acoustics (43)
33
Audiophile Systems (5)
96
75
B & W (6)
Barcus Berry (7)
97
Brystonvermont (8)
93
107
CBS Records (9)
Carver (10, I)... 14 & 15, 90 & 91
Cover IV
Cerwin Vega (42)
29
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11
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111
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HOW YOUR ROOM LOOKS TO YOUR SOUND SYSTEM.

AND WHY YOU NEED AN ADC SOUND SHAPER.
"My stereo doesn't sound the
same at home as it did in the store!
How come?"
It's usually not the fault of
your system. Chances are. your components are excellent. But...

EVERY LISTENING ROOM,
IN EVERY HOME,
IS DIFFERENT.
Every room has its own pattern of reflective and absorptive
surfaces.
Carpets and drapes swallow
up sound. Walls and windows bounce
it around. Speaker placement can dramatically amplify certain frequencies
and diminish others.
As the result, some of Stanley
Clarke's bass notes seem to "boom"
unnaturally. The full-throated Rob
McConnell brass section
sounds uncharacteristically off mic. Some piccolo
passages in the Firebird
Suite could drill a hole
in your ear.

peculiarities of your room.
Quickly and easily, octave by
octave, from 20 to 20,000 lz, the
sliders lelp you fine-tune your room
to achieve the smooth frequency
response sour music system is capable of delivering. And to achieve
the sound balance that satisfies your
own musical taste.
A display of lights shows you
what the mom "hears the adjustments you make, and the adjusted
frequency, levels of the music as it
is being played.
I

10 SOUNDSHAPERS 10.
We have four EQs with realtime analyzers and pink-noise generators, like the SS -412X shown at the
top of the photo.
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WHAT'S THE CURE?
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Simple. ADC Sound
Shapers let you adjust
or "equalize" the sound
output of your stereo
system to help compensate for the acoustic

a9

-

a

. - f t?

There's an equalizer with
spatial expander, too: the SS-117EX,
pictured in the middle. You'll hear'
the dramatic difference when you
switch in the expander, to spread the
stereo image.
Our brand-new 12 -band
SS -525X offers precision, computerized equalization-automatically;
narrow -hand bass settings; EQ
memories with electronic call; and
remote. The slim -line SS-100SL
has an RTA for even greater value.

The SS Memory VIII (bottom)
takes the guesswork out of equalization-giving fine -tunable preset
curves for playback.

ADC: AFFORDABLE
TECHNOLOGY.
A few years ago, sophisticated
controls such as these were found only
in professional recording studios. Now,
for surprisingly little, any one of the
ten ADC Soundshapers will bring your
music system-and your room-rp to
optimal performance, whether you're
shaping the sound of today's compact
discs or yesterday's 33s, 45s ami 78s.
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at extraordinary output levels, reproductión
remains remarkably defined and distortion free.

Cerwin-Vega's new Select Edition Series.
Sonic realism

that creates a new dimension.

-

Finally, speakers that do justice to everything
you've got-from compact discs to 8mm digital

These stunning speakers give you high-tech outside,
and Inside-where it counts most. We've combined

video playback.

exacting engineering standards with superior Innovation to deliver defined, dimensional performance. All six models offer expertly

For those who know a great thing when
they hear it. And see it.

matched componentry for clear linear
response and electrifying depth.

Cerwin-Vega's

SE Series.

E Cerwin-Vega
A new classic.

Advances in consumer electronics demand
progressive loudspeakers. With its unsurpassed efficiency (as high as 102dB 1W @ 1M)
and power handling (up to 405 watts continuous), the SE Series delivers incomparable dynamic range (exceeding 92dB). Even

For more information please

write or call:

Cerwln-Vega: 12250 Montague SU. Arleta, CA 91331 8318) 896-0777
Cerwrn Vega Canada: 7360 Midland Av.. Unir 21/Scarborough. Ontarb MIS 4A9
Cerwln-Vega Europe: Skanderborgw 711OK 8680 Ry. Denmark
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